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Abstract
Stringent regulations of pollutant emissions now apply to new-generation combustion
devices. To achieve low nitrogen oxides (NOx) and carbon monoxide (CO) emissions
simultaneously, a complex optimisation process is required in the development of new
concepts for engines. Already eﬃcient for the prediction of turbulent combustion, Large
Eddy Simulation (LES) is also a promising tool to better understand the processes of
pollutant formation in gas turbine conditions and to provide their quantitative predic-
tion at the design stage. In this work, a new methodology for the prediction with LES
of NOx and CO in realistic industrial conﬁgurations is developed. It is based on a new
strategy for the description of chemistry, using Analytically Reduced Chemistry (ARC)
combined with the Thickened Flame model (TFLES). An ARC with accurate CO and
NO prediction is derived, validated on canonical laminar ﬂames and implemented in the
LES solver. The accuracy of this approach is demonstrated with a highly resolved sim-
ulation of the academic turbulent Sandia ﬂame D, for which excellent prediction of NO
and CO is obtained. The methodology is then applied to two industrial conﬁgurations.
The ﬁrst one is the SGT-100, a lean partially-premixed gas turbine model combustor
studied experimentally at DLR. LES of this conﬁguration highlights the chemical pro-
cesses of pollutant formation and provides qualitative and quantitative understanding
of the impact of the operating conditions. The second target conﬁguration corresponds
to a mono-sector prototype of an ultra-low NOx, staged multipoint injection aeronau-
tical combustor developed in the framework of the LEMCOTEC European project and
studied experimentally at ONERA. An ARC for the combustion of a representative jet
fuel surrogate is derived and used in the LES of the combustor with an Eulerian for-
malism to describe the liquid dispersed phase. Results show the excellent performances
of the ARC, for both the ﬂame characteristics and the prediction of pollutants.
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Re´sume´
Les re´glementations en termes d’e´mission de polluants qui s’appliquent aux chambres
de combustion de nouvelle ge´ne´ration ne´cessitent de nouvelles approches de concep-
tion. Aﬁn d’atteindre simultane´ment des objectifs de faibles e´missions d’oxydes d’azote
(NOx) et de monoxyde de carbone (CO), un processus d’optimisation complexe est
ne´cessaire au de´veloppement de nouveaux concepts de moteur. La simulation aux
grandes e´chelles (SGE) a de´ja` fait ses preuves pour la pre´diction de la combustion
turbulente. C’est aussi un outil prometteur pour mieux comprendre la formation des
polluants dans les turbines a` gaz, ainsi que pour en fournir une pre´diction quantitative.
Dans ces travaux, une nouvelle me´thodologie pour la pre´diction du NOx et du CO dans
des conﬁgurations re´alistes est de´veloppe´e. La me´thode est base´e sur une description
du syste`me chimique par des sche´mas re´duits ﬁde`les dits analytiques (ARC) combine´s
au mode`le de ﬂamme e´paissie (TFLES). En particulier, un ARC ayant des capacite´s de
pre´diction pre´cise du CO et du NO est de´veloppe´, valide´ sur des cas laminaires canon-
iques et imple´mente´ dans le solveur SGE. Le potentiel de l’approche est de´montre´ par
une simulation haute re´solution de la ﬂamme acade´mique turbulente Sandia D, pour
laquelle une excellente pre´diction du CO et du NO est obtenue. La me´thodologie est
ensuite applique´e a` deux conﬁgurations industrielles. La conﬁguration SGT-100 est un
bruˆleur commercial partiellement pre´me´lange´ de turbine a` gaz terrestre pour la pro-
duction d’e´nergie, e´tudie´ expe´rimentalement au DLR. La SGE de cette conﬁguration
permet de mettre en e´vidence les processus chimiques de formation des polluants et
fournit une compre´hension qualitative et quantitative de l’eﬀet des conditions de fonc-
tionnement. La seconde application correspond a` un prototype monosecteur de syste`me
d’injection ae´ronautique multipoint a` tre`s faibles e´missions de NOx de´veloppe´ dans le
cadre du projet europe´en LEMCOTEC et e´tudie´ expe´rimentalement a` l’ONERA. Un
ARC repre´sentant la cine´tique chimique d’un carburant ae´ronautique mode`le est de´rive´
et employe´ dans la SGE de la chambre de combustion avec un formalisme eule´rien pour
de´crire la phase disperse´e. Les re´sultats obtenus montrent l’excellente capacite´ de
pre´diction de l’ARC en termes de proprie´te´s de ﬂamme et de pre´diction des polluants.
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If you want a happy ending, that depends, of course, on where you stop your story.
Orson Welles
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1.1 Industrial context
Gas turbines are one of the most widely-used technology for power generation. They are
used for electricity production, rotorcraft and aircraft propulsion, with high reliability
and performance for various operating ranges. They were introduced in the aircraft
industry to achieve better level of thrust at high altitude. For mid and long-range
aircraft applications, the turbofan is the most common architecture. It consists of a
gas turbine which generates the mechanical energy and a ducted fan which uses this
energy to generate most of the thrust.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1.1 Fuel efficiency
Since the eighties, driven by increasing fuel prices, fuel consumption became a great
concern. The aircraft industry was forced to explore fuel eﬃcient engine concepts,
which resulted in major changes in the global architecture of engines. This eﬀort has
been maintained in the last decades, thanks to innovations in materials and the archi-
tecture of the diﬀerent stages of the engine. It is still pursued, since conventional jet
fuel remains the main source of energy for aircraft propulsion due to its easy storage,
safety and high energy density.
1.1.2 Environmental regulations
Since the nineties, the rapid growth of air traﬃc focused the attention on the envi-
ronmental impact of civil aviation, although it remains a small contributor to global
emissions (around 2 % of global CO2 emissions). However air traﬃc is expected to grow
even faster in the next decades (Fig. 1.1): fuel for aviation represents three percent of
all combustion sources, and it is forecasted to reach 5 percent by 2050 (Intergovernmen-
tal Panel on Climate Change forecast). Moreover, air traﬃc is the major contributor
to high altitudes emissions, which induce strong impact on atmospheric chemistry [1].
Therefore it has a signiﬁcant impact both on local air quality and global atmospheric
changes, which leads to the introduction of more drastic regulations of pollutant emis-
sions.
Figure 1.1: ICAO air traffic data and Airbus traffic forecast in revenue passen-
ger kilometers. From [5].
The main pollutants emitted by aircraft engines are the following:
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• Carbon dioxide (CO2) is the direct product of combustion process. Thus the
amount of carbon dioxide emitted is directly linked to the fuel eﬃciency of the
engine. It is a major greenhouse gas.
• Carbon monoxide (CO) is mainly an issue at reduced power. It is colourless
and highly toxic.
• Nitrogen oxide and dioxide (NOx) contribute to ozone depletion, acid rains
and directly aﬀect local air quality.
• Smoke is composed of solid particles made of long hydrocarbon chains resulting
from incomplete combustion process. It has a global warming eﬀect and causes
severe air pollution.
• Unburnt hydrocarbons (UHC) are a blend of fuel derivatives, resulting from
incomplete combustion, that leave the combustion chamber. They consist of large
to light hydrocarbons and are highly toxic.
The Committee on Aviation Environmental Protection (CAEP) and the Advisory
Council for Aviation Research and Innovation in Europe (ACARE) have set up ambi-
tious targets for 2020 [3]. There are multiple objectives:
• ACARE has a target of 20% reduction of CO2 emissions and fuel consumption
for the engine alone (and 50% for the overall aircraft) compared to the reference
of 2000, which requires the development of engines with very high eﬃciency.
• New environmental standards require mitigation of pollutant emissions (smoke,
CO, UHC) with great eﬀort towards NOx. The CAEP has a midterm goal of
45% and a long term goal of 60% NOx reduction compared to the standard
of 2008 [1]. Comparison of current engine emissions with CAEP regulations is
shown in Fig. 1.2. Today, most engines on the market are 20 % below CAEP 6
regulations. However, for engines with high overall pressure ratio (OPR) (such
as GE90 engine, with OPR ≃ 45), this margin is reduced. The ACARE has an
overall target of 80% NOx reduction compared to the reference of 2000, with 60%
for the combustor only.
The dual objectives of fuel-eﬃciency and low emissions raise a challenge from the
combustor design point of view that will be addressed in Sec. 1.3.
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Figure 1.2: NOx vs OPR for various engines and comparison with regulatory
levels from CAEP. From [1].
1.2 Overview of CO and NOx formation in gas turbine
conditions
The design of modern gas turbine combustors requires an optimum compromise between
NOx and CO emissions at the diﬀerent engine regimes. In this section, a concise
review of the underlying chemical processes of NOx and CO formation is provided.
In particular, the impact of high temperature and pressure conditions and fuel-air
stratiﬁcation typically encountered in gas turbine conﬁgurations is discussed.
1.2.1 CO formation
CO is an intermediate product of the reaction between fuel and air. It is formed in
the ﬂame region, through highly reactive precursors such as HCO. The oxidation of
CO into CO2 is a slower process, initiated in the ﬂame zone and continuing in the
post-ﬂame region. Thus, CO concentrations at the combustor exit are generally above
equilibrium values and are linked to the combustor residence time.
For gas turbine applications, high CO levels at the combustor exit result from several
factors:
• High CO concentrations are found in fuel-rich conditions because of the lack of
oxygen to be recombined into CO2. Fuel-rich combustion typically occurs in
RQL concepts (see Sec. 1.3.3), non-premixed and complex two-phase ﬂow ﬂame
structures. In this situation, the rich mixture is generally diluted prior to the
combustor exit to burn the remaining fuel. However insuﬃcient residence time
and the quenching of the CO recombination reactions may lead to concentrations
at the combustor exit much higher than the equilibrium value.
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• High CO levels are also related to ﬂame quenching that occurs due to ﬂame-wall
interactions or inappropriate design of air cooling [111]. All these eﬀects may lead
to overall CO values signiﬁcantly higher than equilibrium values at the combustor
exit.
• In addition, conditions close to lean blow-oﬀ combined with short residence time
in the combustor can lead to incomplete oxidation of CO [73]. This situation is
generally associated with poor combustion eﬃciency.
Impact of the operating conditions
Increased pressure tends to shift the CO-CO2 equilibrium towards recombination in
CO2. Bhargava et al. [17] reported a P
−0.5 pressure dependence. On the contrary,
higher inlet temperature which results in higher ﬂame temperature promotes chemical
dissociations that shift CO-CO2 equilibrium towards CO. However no clear correlation
is found between the operating conditions and the CO emissions because the non-
equilibrium level at the combustor exit is highly dependent on the exact design of
the combustor. Thanks to high combustion eﬃciency, CO levels are generally far below
regulatory levels at high power conditions, but they generally peak and become a design
issue at low-power conditions.
1.2.2 NOx formation
NOx is the generic term for nitric oxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2). The NOx
chemistry is governed by hundreds of elementary reactions which can be decomposed
in several major chemical pathways that are detailed thereafter.
Thermal NO [212] is essentially formed in the hot product region of the ﬂame where
the reaction between the fuel and the air is already completed. It is formed from the
oxidation of nitrogen and is described by the Zeldovich mechanism,
O + N2 −−→←−− NO+N , (1.1)
N + O2 −−→←−− NO+O , (1.2)
N + OH −−→←−− NO+H . (1.3)
Because of its high activation energy, the ﬁrst reaction (Eq. 1.1) is rate limiting. In
addition, the O species concentration is exponentially dependent on the temperature,
so that the NO formation rate becomes signiﬁcant only for temperatures above 1800K,
i.e. mostly in the burnt gases. Compared to carbon oxidation reactions, thermal NO
formation occurs on slower time scales. Depending on temperature and pressure con-
ditions and on the residence time, this slow post-ﬂame process generally represents 35
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to 70% of the total NO formation [117]. Given that it is a slow chemical process and
that gas turbines have small residence times, the exhaust concentrations remain signif-
icantly below equilibrium values and strongly depend on the residence time. Note that
thermal NO formation is also promoted by the super-equilibrium concentrations of O
and OH radicals [40] occurring in the ﬂame front.
The prompt NO route was initially suggested by Fenimore [53, 54], who observed
that high NO concentrations were found close to the ﬂame region that could not be
attributed to the slow thermal route alone. The prompt NO production is a rapid pro-
cess that occurs in the reaction zone from the interaction of N2 with radicals generated
by fuel oxidation. This interaction was initially attributed to a reaction with CH to
form HCN intermediate:
N2 +CH −−→←−− HCN+N . (1.4)
HCN further reacts through various reactions to lead to the formation of NO, while the
N radical directly promotes the thermal NO formation. Thus the thermal and prompt
pathways are highly coupled in the ﬂame reaction zone. This description of prompt
NO via HCN has been retained in many detailed mechanisms [22, 128, 207] and yields
satisfactory prediction of NO levels in several reference ﬂames for which this pathway is
signiﬁcant [11]. However, it was argued that the reaction between N2 and CH violates
the quantum mechanics principle of spin conservation, and thus cannot represent the
true chemical process of prompt NO initiation. It is now accepted that the correct
intermediate species is rather NCN [132] via the reaction
N2 +CH −−→←−− NCN+H , (1.5)
which conserves electron spin, and is now implemented in recently built detailed mech-
anisms [103].
The prompt NO process peaks at stoichiometric or slightly rich conditions, because it
is enhanced by high ﬂame temperature and large quantities of available hydrocarbon
radicals. It plays also a signiﬁcant role in the rich region of diﬀusion ﬂames. Its contri-
bution is generally negligible in the post-ﬂame region where hydrocarbon radicals are
no longer available.
In the N
2
O route, N2O intermediate is formed via the reaction of N2 and O that
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leads to NO formation via the following reactions:
N2 +O+M −−→←−− N2O+M , (1.6)
N2O+O −−→←−− NO+NO , (1.7)
N2O+H −−→←−− NO+NH . (1.8)
It is one of the major contributor to NOx formation under lean premixed, high pressure
conditions, that are typically found in modern gas turbine combustors [47]. It is also
promoted by O superequilibrium concentrations in the ﬂame region.
In the NNH pathway [25], N2 and H react to form NNH intermediate, which is
then oxidised by the O atom to form NO:
N2 +H −−→←−− NNH , (1.9)
NNH+O −−→←−− NO+NH . (1.10)
This process is signiﬁcant for low ﬂame temperatures. Similarly to the thermal path-
way, it is promoted by possible superequilibrium O concentration in the ﬂame front.
NO conversion in NO
2
is promoted by high pressure conditions. NO is also rapidly
oxidised into NO2 at moderate temperatures. However, NO2 concentrations are gener-
ally small in the hot exhaust gases of gas turbine chambers.
Fuel NO [151] is relevant for fuels containing chemically bound nitrogen, which is
typically the case for coal and biomass that are not considered in this work.
Decomposition of NOx formation into slow and fast processes
Fenimore [53] observed that the NO proﬁle in burnt gases had a non-zero intercept
when extrapolated to the ﬂame front for rich mixtures. As exempliﬁed in Fig. 1.3
on a rich premixed methane-air ﬂame computation, rapid NO formation occurs in the
reaction of zone, which was given the name “prompt NO” by Fenimore. To analyse
NOx formation in combustors, it is interesting to separate the overall NOx production
into the fast ﬂame processes that are related to the fuel consumption and the local
combustion regime, and the slower post-ﬂame processes that are related to residence
time and essentially driven by thermal NO pathway. This can be done in several
manners:
• By chemical pathways:
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– The total NO source term can be decomposed into the contributions of the
diﬀerent pathways. However, as mentioned above, prompt and thermal path-
ways are highly coupled via N radical, so that there is no clear separation.
– The subtraction method consists in removing one pathway from the mech-
anism to obtain an evaluation of its impact on NO production. However
it requires to perform several computations which can be too costly in the
context of LES.
• By separating flame and post-flame processes:
As suggested by Biagioli et al. [18], the decomposition can be based on the anal-
ysis of chemical time scales. Another possibility is to measure NO concentration
at a given arbitrary distance from the ﬂame front to separate ﬂame and post-
ﬂame processes. However, this deﬁnition is not applicable to turbulent ﬂows.
Instead, a threshold value of the progress variable can be used to separate ﬂame
and post-ﬂame zones.
Flame 
NO
Post-!ame NO
Figure 1.3: One-dimensional premixed methane-air flame at atmospheric con-
ditions and equivalence ratio φ = 1.15 with GRI 2.11. Normalised temperature
(—), NO mass fraction (· − ·−) and NO source term (· · ·).
Impact of operating conditions
The temperature has a strong impact on NOx formation rate. Increased combustor
inlet temperature results in a higher ﬂame and post-ﬂame temperature, and in turns
increased NOx emissions mostly because of thermal NO. Prompt NO formation is also
promoted by increased temperature, but to a smaller extent.
The inﬂuence of pressure on NOx formation is more complex, because it diﬀers for the
diﬀerent pathways. It is case dependent, and inﬂuenced by the combustion regime, the
fuel-air stratiﬁcation and the relevant NOx chemical pathways. As a result, available
data from the literature sometimes exhibit contradictory trends. A square root depen-
dence on pressure (P 0.5) of thermal NO is generally accepted [40], but the situation
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is less clear for the other pathways. Using laminar ﬂame calculations with natural
gas mixtures, Biagioli et al. [18] analysed the eﬀect of pressure (in a range from 0.1
to 3MPa), equivalence ratio and unmixedness on the production of NO, decomposed
into a rapid ﬂame contribution and a slower post-ﬂame one. They found that the rapid
ﬂame contribution decreases as P−0.45 and that the post-ﬂame contribution increases as
P 0.67. They also reported a stronger sensitivity of post-ﬂame NO to fuel-air unmixed-
ness. Since post-ﬂame NOx driven by the thermal route is a signiﬁcant mechanism
in gas turbines, NOx emissions are expected to increase with pressure. However this
trend could be reversed with lean, low temperature ﬂames in combustor having eﬃcient
mixing between fuel and air, for which the fast ﬂame contribution to NO formation can
be dominant. In particular, in the review of Correa et al. [40], a positive pressure
exponent is found for lean premixed combustion, which decreases to 0 for very low
equivalence ratio. Leonard and Stegmaier [113] reported NOx emissions to be inde-
pendent of pressure in perfectly-premixed conditions with temperature below 1900K
and lean equivalence ratio (φ = 0.7). Also Bhargava et al. [17] conducted experiments
in the range 0.7 to 2.7 MPa. They reported a pressure exponent dependency between
−0.77 and 1.6 depending on the fuel injection type, highlighting the impact of local
mixing quality, which is also in agreement with the experimental and numerical ﬁndings
ofMongia et al. [133] who also reported the high sensitivity of NOx levels to incomplete
mixing at lean conditions. Gokulakrishnan et al. [73] reported a positive dependence
of NOx to pressure for a lean premixed combustor, with both gaseous and liquid fuels.
To summarise, the impact of pressure on NOx depends on various parameters includ-
ing combustor design and fuel considered. However, the clear global trend is that low
ﬂame temperature and eﬃcient mixing of fuel and air prior to combustion always tend
to decrease NOx production.
1.2.3 Impact of liquid fuel
Spray combustion can play a signiﬁcant role in CO and NOx emissions. Because of
the formation of rich pockets of fuel-air mixture due to local droplet evaporation and
droplet segregation processes [171], near stoichiometric burning regions appear even in
lean global conditions, and the fuel-air mixing is reduced. Baessler et al. [8] studied the
inﬂuence of the pre-vaporization rate of aeronautical fuel on NOx formation. At stoi-
chiometric conditions, NOx emissions were high and insensitive to the pre-vaporization
rate. For lean conditions, the emissions were comparable to the stoichiometric case at
low pre-vaporization rate, but they strongly decreased beyond a pre-vaporization rate
threshold. It indicates that NOx formation is sensitive to the ﬂame combustion regime
which is strongly driven by the spray characteristics.
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1.3 Challenge for the development of low emission aero-
nautical burners
From the combustor design point of view, the dual objectives of fuel eﬃciency and low
environmental impact are contradictory. Indeed, higher core engine thermal eﬃciency
requires higher operating pressure and temperature of the combustor, which directly
promotes NOx emissions. Thus innovative architectures are required to achieve low
emissions. As shown in Fig. 1.4, the design of aeronautical combustion chambers is
constrained by high safety and operability requirements over the whole ﬂight envelope,
as well as drastic weight and size constraints compared to land gas turbines. Thus the
development of low emission innovative design must result from a global optimisation
process.
Emissions
Altitude
reignition
Thermal
e ciency
Stability
Thermoacoustic
stability
Figure 1.4: Design constraints applying to aeronautical burners.
1.3.1 Towards higher thermal efficiency
The global eﬃciency η of a turbofan engine can be decomposed into a propulsive eﬃ-
ciency ηprop and a thermal eﬃciency ηthermal
η = ηprop × ηth , (1.11)
thus both must be improved to achieve higher global eﬃciency.
The propulsive efficiency is essentially related to the bypass ratio, which is the ratio
between the mass ﬂow that bypasses the engine core (compressor stages, combustor
and turbine stages) to the mass ﬂow passing through the engine core. To reduce fuel
consumption, the bypass ratio has been dramatically increased over the last decades,
typically from 1-2 in the sixties to 10-15 for the most recent engines. Because of weight
and drag limitations, further increasing the bypass ratio requires the development of
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new architectures, such as open rotor engines, for which the bypass ratio reaches val-
ues up to 30. However this type of architecture raises many other issues (integration,
acoustics) that still need to be addressed.
On the other side, the thermal efficiency is the eﬃciency of the thermodynamic cycle
of the core engine. It corresponds to an ideal Brayton cycle, whose eﬃciency is directly
related to the OPR, which is the total pressure ratio between the combustor entrance
and the compressor inlet. Its expression reads [24]
ηth = 1− T2
T3
= 1− (1/OPR)(−1)= , (1.12)
where T2 and T3 are respectively the total temperature at the compressor inlet and
the combustor entrance and γ is the heat capacity ratio. Thus, high thermal eﬃciency
is achieved by increasing the OPR. In modern core engine architectures, such as the
LEAP-X, the typical OPR is 40:1.
1.3.2 The LEMCOTEC project
This thesis is part of the European project LEMCOTEC (Low Emissions Core-Engine
Technologies). This industrial and academic research project aims at developing tech-
nologies for core engines with ultra high OPR up to 70, that allows to improve the
thermal eﬃciency of the engine. The project includes the development of innovative
high pressure ratio compressors, advanced materials and thermal management for the
core engine architecture.
For the combustor part, the eﬀort is focused on the development of ultra-low NOx
combustion systems adapted to high temperature and pressure conditions of high OPR
core engines. In this purpose, SNECMA is currently developing a prototype of ultra-low
NOx combustor that will be introduced in Sec. 1.3.4. The ﬁnal objective is to demon-
strate the technological readiness of the prototype regarding the design constraints of
Fig. 1.4: the light-around capability, the thermo-acoustic stability and the pollutant
emission levels of the prototype will be assessed on a full annular test-rig.
In this purpose, a comprehensive numerical methodology for the design and under-
standing of ultra-low NOx combustion chambers has been developed, based on the
solver AVBP co-developed by CERFACS and IPFEN. Bauerheim [13] focused on the
development of numerical and analytical models to predict azimuthal thermo-acoustic
instabilities. The ignition process, including light-around phase was studied in the the-
sis of Esclapez [52]. The aim of this thesis is to build a methodology for the numerical
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prediction of NOx and CO that is able to tackle the complexity of aeronautical conﬁg-
urations.
.
1.3.3 Towards lower pollutant emissions: ultra low emission combus-
tor design
In terms of combustor design, the need for higher OPR leads to higher inlet tempera-
ture and pressure as well as higher outlet temperature. As shown in Sec. 1.2.2, these
conditions strongly promote the formation of NOx. Thus, innovative combustor design
is required to meet current and future NOx emission requirements, without being detri-
mental to other pollutant emission levels and the global performances of the core engine
in terms of safety, operability and eﬃciency. The main low-emission concepts used in
modern aircraft combustors are summarised in this section. Whereas combustion in
conventional combustors is done at near-stoichiometric conditions, in most innovative
concepts, the combustion process occurs away from stoichiometry. As shown in Fig. 1.5,
strong NOx reduction is achievable on both the lean and rich sides of stoichiometry.
Conversely, CO concentrations are generally high in rich conditions or close to lean-
blow oﬀ conditions, where the NOx emissions are the lowest. The residence time of the
combustor must be suﬃcient so that CO can be fully burnt out into CO2, but this will
promote NOx in the post-ﬂame region that is directly related to the residence time.
Therefore a strong compromise must be found to obtain satisfactory emission levels at
all regimes.
Figure 1.5: Typical NOx levels vs equivalence ratio and illustration of the RQL
principle. From [111].
In Lean premixed pre-vaporized (LPP) concepts [6], a premixing zone between
air and fuel prior to combustion enables a reduction of NOx thanks to low ﬂame temper-
ature. However this concept is generally not applicable to aeronautical engines because
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the premixing zone increases the combustor size and the risk of autoignition of the
mixture.
The Lean Direct Injection (LDI) concept consists of a reduced-size series of lean
direct injectors. The fuel is directly injected without staging or premixing zone and the
reduced size of the multiple injection systems allow to improve spray properties and
fuel-air mixing [79, 193] leading to ﬂame temperature below the critical value of 1800K
for thermal NO formation.
In Rich-burn, Quick-Quench, Lean-Burn (RQL) concepts, the combustion pro-
cess is initiated in rich conditions in the primary zone. Then rapid dilution and mixing
of the hot products with fresh gases occur and the remaining fuel burns in lean con-
ditions. This allows to avoid fuel burning at near-stoichiometric conditions which are
favourable to NOx production. The low-NOx route of the RQL concept is shown in
Fig. 1.5. It is still successfully applied in commercial engine combustor design. How-
ever, considering the future trend of extreme pressure and temperature conditions, it
will become increasingly diﬃcult to keep satisfactory emission levels with this con-
cept, because of high NO production even with limited residence time in stoichiometric
conditions at high pressure and temperature. Also, the rich combustion signiﬁcantly
promotes the formation of smoke.
The multipoint injection concept (also known as premixing swirler concept) is
the concept retained by SNECMA in the framework of the LEMCOTEC project to
demonstrate the performance of an ultra-low NOx combustion chamber in a full-annular
test rig. More details about this concept are provided hereafter.
1.3.4 Multipoint injection system: design and optimisation
A schematic of the multipoint injection concept is shown in Fig. 1.6, and a typical con-
ﬁguration designed by SNECMA is shown in Fig. 1.7. The injection system is radially
staged, and leads to two distinct ﬂame regions: a pilot ﬂame close to the centerline,
and a main (multipoint) ﬂame in the outer region. The key idea of the concept is to
inject the main fuel through small holes in the vanes of the main swirler. The highly
swirling environment promotes a ﬁne atomisation of the liquid jets, thus enabling a
rapid evaporation and mixing between fuel and air to obtain a lean, homogeneous mix-
ture. It results in a lean, well-premixed ﬂame achieving low NOx formation.
The pilot ﬂame is stabilised in the central region where the fuel is injected via a pilot
atomiser: its main role is to provide hot products to help stabilising the main ﬂame.
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Figure 1.6: Schematic view of the multipoint injection system and flame struc-
ture. From [44]. PRZ: primary recirculation zone. CRZ: corner recirculation
zone. LRZ: lip recirculation zone.
Figure 1.7: SNECMA multipoint injector design (TLC project). From [91].
It also provides most of the energy at low-power conditions. This type of design has
been successfully implemented in the combustor of the LEAP-X core engine with a 50%
margin from CAEP 6 regulations for NOx emissions despite a design OPR of 40.
Design trade-off to achieve low emissions
To achieve low NOx emissions, the strategy is to minimise the residence time in the
combustor to limit the thermal NOx contribution. However a suﬃcient residence time
is required to fully burn out CO, and a compromise must be found. Eﬃcient staging
strategy is also mandatory to achieve pollutant emissions targets for the wide range of
operating conditions while maintaining suﬃcient stability margins. In particular, the
compromise between NOx and CO emissions at low and intermediate power strongly
depends on the staging strategy. At low power conditions, only the pilot ﬂame is burn-
ing and fresh air from the main swirler can freeze the combustion process if the spatial
separation between stages is not suﬃcient, which typically promotes CO emissions. At
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higher power, interactions between the two ﬂames can also occur [9], aﬀecting the local
ﬂame structure and pollutant formation.
The lean multipoint ﬂame may be subject to strong dynamics and interactions with
acoustics [83]. For instance, periodic instability related to ﬂashback in lean staged injec-
tion system was identiﬁed and investigated experimentally by Dhanuka et al. [43, 44],
the main steps of the instability being shown in Fig. 1.8. After an initial perturbation,
local extinction occurs in the outward ﬂame region. It is subsequently ﬁlled with un-
burnt reactants, until the ﬂame abruptly propagates into these region and ﬂashes back
to the injector wall, which generates a pressure wave sustaining the process loop, lead-
ing to high amplitude and low-frequency (≃ 15Hz) pressure oscillations. In addition,
Figure 1.8: High speed imaging of periodic flashback sequence in a lean staged
model combustor. From [43].
because of the strong sensitivity of heat release to equivalence ratio ﬂuctuation in the
lean domain [116], the multipoint ﬂame is more sensitive to strong coupling with the
acoustics, which can potentially lead to thermo-acoustic instabilities.
1.4 Objectives and organisation of the thesis
1.4.1 Challenges of accurate pollutant prediction in gas turbine con-
gurations
Given the important optimisation process associated with innovative combustor de-
signs, numerical tools like Large Eddy Simulation (LES) are of great help for a better
understanding of the combustor behaviour and underlying mechanisms, since it can
correctly capture most unsteady features, such as fuel-air mixing and ﬂame dynamics
[69]. It can be a valuable complement to experimental campaigns for which diagnostics
inside the combustor are costly and limited. LES is also capable of predicting unstable
behaviour of the combustor [209], as well as ignition and re-ignition capabilities [12].
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Therefore it can cover many aspects of the design of ultra low emission combustors.
Even though chemical processes of CO and NOx formation are rather well understood,
their accurate prediction in real aeronautical geometries remains a challenge because
they are strongly impacted by multiple eﬀects such as multiphase combustion, turbu-
lence, air cooling and dilution, or radiative and wall heat transfer. The high temper-
ature environment and limited optical access of combustors make the measurement of
species very diﬃcult inside the combustion chamber, thus experimental data in real gas
turbine burners are often limited to exhaust gas composition. This limitation does not
allow a thorough validation of models for pollutant formation and emissions, and it is
necessary to consider ﬁrst academic conﬁgurations, where more detailed measurements
are available, but the variety of phenomena occurring in real industrial chambers is
only partially represented.
In the last years, most of the modelling eﬀort for pollutant prediction relied on the
tabulated chemistry approach, as it is able to include detailed chemistry eﬀects needed
to predict pollutant formation while remaining computationally eﬃcient: academic
conﬁgurations such as the Sandia ﬂame D were extensively used as a validation case,
and a fair agreement was generally obtained between measurements and simulations
[85, 122, 148, 201, 213]. However the standard ﬂamelet formulation is not appropriate
for the slow processes of NOx and CO formation and thus requires additional modelling
[85, 148, 213]. These extended models lead to reasonable NOx prediction in academic
conﬁgurations but less eﬀort was made towards accurate CO prediction. Moreover,
their application to real conﬁgurations with complex ﬂow and ﬂame structures and
multiphysics phenomena is not straightforward.
A promising alternative to tabulated chemistry is to use reduced chemical mechanisms.
If globally ﬁtted, 1- to 4-step mechanisms are not well suited to describe pollutant
formation, as they contain few intermediate species involved in pollutant formation.
More advanced reduction techniques lead to larger, but still reduced mechanisms that
preserve a faithful description of the combustion and pollutant formation processes,
and are therefore able to handle multiple and complex combustion regimes in real
conﬁgurations at varying pressure and temperature conditions. Compared to tabulated
methods, there is no a priori assumption made on the local ﬂame structure. Moreover,
the chemical impact of wall heat transfer and thermal radiation is intrinsically taken
into account in the chemical description. Such schemes, named analytically reduced
chemistries (ARCs) comprise for example about ten to twenty species for methane-air
combustion [126, 191].
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1.4.2 Organisation of the thesis
ARCs have shown their capability to accurately predict NO formation in canonical
conﬁgurations such as perfectly stirred reactors (PSRs), freely propagating ﬂames and
diﬀusion ﬂames. They have been recently applied in the context of LES to turbulent
ﬂames by Jones and Prasad [94] on the Sandia ﬂame series (D-F). However, complex
industrial conﬁgurations are tackled in very few studies. They were employed by Bu-
lat et al. [27] on an industrial gas turbine conﬁguration, which is also studied in this
thesis. In addition, Franzelli et al. [62] showed the capability to accurately predict the
ﬂame structure in a partially premixed swirled gas turbine model combustion with a
13-species ARC [176].
The main objective of this work is to build a methodology for pollutant prediction
in aeronautical gas turbine conﬁgurations based on ARCs that include accurate CO
and NOx prediction. One of the novel aspects of this work is that the ARCs are
speciﬁcally derived for the intended applications, whereas available mechanisms from
the literature are generally used in most previous studies. This enables to have a direct
control of their cost, accuracy, and range of validity. This was made possible by the
contribution of the thesis of Felden, which is currently going on, and is speciﬁcally
oriented towards the reduction of complex chemistries. Another novel aspect is that
the ARC is combined with the artiﬁcial thickened ﬂame model which has largely proven
its capability to predict the combustion features in complex conﬁgurations [12, 69] The
thesis is organised as follows:
• In the ﬁrst part, the theoretical backgrounds of computational ﬂuid dynamics,
combustion and two-phase ﬂow description are introduced.
• In the second part, two methodologies for pollutant prediction are developed and
validated on canonical cases. The ﬁrst one is based on a tabulated approach, and
is an extension of the model of Pecquery et al. [148], who derived a model for
NOx prediction with application to academic and industrial conﬁgurations. The
second, which is the major novelty of this thesis, is based on the combination
of reduced mechanism (ARC) having an accurate ﬂame structure and pollutant
description with the artiﬁcially thickened ﬂame model.
• Finally, the methodology is applied in the LES of three turbulent conﬁgurations
with increasing complexity:
– The Sandia D turbulent ﬂame, a reference academic case for pollutant emis-
sion modelling.
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– A gas turbine model combustor derived from the commercial Siemens SGT-
100 burner studied experimentally at DLR Stuttgart.
– A prototype of multipoint aeronautical injection system developed by SNECMA
in the framework of the LEMCOTEC project and studied experimentally at
ONERA.
This wide range of conﬁgurations allows to demonstrate the prediction capability
of the methodology and the analysis of local ﬂow conditions, ﬂame structure and
turbulence-chemistry interaction provides a better understanding of the driving
mechanisms of pollutant formation in such conﬁgurations.
1.4.3 Brief introduction of the target congurations
The conditions corresponding to two of the three target conﬁgurations will be widely
employed throughout the ﬁrst chapters of the thesis to build and validate the diﬀerent
models. For the clarity of the reader, they are brieﬂy introduced at this early stage:
• The Sandia flame D is a turbulent non-premixed jet ﬂame. The burner consists
of three coaxial jets. The main central jet is a rich methane-air mixture, with
an equivalence ratio φ = 3.17, at ambient conditions. The ﬂame is stabilised via
a pilot encompassing the main jet. It consists of burnt gases at an equivalence
ratio φ = 0.77. A coﬂow of air at ambient conditions surrounds the pilot jet.
• The SGT-100 burner is gas turbine combustor conﬁguration operated with
natural gas. The combustor burns in a lean, partially-premixed regime. Two
operating points are considered: SGT-100/Case A with a fresh gas temperature
Tin = 680K and combustor pressure P = 3bars and SGT-100/Case B with the
same fresh gas temperature and combustor pressure P = 6bars.
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2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the governing equations and the physical modelling are presented for
the gaseous phase. The fundamental concepts of LES are introduced along with the
resulting ﬁltered equations that are at the basis of the numerical implementation in the
AVBP solver, which is brieﬂy introduced thereafter.
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2.2 Governing equations for the Gaseous Phase
Note: The Einstein’s rule of summation is employed except when explicitly stated
otherwise and at the exception of the index k which is employed to refer to the kth
species without summation rule.
2.2.1 The Navier-Stokes equations
The Navier-Stokes equations arise from conservation principles of mass, momentum
and energy. For multi-species reacting ﬂows, they can be written in conservative form
as follows:
• Mass conservation
∂ρ
∂t
+
∂
∂xj
(ρuj) = 0 , (2.1)
• Momentum conservation
∂ρui
∂t
+
∂ρuiuj
∂xj
= − ∂
∂xj
(Pδij − τij) , for i = 1, 2, 3 , (2.2)
• Energy conservation
∂ρE
∂t
+
∂
∂xj
(ρEuj) = − ∂
∂xj
(ui (Pδij − τij) + qj) + ω˙T , (2.3)
• Species conservation
∂ρYk
∂t
+
∂ρYkuj
∂xj
= − ∂
∂xj
Jjk + ω˙k , for k = 1, nspec . (2.4)
The left-hand side (LHS) of these equations correspond to the unsteady and convective
terms for the density ρ , the ith component of the velocity ui, the total energy E and the
kth species. The right-hand side (RHS) comprises the viscous momentum ﬂux tensor
−τij , the pressure ﬂux tensor Pδij , the energy ﬂux qi and the species diﬀusive ﬂux Jik.
The species source terms ω˙k and heat release rate (energy source term) ω˙T due to the
chemical reactions also appear on the RHS of the equations.
To close the equations, an equation of state that relates pressure, temperature and
density is needed. Considering an ideal gas mixture, it reads
r =
R
W
, (2.5)
P = ρrT , (2.6)
where R = 8.3143 J/mol/K is the universal gas constant and r is the gas constant that
depends on the local gas composition through the mean molecular weight W , whose
expression reads
1
W
=
nspec∑
k=1
Yk
Wk
. (2.7)
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2.2.2 Viscous momentum flux
The viscous momentum ﬂux tensor (or viscous stress tensor) for Newtonian ﬂuid is
given by
τij = 2µ
(
Sij − 1
3
δijSll
)
, (2.8)
where Sij is the strain rate tensor
Sij =
1
2
(gij + gji) , (2.9)
and is deﬁned as the symmetric part of the velocity gradient tensor gij
gij =
∂ui
∂xj
, (2.10)
and µ is the molecular viscosity, whose modelling is presented in Sec. 2.2.5.
2.2.3 Species diffusion flux
Using the Hirschfelder Curtis [82] approximation, the species diﬀusion ﬂux can be
expressed as
Jik = −ρYkV ki = −Dk
Wk
W
∂Xk
∂xi
, (2.11)
where Dk is the mixture diﬀusion coeﬃcient for the k
th species and Xk = YkW/Wk
is the kth species mole fraction. To ensure mass conservation (
Pnspec
k=1 Jik = 0), a
correction diﬀusion velocity
V ci =
nspec∑
k=1
Dk
Wk
W
∂Xk
∂xi
(2.12)
is introduced. With this correction, the species diﬀusion ﬂux ﬁnally reads
Jik = −ρ
(
Dk
Wk
W
∂Xk
∂xi
− YkV ci
)
. (2.13)
The expression of Dk, depending on the transport model retained is presented in
Sec. 2.2.5.
2.2.4 Energy flux
The energy ﬂux is decomposed into a diﬀusive term (heat conduction) and an additional
term due to the transport of energy by the species diﬀusion. The total energy ﬂux can
be expressed as
qi = −λ ∂T
∂xi︸ ︷︷ ︸
Conduction
−ρ
N∑
k=1
(
Dk
Wk
W
∂Xk
∂xi
− YkV ci
)
hs,k︸ ︷︷ ︸
Energy transport through species diﬀusion
= −λ ∂T
∂xi
+
N∑
k=1
Jikhs,k ,
(2.14)
where λ is the heat conduction coeﬃcient (see Sec. 2.2.5) of the mixture and hs,k is the
sensible enthalpy of the kth species.
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2.2.5 Modelling transport coefficients
Advanced models for transport coeﬃcients employed in kinetics solver such as Cantera
[74] remain expensive for LES computations. Therefore a simpliﬁed approach presented
in this subsection is retained.
The molecular viscosity µ is assumed to be independent of the gas composition and to
be close to that of air. Thus the classical Sutherland law can be used
µ = c1
T 3=2
T + c2
Tref + c2
T
3=2
ref
, (2.15)
Alternatively, a second law is available, called power law, for which the expression of
the molecular viscosity reads
µ = c1
(
T
Tref
)b
, (2.16)
with b typically ranging between 0.5 and 1.0. For example b = 0.76 for air.
Assuming a constant molecular Prandtl number Pr, the heat conduction coeﬃcient of
the gas mixture is simply related to the molecular viscosity as
λ =
µCp
Pr
, (2.17)
where Cp =
Pnspec
k=1 Cp,kYk is the heat capacity of the mixture.
The computation of the species diﬀusion coeﬃcients Dk is a speciﬁc issue. These
coeﬃcients should be expressed as a function of the binary coeﬃcients Dij obtained
from kinetic theory (Hirschfelder et al. [82]). Following Bird et al. [20], the mixture
diﬀusion coeﬃcient of species k can be expressed as
Dk =
1− YkP
j 6=kXj/Djk
. (2.18)
To reduce the numerical costs associated with the binary coeﬃcients computation, a
simpliﬁed approximation is used in AVBP for Dk. Similarly to thermal diﬀusion, the
Schmidt numbers Sck of the species are supposed to be constant so that the diﬀusion
coeﬃcient for each species is expressed as
Dk =
µ
ρSc,k
. (2.19)
The impact of this assumption will be highlighted in Chapter 7.
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2.3 The Large Eddy Simulation concept
2.3.1 The energy cascade
Big whorls have little whorls, which feed on their velocity, And little whorls have lesser
whorls, and so on to viscosity - Lewis Richardson
The transition from a laminar ﬂow to a turbulent ﬂow is characterised by the Reynolds
number comparing inertia forces with viscous forces
Re =
ρuL
µ
, (2.20)
where u and L are characteristic velocity and length scales of the ﬂow and µ is the
molecular viscosity. For large Reynolds number, inertia forces are dominant and the
turbulent ﬂow is characterised by a wide variety of scales, from the largest eddies at the
integral length scale lt to the smallest dissipative scales at the so-called Kolmogorov
scale η. For isotropic turbulence, the ratio of the largest to the smallest eddies can be
expressed as
lt
η
= Re
3=4
t =
(
ρu′lt
µ
)3=4
, (2.21)
where u′ are the turbulent velocity ﬂuctuations at the integral length scale and
Ret =
ρu′lt
µ
(2.22)
is the turbulent Reynolds number. In practical applications, this ratio is of the order of
one thousand. In-between, the inertial zone is an intermediate range of scale in which
the energy is transferred from the largest scales to the smaller scales. This concept
of direct energy cascade was ﬁrst formalised by Kolmogorov [102] for homogeneous
isotropic turbulence. A schematic view of this cascade is shown in Fig. 2.1. The length
scales are characterised in terms of wavelength k, with high wavelengths corresponds
to the smaller turbulent scales. The inertial range is characterised by a constant slope
(in log-log scale) E(k) ∝ k−5=3 where E(k) is the kinetic energy at wavenumber k.
These pioneering ﬁndings are at the basis of the diﬀerent strategies for simulation of
turbulent ﬂows.
2.3.2 Strategies for simulation of turbulent flows
Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) is a brute force approach, in which all the
scales of the turbulent motion are explicitly resolved. The grid resolution must be of
the order of the Kolmogorov scale ∆x = O(η) [165]. Given that the integral length
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Computed in LES
Computed in DNS
Modeled in 
LES
Modeled in RANS
Large Eddies
Small dissipative 
eddies
Inertial Range
Figure 2.1: Sketch of energy density E vs wavelength k in an homogeneous
isotropic turbulence (log-log scale).
scale lt and the computational size are of the same order, the number of grid points
needed to correctly resolve all the turbulent scales scales as
Npoints ∝
(
lt
η
)3
= Re
9=4
t (2.23)
Therefore for high Reynolds number practical applications, this number rapidly be-
comes out of reach of today’s and tomorrow’s computational power. To circumvent
these limitations, two approaches have been extensively used in the last decades in
CFD.
The fundamental idea of the Reynolds-Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) ap-
proach is to decompose the turbulent ﬂow into two contributions, a mean ﬂow and its
ﬂuctuations. Formally, an averaging operator is applied to each quantity Q leading to
the Reynolds decomposition
Q =< Q > +Q′ with < Q′ >= 0 , (2.24)
where < Q > is the mean of the quantity and Q′ is the deviation from the mean. The
RANS equations are obtained by applying this averaging operator to the whole set of
Navier-Stokes equations. Thus only the mean quantities are solved. Because of the
non-linear terms of the Navier-Stokes equations, unclosed higher order terms appear
in the transport equations of the mean quantities. They can be modelled or resolved
through additional transport equations in which even higher order unclosed terms will
appear. First or second order closures are generally employed in practice. Closure mod-
els were designed to be suitable for speciﬁc conﬁgurations (e.g. isotropic turbulence,
ﬂow on a ﬂat plate) but the largest scales of turbulence are largely dependent on the
conﬁguration geometry. Since the whole turbulent spectrum is modelled in RANS, it
might limit the prediction capability of this approach, especially in turbulent combus-
tion applications where interactions between the ﬂow and the ﬂame lead to complex
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structure and strong unsteadiness at various scales.
The Large Eddy Simulation (LES) appears as an intermediate between RANS and
DNS. In this approach, the largest scales of the turbulent motion are resolved whereas
the smallest universal scales are modelled. The LES prediction capability of complex
turbulent ﬂows is expected to be higher than RANS since a large part of physics is
related to large scale and mid-scale phenomena which are resolved in LES, whereas
they were fully modelled in RANS. In LES, a ﬁlter scale ∆ is introduced to separate
the resolved scales and the modelled scales. Similarly to the RANS averaging operator,
the ﬁltering operator is applied to the governing equations. Conservations equations
are obtained for ﬁltered quantities with unclosed terms that relate to the behaviour of
the smallest scales which are above the cut-oﬀ wavelength k∆. The formal derivation
of the ﬁltered equations is the object of the next section (Sec. 2.3.3).
The computed and modelled part of the turbulent energy spectrum for DNS, RANS
and LES approaches are summarised in Fig. 2.1.
2.3.3 Governing equations for LES
The LES approach can be seen formally as a ﬁltering operation (denoted by · in the
following. When applied on a general quantity Q, the resulting expression of the ﬁltered
quantity Q reads
Q(x) =
∫
Q(y)F∆(x− y)dy , (2.25)
where F∆ is the ﬁlter kernel and ∆ is the ﬁlter width. For variable density ﬂows, a
Favre-ﬁltering operation (weighted by the density) is preferred, and the expression of
the Favre-ﬁltered quantity Q reads
ρQ˜(x) =
∫
ρQ(y)F∆(x− y)dy = ρQ , (2.26)
The ﬁltering operator is applied to the full set of Navier-Stokes to obtain the ﬁltered
Navier Stokes equations:
• Filtered Mass conservation
∂ρ
∂t
+
∂
∂xj
(ρu˜j) = 0 , (2.27)
• Filtered Momentum conservation
∂ρu˜i
∂t
+
∂ρu˜j u˜i
∂xj
= − ∂
∂xj
(
Pδij − τ ij − τ tij
)
+ Fi , for i = 1, 2, 3 , (2.28)
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• Filtered Energy conservation
∂ρE˜
∂t
+
∂
∂xj
(
ρE˜u˜j
)
= − ∂
∂xj
(
ui(Pδij − τij) + qj + qjt
)
+ ω˙T , (2.29)
• Filtered Species conservation
∂ρY˜k
∂t
+
∂ρfYku˜j
∂xj
= − ∂
∂xj
(
J j,k + J
t
j,k
)
+ ω˙k , for k = 1, nspec . (2.30)
In these equations, τ tij , q
t
j and J
t
j,k are unclosed subgrid terms arising from convective
terms, for which closures need to be supplied. Closure is also required for ﬁltered
viscous terms.
2.3.4 Filtered viscous terms closures
• The laminar viscous tensor τ ij reads
τ ij = 2µ
(
Sij − 1
3
δijSll
)
, (2.31)
which is approximated when neglecting high order cross terms as
τ ij ≃ 2µ
(
S˜ij − 1
3
δijS˜ll
)
, (2.32)
with S˜ij =
1
2
(
∂
∂xi
+
∂
∂xj
)
and µ ≃ µ(T˜ ) . (2.33)
• For filtered laminar diffusion fluxes the cross terms are also neglected, thus
the ﬂuxes are directly expressed based on the ﬁltered quantities. The laminar
species diffusion flux reads
J ik = −ρ
(
Dk
Wk
W
∂Xk
∂xi
− YkV ci
)
≃ −ρ
(
Dk
Wk
W
∂fXk
∂xi
− Y˜kV˜ ci
)
, (2.34)
with V˜ ci =
nspec∑
k=1
Dk
Wk
W
∂fXk
∂xi
and Dk ≃ µ
ρSck
. (2.35)
Similarly the laminar energy flux is expressed as
qi = −λ
∂T
∂xi
+
nspec∑
k=1
Jikhsk ≃ −λ ∂T˜
∂xi
+
nspec∑
k=1
J ikfhsk , (2.36)
with λ =
µCp(T˜ )
Pr
. (2.37)
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2.3.5 Subgrid terms closures
• The subgrid Reynolds stress tensor τ t = −ρ (guiuj − u˜iu˜j) is generally repre-
sented by an eddy-viscosity model, as a diﬀusive contribution with an associated
turbulent viscosity µt and similar in form to the laminar contribution. It can be
written as
τ t = 2µt
(
S˜ij − 1
3
δijfSll) . (2.38)
The turbulent viscosity µt is evaluated based on the turbulence subgrid model.
Available models are detailed in Sec. 2.3.6.
• In a similar manner, subgrid species and enthalpy fluxes are modelled with
a diﬀusive contribution based on a turbulent diﬀusivity,
J
sgs
i,k = ρ
(guiYk − u˜ifYk) = −ρ
(
Dtk
Wk
W
∂fXk
∂xi
−fYkV c,ti
)
, (2.39)
where Dtk is the turbulent species diﬀusivity that is based on a turbulent Schmidt
number ScTk as
Dtk =
µt
ρSctk
(2.40)
which relates the species turbulent diﬀusivities to the turbulent viscosity. Sctk is
chosen equal to 0.65 is the present study. A turbulent correction velocity
V˜i
c,t
=
∑
k
Dtk
Wk
W
∂fXk
∂xi
(2.41)
is also introduced similarly to the laminar one to ensure mass conservation.
• Similarly, a turbulent viscosity is also introduced for the subgrid heat flux
vector
qti = ρ
(guiE − u˜iE˜) , (2.42)
which is related to the turbulent viscosity µt by the turbulent Prandtl number
λt =
µtCp
Prt
, (2.43)
which has a ﬁxed value Prt = 0.65 in this work.
• Since the combustion processes occur at small scale, the modelling of the filtered
chemical source terms ω˙k and ω˙T is of key importance and is the object of
Sec. 4.5.
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2.3.6 Turbulent viscosity models
The role of the turbulent subgrid model is to correctly account for the interaction
between the resolved and the unresolved scales. The subgrid scales are assumed to have
a universal behaviour, their contribution is generally represented as purely dissipative,
which is a valid hypothesis in the frame of the Kolmogorov cascade theory [102]. In
complex turbulent ﬂow, energy transfer from small residual scales to the largest scale
is also possible through backscatter [115]. In all the models describe below, an eddy-
viscosity model of the form given in Eq. 2.38 is employed. In this form, the energy is
transferred only from the ﬁltered motions to the residual motions, with no backscatter
[165]. The main subgrid model available in AVBP are described below:
• The Smagorinksy model was initially proposed by Smagorinsky [184]. The
expression of the turbulent viscosity based on a mixing-length analogy reads
νt =
µt
ρ
= (CS∆)
q
2S˜ijS˜ij , (2.44)
where ∆ is the characteristic ﬁlter width (linked to the cube-root of the cell
volume), CS is the model constant with a typical value CS = 0.17 estimated from
the Kolmogorov spectrum [118]. This model is able to correctly predict the decay
of turbulence in homogeneous isotropic turbulence. However, the model is non-
vanishing in pure shear, it is therefore generally not suitable for wall-bounded
ﬂows [174] and is generally too dissipative [67].
• An extension of the Smagorinksy model is the dynamic Smagorinsky model.
In this approach, the constant CS is no longer a user-deﬁned constant. Instead,
it is evaluated dynamically in the computation based on the Germano identity,
as done in Lilly’s procedure [119] using a test-ﬁlter scale.
• TheWALE model was initially proposed by Ducros [48]. The turbulent viscos-
ity reads
νt = (Cw∆)
2
(sdijs
d
ij)
3=2
(S˜ijS˜ij)5=2+(sdijs
d
ij)
5=4
, (2.45)
with
sdij =
1
2
(g˜2ij + g˜
2
ji)−
1
3
g˜2kk δij , (2.46)
where Cw = 0.4929 is the model constant and and g˜ij denotes the resolved velocity
gradient. It was developed to obtain correct scaling laws in near wall regions for
wall bounded ﬂows.
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Smagorinsky WALE SIGMA
Correct asymptotic behaviour at walls No Yes Yes
No subgrid viscosity for solid rotation Yes No Yes
No subgrid viscosity for pure shear No Yes Yes
No subgrid viscosity for axisymmetric expansion No No Yes
No subgrid viscosity for isotropic expansion No Yes Yes
Figure 2.2: Comparison of the properties of the different subgrid scale models.
Adapted from [144].
• The SIGMA model was proposed by Nicoud et al. [144]. The singular values
σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ σ3 of the velocity gradient tensor gij are use to build the turbulent
viscosity
νt = (C∆)
2σ3(σ1 − σ2)(σ2 − σ3)
σ21
, (2.47)
where C = 1.35 is the constant of the model. Like the WALE model, the SIGMA
model has the correct asymptotic behaviour at the wall but has an improved
behaviour for rotating ﬂows, as detailed below.
A summary of the properties of the diﬀerent model (Table. 2.2). In this work, the
SIGMA model is preferred in most cases: it has a the correct asymptotic behaviour
for wall-bounded ﬂows, and induces no subgrid viscosity for solid rotation. This last
property is important for swirling ﬂows which tends to exhibit large rotational struc-
tures. The correct treatment of axisymmetric expansion might also be important when
considering jet ﬂames.
2.4 Numerical aspects
2.4.1 The AVBP solver
The AVBP solver is a massively-parallel code for the simulation of compressible re-
acting ﬂows [173], developed by CERFACS and IFPEN, that solves the Navier-Stokes
equations explicitly on unstructured and hybrid grids. It relies on the cell-vertex dis-
cretisation method and treats boundaries according to the Navier Stokes Characteristic
Boundary Conditions (NSCBCs) formalism [158]. The code handles multi-component
reacting ﬂows [138].
2.4.2 Numerical schemes
To solve the equations presented in Sec. 2.3.3, numerical schemes are employed. Their
dissipation and dispersion properties is of paramount importance for accurate ﬂow and
ﬂame structure prediction. An overview of the schemes available in AVBP can be found
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in the thesis of Lamarque [105]. The convective numerical schemes employed in this
work are brieﬂy summarised:
• The Lax-Wendroff (LW) scheme [108] is a ﬁnite volume centered scheme,
with an explicit single step time integration. It is second order accurate in both
space and time. It has a low computational cost and is therefore employed to
establish the ﬂow when starting simulations.
• The Two-step Taylor Galerkin scheme (TTGC) [39] is a ﬁnite element
centered scheme, with an explicit two-step integration in time. It has very good
dispersion and dissipation properties, it is therefore well-suited for LES applica-
tion. However it is approximately 2.5 times more expensive than the LW scheme.
2.4.3 Articial viscosity
The numerical schemes employed in AVBP are spatially centered, and are therefore
prone to point-to-point oscillations (also named wiggles) close to regions of steep gra-
dients. An artiﬁcial viscosity (AV) term is added to the discrete equations in order to
limit these spurious oscillations. This is done in practice by the introduction of two
artiﬁcial viscosity terms:
• A background dissipation term (4th order hyperviscosity) limits the amplitude of
wiggles.
• A 2nd order viscosity term smooths local gradients, and introduces artiﬁcial dissi-
pation. To preserve global dissipation properties of the scheme, it is applied only
in regions where a sensor is triggered. The sensor employed is similar to shock
capturing sensors, it is linear preserving and detects strong deviations of variables
from linear behaviour.
2.4.4 Chemical source term evaluation
In AVBP, the chemical source terms evaluation procedure normally depends on the
numerical scheme:
• Source terms @ nodes: for ﬁnite volume schemes (e.g. Lax-Wendroﬀ scheme),
the chemical source terms are directly evaluated at the grid vertices (also called
grid nodes) from nodal temperature and species composition.
• Source terms @ cells: for ﬁnite element schemes (e.g. TTGC), a cell-vertex for-
mulation is employed. The chemical source term is evaluated at the cell center.
The procedure is depicted in Fig. 2.3. First, a so-called “Gather” operation is
used to evaluate the quantities at the cell centers from nodal values (temperature
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and species composition). Based on these cell quantities, the source term at the
cell center ωcellk is evaluated. It is further redistributed back and stored at the
grid nodes via a “Scatter” operation.
T, Yk
T, Yk
ω˙cellk
ω˙nodek
Figure 2.3: Illustration of the procedure for the evaluation of the source terms
at the cell center. The black circles correspond to grid nodes and the white
circles to the cell centers.
The evaluation of the source terms at the cell vertices might improve the accuracy, as
will be further discussed in Sec. 7.3. However, it is computationally more expensive
that nodal source term evaluation. The Gather-Scatter operations are costly, especially
when a large number of species is considered. In addition, there is statistically 6 times
more cell centers than cell vertices for tetrahedral meshes, thus more chemical source
terms computations are required when evaluated at the cell centers, which can also
signiﬁcantly increase the cost if kinetics schemes containing a large number of reactions
are employed. This diﬀerence in terms of cost will be further illustrated in Sec. 9.8.
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3.1 Introduction
Whereas the ﬂow description is based on continuum mechanics with an Eulerian point
of view, spray dynamics may be described with diﬀerent theoretical approaches. In the
Lagrangian approach, the dispersed phase is considered as a set of discrete particles
on which laws of point mechanics are applied. In the Eulerian approach (denoted EE),
the spray is viewed as a continuum (similarly to the Navier-Stokes equations being the
continuum description of an ensemble of molecules), with local mean properties that
correspond to the considered set of particles. In this work, the Eulerian approach is
retained because of its high scalability for applications to complex industrial conﬁgu-
rations with large numerical grids.
The chapter is organised as follows:
• Firstly, the modelling assumptions and the derivation of the equations for the
mesoscopic statistical approach are presented (Sec. 3.2), and extended to the
LES formalism.
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• Secondly, the modelling of the exchanges terms between the phase (through mo-
mentum, mass and heat transfers) are presented (Sec. 3.3).
3.2 Derivation of the mesoscopic Eulerian equations
3.2.1 Description of the dispersed phase
The following assumptions are made for the liquid phase:
• The density of the particles ρl is constant.
• The particles are spherical and not subject to breakup mechanisms.
• The temperature is uniform inside the droplets (inﬁnitely fast conductivity).
Under these assumptions, the state of a single particle is described by its position xp,i,
its mass mp (or equivalently its diameter dp) and its temperature Tp (or equivalently
its sensible enthalpy hs,p).
An additional assumption of diluted dispersed phase is made. This hypothesis is valid
if the local liquid volume fraction αl (ratio of the liquid volume to the total volume) is
small, typically αl < 0.01. Under this hypothesis, the gaseous volumes is 1 − αl ≃ 1
and the interactions between droplets can be neglected.
3.2.2 The Eulerian mesoscopic approach
Principle
In the Euler-Euler approach, the description of the history of each particle is replaced
by the description of their mean properties, the spray is viewed as a continuous ﬂuid.
A statistical average is performed to transform the Boltzmann equations that describe
the dispersed phase into transport equations for mean properties of the dispersed phase.
For any quantity Ψ, the mass-weighted statistical average operator reads
Ψ˘ = hΨil =
1
ρlα˘l
∫
mpΨ(up, Tp,mp) fp
(
up, Tp,mp
∣∣Hf) dup dTp dmp . (3.1)
Here, fp(up, Tp,mp
∣∣Hf ) is a probability density function, where up, Tp and mp are the
phase parameters. This function is conditioned on a ﬂow realisationHf . ρl is the liquid
density and α˘l is the volume fraction of the dispersed phase deﬁned by
ρlα˘l =
∫
mpfp
(
up, Tp,mp
∣∣Hf) dup dTp dmp . (3.2)
General method: the Enskog equations
The general methods to obtain the mesoscopic conversation equations is to multiply
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the Boltzmann equations for the dispersed phase issued from the kinetic theory gases
[33, 96, 135] by a particle function Ψ and to apply the statistical average operator to
obtain the general Enskog equation.
Additional assumptions are made in the derivation process of the mesoscopic equations
are:
• The spray is locally monodisperse and has locally a statistically uniform
temperature.
• The dispersed phase is assumed to have low impact on the carrying phase, allow-
ing to condition the dispersed phase statistics on only one realisation of the
carrying phase.
The Enskog equation
When multiplying the Boltzmann equation with any particle function Ψ and integrat-
ing in the phase space (
R · dup dTp dmp), one obtains the general form of the Enskog
equation:
∂
∂t
ρlα˘l hΨil +
∂
∂xi
ρlα˘l hup,iΨil = C (mpΨ)
+ ρlα˘l

dup,j
dt
∂Ψ
∂up,j

l
+ ρlα˘l

dTp
dt
∂Ψ
∂Tp

l
+ ρlα˘l

dmp
dt
(
∂Ψ
∂mp
+
Ψ
mp
)
l
(3.3)
where C (mpΨ) is the variation of ρlα˘lΨ˘ due to interactions between particles and is
therefore neglected in the diluted approximation.
Velocity of the dispersed phase: mesoscopic and Random Uncorrelated Mo-
tion (RUM)
The RUM approach relies on the decomposition of the dispersed phase velocity up into
the statistical average u˘l and the deviation from this mean u
′′
p:
up = u˘l + u
′′
p , with u˘l = hupil and


u′′p

l
= 0 . (3.4)
This velocity decomposition allows to see the spray as a set of particles with the same
mesoscopic motion while each individual particle deviates from this global mesoscopic
motion because of the uncorrelated velocity contribution (cf. Fig. 3.1).
In the RUM formalism, this uncorrelated motion leads to additional transport equations
for relevant quantities such as the uncorrelated kinetic energy, with additional closure
terms. The detailed equations and closures can be found in the work of Sierra Sanchez
[181] and Masi [131]. However in the present work, RUM and more generally statistical
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ùul
up
u!!p
mesoscopic 
velocity
uncorrelated 
velocity
particle 
velocity
Set of particles in a given 
control volume:
Figure 3.1: Decomposition of the particle velocity up into a mesoscopic part u˘l
and an uncorrelated part u′′p .
variation of velocity are assumed to have a negligible eﬀect on the spray dynamics: the
individual particle velocity up is thus taken equal to its mesoscopic value u˘l.
3.2.3 Conservation equations
The conservation equations are obtained by choosing the appropriate quantities for Ψ.
Note that all the collisional source terms are neglected because of the diluted phase
assumption .
Number density
Taking Ψ = 1mp , the conservation equation for number of droplets density is obtained
∂
∂t
n˘l +
∂
∂xi
n˘lu˘l,i = 0 . (3.5)
.
Volume fraction
Taking Ψ = 1 the conservation equation for the volume fraction is obtained
∂
∂t
ρlα˘l +
∂
∂xi
ρlα˘lu˘l,i = Γl , (3.6)
where Γl = −Γ = ρlα˘l
D
1
mp
dmp
dt
E
l
is the rate of change of mass through phase exchange
(evaporation).
Momentum
Taking Ψ = up, the momentum conservation equation is obtained
∂
∂t
ρlα˘lu˘l,i +
∂
∂xj
ρlα˘lu˘l,iu˘l,j = Fd,i + Γu,i . (3.7)
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Fd,i = ρlα˘l
D
Fp,i
mp
E
l
is the exchange of momentum with the gaseous phase via the drag
force Fp exerted on each particle. Γu,i = ρlα˘l
D
up,i
mp
dmp
dt
E
l
= Γlu˘l,i is the exchange of
momentum with the gaseous phase through mass exchange.
Sensible enthalpy
Taking Ψ = hs,p, the energy equation is obtained
∂
∂t
ρlα˘lh˘s,l +
∂
∂xj
ρlα˘lu˘l,j h˘s,l = Πl . (3.8)
Πl represents the sensible enthalpy rate of change per unit volume due to evaporation.
The modelling and closure of the source terms of Eq. 3.5 to Eq. 3.8 is presented in
Sec. 3.3. Similarly to gaseous phase equations, the mesoscopic equations in conservative
form must now be spatially ﬁltered to be applied in LES computations.
3.2.4 LES equations for the dispersed phase
3.2.4.1 LES Filtering
The LES ﬁltering is identical to the ﬁltering procedure used for the gaseous phase
equations. The Favre average for the dispersed phase is similar to the Favre average of
the gaseous phase and is obtained by using the mesoscopic volume fraction α˘l instead
of the gaseous density ρ:
αlf̂l = α˘lf˘l , (3.9)
where αl is the ﬁltered volume fraction of the liquid. If the spray is monodisperse at
the ﬁlter size, the liquid Favre average may be equivalently deﬁned with the number
density as:
n˘lf˘l =
6α˘l
πd˘3
f˘l =
6
πd˘3
αlf̂l = nlf̂l (3.10)
where nl is the ﬁltered number density and d˘ is the mesoscopic diameter for which it
is supposed that d˘ = d˘, or: d˘′ = 0. The ﬁltering of the conservation equations of the
dispersed phase derived in the previous section gives the LES equations. The ﬁnal LES
equations are shown in Sec. 3.4.
Similarly to the gaseous phase, subgrid terms and unclosed source terms appear in the
ﬁltered equations. In the present implementation, the subgrid eﬀects are taken into
account only for the momentum equation. The closure of the subgrid scale mesoscopic
velocity tensor τ tl , which is analogue to the subgrid stress velocity tensor of the gaseous
phase, is presented in Sec. 3.2.5. In addition, all source terms are approximated by
their unﬁltered form. The terms are detailed in Sec. 3.3. More details about this
simpliﬁcation can be found in the thesis of Boileau [21].
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3.2.5 Sub-grid scale models for the dispersed phase
By analogy with the LES modelling of gaseous ﬂows, Riber et al. [172] propose a
viscous-type model for the sub-grid scale mesoscopic velocity tensor τ tl . The deviatoric
part is evaluated with the compressible Smagorinsky model [184] whereas the diagonal
part is calculated with the Yoshizawa model [211]:
τ tl,ij = −ρlαl
(
ûl,iul,j − ûl,iûl,j
)
(3.11)
model: τ tl,ij = 2ρlαlνl,t
(
Ŝl,ij − 1
3
Ŝl,kkδij
)
(3.12)
+2ρlαlκl,tŜl,ijδij (3.13)
with: Ŝl,ij =
1
2
(
∂ûl,i
∂xj
+
∂ûl,j
∂xi
)
− 1
3
∂ûl,k
∂xk
δij (3.14)
Smagorinsky model: νl,t = (CS,l∆)
2
q
2 Ŝl,ij Ŝl,ij (3.15)
Yoshizawa model: κl,t = 2 (CV,l∆)
2 Ŝl,ij (3.16)
The model constants are ﬁxed from a priori tests [134]: CS,l = 0.14 et CV,l = 0.11.
3.3 Modelling of the exchanges between phases
The purpose of this section is to give an overview of the physics behind the source
terms related to the exchange between the gas and the liquid phase. The main as-
sumptions and derivation procedure regarding mass and heat transfer between phases
are presented. Note that two-way coupling is considered, the impact of the liquid phase
on the gaseous phase is fully taken into account.
3.3.1 Drag
3.3.1.1 Expression for a single droplet
The particles are assumed to be spherical and isolated. Under these assumptions, the
drag force exerted by the gas with the velocity u on a particle of mass mp and velocity
up is obtained by a simpliﬁcation of the Basset-Boussinesq-Oseen equation [36]
Fp,i
mp
=
1
τp
(ui − up,i) , (3.17)
where τp is the relaxation time of the particle expressed as
τp =
τ ′p
1 + 0.15Re 0.687p
with τ ′p =
ρld
2
p
18µ
, (3.18)
and Rep is the Reynolds number of the particle:
Rep =
|ui − up,i| dp
ν
. (3.19)
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Equation 3.18 includes an empirical correlation proposed by Schiller and Naumann
[177] to take into account Reynolds number eﬀects. For low particle Reynolds numbers,
Eq. 3.18 yields τp = τ
′
p, which is actually the well-known drag coeﬃcient proposed by
Stokes [187]. The eﬀects of drag on the dispersed phase dynamics depend on the Stokes
number comparing the characteristic time of the drag τp to the ﬂow characteristic time
St =
τp
τL
, (3.20)
where τL is a characteristic time scale of the gaseous ﬂow. The Stokes number is an
indicator of the response of the particle to the variations of the ﬂow velocity. For
St ≪ 1, the particle behaves like a tracer of the gaseous ﬂow. For St ≫ 1, the
particle has an inertial trajectory and is insensitive to the gaseous ﬂow perturbations.
Finally, for Stokes numbers of order unity, the eﬀects of preferential concentration are
maximum [55, 56, 205].
3.3.1.2 Resulting source term in mesoscopic equations
Two-way coupling terms model the drag forces exerted by the droplet onto the sur-
rounding gas. Starting from the model for drag (Eq. 3.17), the source term Fd,i corre-
sponds to the statistical mescoscopic mean
Fd,i = ρlα˘l

Fp,i
mp

l
=
ρlα˘l
τp
(ui − u˘l,i) . (3.21)
The second equality is valid because of the locally monodisperse assumption.
3.3.2 Evaporation model
The evaporation model used in the present is based on the Spalding mass-transfer
model. The following assumptions are made:
• Interaction between droplets are neglected, a droplet is considered to be isolated
and spherical.
• The droplet has a uniform temperature (inﬁnite conductivity).
• The droplet is assumed to be at equilibrium with the surrounding gas phase (in
a quasi-steady state sense).
The derivations of the evaporation model and the notation follow the outlines given by
Kuo [104], Sirignano [182] and Boileau [21].
The gas ﬂow is also assumed to be quasi steady, which means that equations are
independent of time. Furthermore, the position of the liquid surface is considered
constant. This reﬂects the fact that ρl >> ρ resulting in a velocity of the receding
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Figure 3.2: Qualitative profiles of temperature T and fuel mass fraction YF vs
radial distance from a spherical single droplet with constant temperature Tζ.
liquid surface that is small compared to the evaporated fuel moving away from the
surface. The problem is formulated in spherical coordinates (illustrated in Fig. 3.2) for
radii between the droplet surface (index ζ) and the far-ﬁeld (index ∞). The following
set of equations of the gaseous ﬂow ﬁeld for r > r is obtained:
Mass conservation: ρur2 = const =
(
ρur2
)

=
m˙F
4π
. (3.22)
Fuel species conservation: ρur2
dYF
dr
=
d
dr
(
r2 [ρDF ]
dYF
dr
)
. (3.23)
Energy equation: ρur2
dCPT
dr
=
d
dr
(
λ
CP
r2
dCPT
dr
)
. (3.24)
The expression [ρDF ] in Eq. 3.23 contains the diﬀusion coeﬃcient of the species rep-
resenting the fuel, DF , and the density of the mixture in the gas phase ρ. It can be
expressed as a function of the gas viscosity µ and the Schmidt number of the gaseous
fuel ScF
[ρDF ] =
µ
ScF
. (3.25)
The thermal conductivity λ in Eq. 3.24 is related to the gas viscosity by the Prandtl
number
λ =
µCP
Pr
, (3.26)
where CP is the average heat capacity at constant pressure of the gaseous mixture.
It is important to note that there are several deﬁnitions regarding the mass exchange
between liquid and gaseous phase. In the equation of mass conservation (3.22), the
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gaseous fuel mass ﬂux m˙F through a spherical surface at the radius r appears. Its sign
is determined by the formulation in spherical coordinates. In this case, a mass ﬂux
away from the droplet centre is considered positive.
The derivation or the evaporation model is divided into two steps. First the temporal
evolution of the mass of a single droplet is derived. Then, the model for heat transfer
is obtained.
3.3.2.1 Mass transfer
The model for the mass transfer between a single, isolated droplet and the surrounding
gas is derived using the equation of species conservation (Eq. 3.23), with two boundary
conditions, one at the droplet surface (ζ) and the other at the far-ﬁeld (∞). The
integration of Eq. 3.23 yields
ρur2 YF = r
2 [ρDF ]
dYF
dr
+ c1 . (3.27)
It can be observed that ρur2 YF − r2 [ρDF ] dYFdr is the fuel ﬂux. Since only the fuel
is moving, this ﬂux corresponds to the total ﬂux ρur2 and c1 can be determined as
c1 = ρur
2 = m˙F /4π. The equation for YF becomes
ρur2 (YF − 1) = r2 [ρDF ] dYF
dr
. (3.28)
Under the assumption of constant [ρDF ], Eq. 3.28 can be integrated between r and ∞
to obtain
m˙F
4πr [ρDF ]
= ln
(
YF,∞ − 1
YF − 1
)
. (3.29)
Applying the boundary conditions at r = r leads to
m˙F = 4πr [ρDF ] ln (BM + 1) where BM =
YF, − YF,∞
1− YF, . (3.30)
This condition imposes m˙F and the speed at which the evaporated fuel leaves the
droplet surface, u
rρu =
m˙F
4πr
= [ρDF ] ln (1 +BM ) . (3.31)
The global droplet mass mp evolution has an opposite sign
m˙p = −πdp Sh [ρDF ] ln (1 +BM ) , (3.32)
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where dp is the particle diameter. The Sherwood number Sh, obtained above in the
case of a droplet in a quiescent atmosphere is
Sh = 2 . (3.33)
This value is not exact in the general case where droplets may have a non-zero velocity
relative to the surrounding gas. This can be taken into account by correlations like
the one proposed by Ranz and Marshall [170], which is based on the particle Reynolds
number Rep and the Schmidt number of the fuel species ScF
Sh = 2 + 0.55Re1=2p Sc
1=3
F . (3.34)
The Spalding number BM uses the fuel mass fractions at the surface and the far-ﬁeld,
YF, and YF,∞. An expression for YF, must be obtained by stating that the ﬂow at
the droplet surface is saturated. Using the molar fraction of the fuel vapour at the
surface XF, , the molar weight of the fuel WF , and the molar weight of the mixture of
all species other than the fuel WnF, , calculated at the surface, one obtain
YF, =
XF,WF
XF,WF + (1−XF,)WnF,
. (3.35)
Assuming that the mixture composition does not change between the droplet surface
(ζ) and the far-ﬁeld (∞),WnF, only depends on known variables of the far-ﬁeld namely
YF,∞ and W , the molar weight of the mixture of all species in the gas-phase
WnF, =WnF,∞ =
1− YF,∞
1− YF,∞ WWF
W . (3.36)
The fuel molar fraction, XF, is obtained using the partial pressure of the fuel species,
PF,
XF, =
PF.
P
, (3.37)
where PF, is calculated by the Clausius-Clapeyron law
PF, = Pcc exp
(
WFLv(Tref )
R
(
1
Tcc
− 1
T
))
, (3.38)
where Tcc and pcc correspond to an arbitrary reference point on the saturation curve.
Lv(T ) is the latent heat given by
Lv(T ) = hs,F (T )− hs,p(T ) . (3.39)
where hs,F (T ) and hs,p(T ) are respectively the gaseous and liquid fuel sensible enthalpy.
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3.3.2.2 Statistical source terms for mass transfer
In the Eulerian approach, the mean statistical mass source term Γl applied on the
conservation equations is taken equal to the expression obtained for a single droplet
Γl = ρlα˘l

1
mp
dmp
dt

= −ρlα˘l m˙F . (3.40)
Consistently, a mass source term Γ = −Γl is applied to the LES equations.
3.3.2.3 Heat transfer
The fuel mass ﬂux from a single droplet was evaluated in the previous section. It must
now be combined with a model describing the heat exchange between the droplet and
its surroundings. This is done in two steps:
• The diﬀerent contributions to the global enthalpy balance are ﬁrst deﬁned and
analytical relations are derived.
• They are further combined to form the model for droplet heat transfer.
r
T
Φg
cΦl
c
Tζ
Φl
ev
Φg
ev
T(r)
Stefan flux:
ρζ uζ 4πrζ
2
Conductive flux:
-λ 4πrζ
2(dT/dr)ζ
liquid
gas
uζ
rζ
Figure 3.3: Contributions to the enthalpy balance at the liquid-gaseous inter-
face
3.3.2.4 Enthalpy conservation at the gas/liquid interface
The derivation of a law for the temporal evolution of a droplet’s temperature involves
the enthalpy conservation equation (Eq. 3.24) with boundary conditions at the far-ﬁeld
(∞) and the droplet surface (ζ). Furthermore, for the enthalpy ﬂuxes at the interface,
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a conservation law at the liquid/gas interface can be stated. Figure 3.3 shows the
decomposition into four contributions
Φevl +Φ
c
l +Φ
ev
g +Φ
c
g = 0 . (3.41)
On the gaseous side, there is a convective part, denoted Φevg , which represents the
sensible enthalpy of the fuel species hs,F that is transported by the Stefan ﬂux m˙F , i.e.
the evaporated mass moving away from the surface at the velocity u . Φ
ev
g is deﬁned
as
Φevg = m˙F hs,F (T) . (3.42)
The other contribution on the gaseous side is the conductive heat transfer Φcg which is
proportional to the temperature gradient at the surface
Φcg =
(
−4πr2λdT
dr
)

. (3.43)
Similarly, there also is a convective and a conductive contribution on the liquid side.
Mass conservation at the interface (Eq. 3.22) imposes that the mass ﬂux in the liquid
and gas phase are equal, namely m˙F = −m˙p. A liquid convective ﬂux Φevl arises from
this mass ﬂux and is deﬁned as
Φevl = −m˙F hs,p(T) . (3.44)
The liquid conductive ﬂux Φcl depends on the temperature gradient at the surface inside
the droplet
Φcl =
(
4πr2λl
dTl
dr
)

. (3.45)
Given that the temperature is assumed constant inside the droplet, this expression can
not be evaluated directly. Evaporation models that are presented in the following either
neglect Φcl or substitute it when necessary. Eq. 3.41 can be rewritten as
−m˙Fhs,p(T)︸ ︷︷ ︸
liquid conv. ux
+ Φcl︸︷︷︸
liquid cond. ux
+ m˙Fhs,F (T)︸ ︷︷ ︸
gaseous conv. ux
+
(
−4πr2λdT
dr
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
gaseous cond. ux
= 0 . (3.46)
Using the deﬁnition of the latent heat Lv (Eq. 3.39), Eq. 3.46 can be rewritten as
m˙FLv(T) + Φ
c
l +Φ
c
g = 0 , (3.47)
where Lv(T) is the heat of evaporation at the temperature T . Note that, while Lv is
a constant in the Clausius-Clapeyron law, (Eq. 3.38), it changes with T in the context
of Eq. 3.47. Lv(Tl,ref ) is provided by literature at the reference temperature Tl,ref for
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the liquid phase enthalpy hs,p. To compute Lv(T), the deﬁnition of Lv(T ) (eq. 3.39)
must be recast as:
Lv(T) = hs,F (T)− hs,p(T)− hs,corr , (3.48)
where hs,corr is a correction enthalpy that, if necessary, accounts for diﬀerent reference
temperatures for the gaseous and the liquid enthalpy.
The remaining term in Eq. 3.47 to be evaluated is the gaseous conductive enthalpy
ﬂux Φcg. There are diﬀerences between early models of the literature about how this
term is handled. The derivations presented in the following subsection (Sec. 3.3.2.5 and
Sec. 3.3.2.6) are only valid in the case of a quiescent atmosphere (i.e. up − ug = 0),
which makes corrections necessary if cases with a slip velocity are considered.
3.3.2.5 The d2-law
The simplest form of an evaporation law was originally introduced by Spalding [186] and
Godsave [72] in 1953 and is commonly known as Spalding law or d2-law. It considers
only eﬀects on the gaseous side of the droplet surface while neglecting all eﬀects on the
liquid side. Consequently, the unknown term for the liquid conductive heat transfer Φcl
that contributes to the energy balance is neglected. Equation 3.47 then reduces to
m˙FLv(T) = −Φcg . (3.49)
This corresponds to an equilibrium state characterised by the so-called equilibrium- or
“wet bulb temperature”, Twb. This temperature is a function of the gaseous conditions
near the droplet. This is a plateau temperature for which the gaseous conductive ﬂux
cancels the heat ﬂux related to evaporation. Combining Eq. 3.49 and Eq. 3.65 yields
BT =
(T∞ − T)CP
Lv(T)
. (3.50)
Considering this simpliﬁed form of the temperature Spalding number BT , combined
with the mass transfer number BM (Eq. 3.31) and the Clausius-Clapeyron relation
(Eq. 3.38), the wet-bulb temperature Twb for given ambient conditions can be obtained
iteratively.
3.3.2.6 The infinite conductivity model
This model is the most commonly used for spray simulations. It meets the concerns
raised by studies of Law [106] or Hubbart et al. [84] that transient droplet heating
cannot be neglected in combustion applications. It assumes a uniform droplet temper-
ature, and is therefore often referred to as the inﬁnite conductivity model (Aggarwal
et al. [4]). The assumption of quasi-steadiness is employed, i.e. a rate of change of
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global droplet quantities that is suﬃciently low to consider the system as stationary at
a given instant in time. In the case of droplet heat transfer, the enthalpy ﬂuxes are
evaluated for a steady state while the droplet temperature is allowed to vary over time.
Again, quasi-steadiness translates to a the condition of a time scales suﬃciently short
to keep variation of global quantities negligibly small.
If the temporal evolution of the enthalpy mp hs,p(Tp) of a given droplet is considered,
only the heat ﬂuxes on the liquid side contribute to the equation
d
dt
(mp hs,p(Tp)) = Φ
ev
l +Φ
c
l . (3.51)
Splitting up the temporal derivative on the left hand side and substituting Φevl according
to Eq. 3.44 gives
dmp
dt
hs,p(Tp) +
d (hs,p(Tp))
dt
mp = −m˙F hs,p(T) + Φcl . (3.52)
The droplet temperature is constant over r, so that T = Tp. Furthermore, under the
assumption of quasi-steadiness, the gaseous fuel mass ﬂux m˙F can be substituted by
the evolution of the droplet mass m˙p which results in the terms describing the enthalpy
transport by the Stefan ﬂux on both sides of Eq. 3.52 becoming identical
dmp
dt
hs,p(Tp) = m˙p hs,p(T) . (3.53)
Moreover, the variation of the liquid sensible enthalpy, d (hs,p(Tp)), can be expressed
as
d (hs,p(Tp)) = Cp,l dTp . (3.54)
Injecting Eq. 3.54 and Eq. 3.53 into Eq. 3.52 ﬁnally yields a law for the Lagrangian
temporal derivative of the droplet temperature
dTp
dt
=
1
mpCp,l
Φcl . (3.55)
Using Eq.3.47, Φcl can be substituted and one obtains
dTp
dt
=
1
mpCp,l
(−Φcg + m˙pLv(T)) . (3.56)
Note that the evolution of the droplet temperature given by Eq. 3.55 depends on the
liquid conductive heat exchange Φcl which, in most cases, only plays a role during
the droplet heat-up phase at the onset of evaporation. After a transient regime, the
terms −Φcg and m˙pLv(T) cancel each other out so that Φcl becomes negligible. This
corresponds to the steady state situation considered in the d2-law with Eq. 3.49 being
satisﬁed. With dTp / dt → 0 for Φcl → 0, the droplet temperature tends towards the
wet bulb plateau temperature Twb. In Eq. 3.56, the remaining unknown is Φ
c
g for which
the analytical expression is further derived.
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3.3.2.7 Heat transfer of an evaporating droplet
To evaluate the heat transfer, the thermal conductivity λ is assumed to be constant
over the radial distance r. The mass conservation equation (Eq. 3.22) is employed to
rewrite the energy conservation equation (Eq. 3.24)
m˙F CP
dT
dr
= 4π
d
dr
(
λr2
dT
dr
)
, (3.57)
where r2ρu on the left hand side is replaced by r2ρu = m˙F /4π, and m˙F = 4πρur
2 is
the Stefan ﬂux at the droplet surface. The integration of this equation yields
m˙F CPT = 4πr
2λ
dT
dr
+ c1 , (3.58)
where c1 is a constant determined by applying the boundary condition at the surface
ζ
m˙F CPT = 4πr
2
λ
[
dT
dr
]

+ c1 . (3.59)
The term 4πr2λ

dT
dr


can directly be replaced using Eq. 3.43 and taking into account
that the thermal conductivity λ has been assumed to be constant
4πr2λ
[
dT
dr
]

= −Φcg . (3.60)
Injecting this expression in the integrated conservation law (Eq. 3.58) via c1, one obtains
m˙F
(
CPT − CPT −
Φcg
m˙F
)
= 4πr2λ
dT
dr
. (3.61)
The separation of the variables r and T and a second integration yields
−1
r
=
4πλ
m˙FCP
ln
(
T − T −
Φcg
m˙FCP
)
+ c2 . (3.62)
Applying the far-ﬁeld boundary condition ∞ allows to determine c2 to ﬁnally obtain
1
r
=
4πλ
m˙FCP
ln
T∞ − T − cg_mFCP
T − T − 
c
g
_mFCP
 . (3.63)
This equation relates the gaseous temperature as a function of the radial distance and
the conductive enthalpy ﬂux at the liquid side. When evaluated at the droplet surface,
an additional expression for the mass ﬂux m˙F is obtained that is diﬀerent from Eq. 3.32
m˙F =
4πλr
CP
ln (BT + 1) . (3.64)
In this case, m˙F depends on the Spalding number for the temperature, BT
BT =
(T∞ − T) m˙FCP
−Φcg
. (3.65)
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These two expressions for the mass ﬂux can be equalised to obtain a relation between
BM and BT
BT = (1 +BM )
Sh
NuLeF − 1 , (3.66)
with the Lewis number of the fuel species LeF = ScF /Pr = µ/[ρDF ] · λ/(µCP ). After
rearrangement, Eq. 3.65 yields
Φcg =
m˙FCP
BT
(T − T∞) . (3.67)
By replacing the mass ﬂux m˙F using Eq. 3.64, one obtains the ﬁnal expression for Φ
c
g
as a function of the known temperatures T and T∞ as well as of BT
Φcg = λ4πr (T − T∞)
ln(BT + 1)
BT
= λπdpNu (T − T∞) ln(BT + 1)
BT
. (3.68)
3.3.2.8 Advanced evaporation models
The model used in the scope of this work is of the inﬁnite conductivity type. Note
that there are more advanced models available in literature. An example is the one
proposed by Abramzon and Sirignano [2], which takes into account the ﬁnite thickness
of the fuel mass fraction and thermal boundary layers, resulting in modiﬁed expressions
for the Nusselt and Sherwood numbers. This model is also available in AVBP but was
not employed in the present work.
3.3.2.9 Statistical source terms for heat transfer
The ﬂuxes Φcg, Φ
ev
g , Φ
c
l and Φ
ev
l previously derived are relevant for the temporal evolu-
tions of a single droplet enthalpy. The enthalpy transfer that is passed to the energy
equation of the gaseous phase Πg is per unit volume. Conversely, Πl is the volumic
source term in the energy equation of the liquid phase. Both are deﬁned as the sta-
tistical average over a single droplet’s heat transfer contributions and their expression
ﬁnally reads
Πg = ρlα˘l

1
mp
(
Φcg +Φ
ev
g
)
l
, (3.69)
= λπn˘ld˘ Nu
(
T˘l − T
) ln(BT + 1)
BT
+ Γhs,F (T˘l) ,
Πl = ρlα˘l

1
mp
(Φcl +Φ
ev
l )

l
, (3.70)
= −Πg − ρlα˘l

1
mp
(m˙p hs,corr)

l
,
= −Πg − Γhs,corr .
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3.4 Summary of the governing equations for the liquid
phase
The governing equations for the liquid dispersed phase in the Eulerian formalism with
source terms due to mass, heat and momentum transfers ﬁnally reads:
• Number density
∂
∂t
n˘l +
∂
∂xj
n˘lu˘l,j = 0 , (3.71)
• Volume fraction
∂
∂t
ρlα˘l +
∂
∂xj
ρlα˘lu˘l,j = −Γ , (3.72)
• Momentum
∂
∂t
ρlα˘lu˘l,i +
∂
∂xj
ρlα˘lu˘l,iu˘l,j = −Γu˘l,i + ρlα˘l
τp
(ui − u˘l,i) , (3.73)
• Sensible enthalpy
∂
∂t
ρlα˘lh˘s,l+
∂
∂xi
ρlα˘lu˘l,ih˘s,l = −Γ
(
hs,F (T˘l) + hs,corr
)
−λπn˘ld˘ Nu
(
T˘l − T
) ln(BT + 1)
BT
.
(3.74)
These governing equations will be employed in Chapter 10 for the LES study of the
LEMCOTEC aeronautical combustion chamber.
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4.1 Introduction
The goal of this chapter is to provide some theoretical aspects of turbulent combustion.
First, general aspects of premixed and non-premixed combustion and their interaction
with turbulence are presented. Then the most common descriptions of combustion
chemistry are compared and their potential use and limitations in LES computations
is discussed. Finally, several approaches for subgrid turbulence-chemistry interaction
closure able to handle pollutant formation are described.
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4.2 Premixed combustion
4.2.1 Unstretched premixed flame
The unstretched premixed ﬂame is a fundamental canonical case to understand com-
bustion processes. It corresponds to a situation where the fuel and the oxidiser are
mixed prior to combustion. In the ﬂow, the premixed ﬂame corresponds to a localised
region of strong temperature gradient, generally of the order of 0.1mm.
Spatial structure
The ﬂame region can be decomposed in three layers [154] as illustrated in Fig. 4.1:
• A preflame zone, which is chemically inert. In this region, fresh gases are
preheated due to thermal ﬂuxes.
• An inner reaction layer of thickness δr (reaction thickness) where the fuel
decomposes into smaller intermediate fuels like CH3 or H2 to react with radicals
such as H or OH.
• A post-flame zone, where the intermediates are converted into products like
CO2 and H2O, and where slow NOx reactions continue to occur.
Figure 4.1: Schematic of a one-dimensional premixed CH4/air flame.
Governing equations
When the ﬂame is steady (the reference frame is the ﬂame), the simpliﬁed balance
equations reads
∂ρu
∂x
= 0 or equivalently ρu = cst = ρfSl , (4.1)
∂
∂x
(ρ(u+ Vk)Yk) = ω˙k = ρω˙Yk , (4.2)
ρCpu
∂T
∂x
= ω˙T +
∂
∂x
(
λ
∂T
∂x
)
− ∂T
∂x
(
ρ
nspec∑
k=1
Cp,kYkVk
)
. (4.3)
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Control variables for a premixed flame: equivalence ratio and progress vari-
able
The initial conditions of a premixed ﬂame are controlled by the pressure, fresh gas tem-
perature and the fresh gas composition. The latter is parametrised by the equivalence
ratio φ, which is deﬁned as
φ = s
YF
YO
=
(
YF
YO
)(
YF
YO
)
st
, (4.4)
where YF and YO are respectively the fuel and oxidiser mass fractions at the inlet (fresh
gas side). s is the mass stoichiometric ratio which reads
s =
(
YO
YF
)
st
=
ν ′OWO
ν ′FWF
. (4.5)
where ν ′O and ν
′
F are the oxidiser and fuel stoichiometric molar coeﬃcients of the global
reaction. At stoichiometric conditions (φ = 1.0), the fuel and oxidiser are completely
converted into products. When φ < 1, the mixture is lean corresponding to an excess of
oxidant, and when φ > 1 the mixture is rich, the oxidiser becomes the limiting reactant.
Alternatively to the equivalence ratio, the composition of the fresh gases can also be
characterised by the mixture fraction Z which is introduced in Sec. 4.3.1.
Another important control variable is the progress variable c which quantiﬁes the
evolution of the mixture from fresh gases (c = 0) to burnt gases (c = 1). It can be
based on the temperature
c =
T − Tf
Tb − Tf (4.6)
where the subscripts f and b corresponds respectively to fresh gases and burnt gases
conditions. Another typical choice is to use major products of combustion to build up
the progress variable as
c =
Yc
Y eqc
, (4.7)
where typically Yc = YCO+YCO
2
+YH
2
O and the superscript
eq denotes the equilibrium
value. Under unity Lewis assumptions, a balance equation for the progress variable can
be derived as
∂ρuc
∂x
=
∂
∂x
(
ρD
∂c
∂x
)
+ ω˙c . (4.8)
The progress variable c is convenient to analyse the ﬂame structure. In particular
comparisons between laminar and turbulent cases are simpler in c-space and an iso-
surface of c is convenient to localise the ﬂame front and also to deﬁne the normal to
the ﬂame front (pointed towards fresh gases) as
n = − ∇c| ∇c | . (4.9)
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Intrinsic properties: flame speed and thickness
In the premixed regime, the ﬂame has a characteristic propagation speed, which is the
laminar ﬂame speed Sl. It depends on the fresh gas composition, the fresh gas tem-
perature and the pressure. For a one-step chemistry, it can be shown from asymptotic
analysis of the governing equations [206] that the laminar ﬂame speed is related to the
thermal diﬀusivity Dth = λ/(ρCp) and the Arrhenius pre-exponential constant A of the
reaction step as
Sl ∝
p
DthA . (4.10)
The laminar ﬂame speed usually falls in the range Sl = 0.1−2m/s for hydrocarbons at
gas turbine conditions. In addition, the laminar ﬂame is characterised by an intrinsic
thickness δl. It can be estimated from the temperature proﬁles as
δl =
Tb − Tf
max
(
| ∂T
∂x
|
) , (4.11)
where Tf and Tb are respectively the fresh and burnt gas temperature. From asymptotic
theory, the ﬂame thickness is related to thermal diﬀusivity and laminar ﬂame speed as
δl ∝ Dth
Sl
∝
r
Dth
A
. (4.12)
The ﬂame may also be characterised by its reaction zone thickness δr [107] which
is smaller than the thermal thickness δl.
Other relevant speeds
Several speeds might be of interest for kinematic interpretation of the propagation of
premixed ﬂames. The absolute velocity of the ﬂame in the reference frame w can be
decomposed following Fig 4.2:
• The absolute speed Sa = w · n, which is the ﬂame front speed in the absolute
reference frame.
• The displacement speed Sd = (w−u) ·n = Sa−u ·n, which is the ﬂame front
speed relative to the local ﬂow velocity u. Sd is useful for a kinematic interpre-
tation of the ﬂame as an interface. Because of its local nature, its interpretation
is however not always straightforward.
• The consumption speed Sc is the speed at which reactants are consumed, and
is equal to the integral of fuel consumption in the direction normal to the ﬂame.
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Figure 4.2: Flame speed definitions. From [159].
The expression of Sc reads
Sc = − 1
ρf
(
Y fF − Y bF
) ∫ ∞
−∞
ω˙Fdn . (4.13)
Contrarily to the displacement speed, the consumption speed is a global quantity.
Its interpretation is simpler than the displacement speed, but this quantity can
only be evaluated globally.
For a laminar steady premixed ﬂames, the following relations can be obtained
Sa = 0 , (4.14)
Sl = Sc = S
∗
d =
ρ
ρf
Sd , (4.15)
(4.16)
where S∗d is a the density weighted displacement speed [88] introduced to take into
account ﬂow dilatation. For more complex cases, these quantities might strongly diﬀer
under the eﬀect of turbulence, unsteadiness and stretch (curvature and strain). The
latter eﬀect is described in the next subsection (Sec. 4.2.2).
4.2.2 Strain and curvature effects
The total ﬂame stretch κ is deﬁned as the temporal variation of a ﬂame surface element
[206]
κ =
1
A
dA
dt
. (4.17)
Following [31] it can be expressed and decompose as
κ = (δij − ninj) ∂ui
∂xj︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tangential strain rate
+ Sd
∂ni
∂xi︸ ︷︷ ︸
Curvature effect
= at + 2SdK , (4.18)
where Sd is the ﬂame displacement speed, at is the tangential strain rate, n is the vector
normal to the ﬂame (pointing towards fresh gases) and
K =
1
2
∇.n (4.19)
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is the ﬂame front curvature. The ﬁrst term contributing to κ in Eq. 4.18 is the strain
rate, which is related to the non-uniformity of the ﬂow. This non-uniformity can be
caused by the mean ﬂow (typically in shear layers) and by turbulent velocity ﬂuctua-
tions (turbulent strain). The second term is related to the ﬂame front curvature [159].
Impact of stretch
Under some assumptions (low stretch level, single step chemistry etc.), it can be shown
that the local ﬂame structure is controlled only by the stretch κ [26, 29, 35]. It cor-
responds to a linear regime in which the ﬂame displacement speed Sd and the ﬂame
consumption are linearly related to the ﬂame stretch by the following expressions
Sd
Sl
=1−Mad δth
Sl
κ , (4.20)
Sc
Sl
=1−Mac δth
Sl
κ , (4.21)
where Mad and Mac are Markstein number respectively for the displacement and
the consumption speed. These numbers are proportional to the fuel Lewis number
(Lefuel − 1).
• For fuels with Lefuel ≃ 1 (e.g CH4), species and temperature gradients increase
in the same proportion with increasing stretch. The ﬂame becomes thinner but
its overall consumption is not aﬀected.
• When Lefuel < 1 the Markstein number is negative and the consumption speed
increases linearly when the stretch increases.
• When Lefuel > 1 the Markstein number is positive, the consumption speed de-
creases when stretch increases.
This analysis is performed for a one-step irreversible chemistry but might not be valid
for complex chemistry with varying Lewis number. However, strain and curvature ef-
fects for ﬂame with complex chemistry can be evaluated on canonical conﬁgurations
presented hereafter, and compared with theoretical responses.
Strain effect evaluation
The canonical case to evaluate the eﬀect of strain is presented in Fig. 4.3. A fresh
premixed methane/air mixture is injected on the left side with a velocity uf , whereas
combustion products are injected on the right side with a velocity ub. By varying the
injection velocities, the global strain rate a
a =
uf + ub
d
(4.22)
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Figure 4.3: Schematic of a canonical counterflow strained premixed flame.
From [159].
is varied. The ﬂame front stabilises in the vicinity of the stagnation plane and the
impact of the strain rate on the ﬂame consumption speed deﬁned in Eq. 4.13 can be
assessed along with its impact on pollutant species formation. Global quantities based
on consumption speed of Eq. 4.13 are preferred to kinematic interpretations because of
the non-uniformity of the velocity ﬁeld in this type of conﬁguration.
Curvature effect evaluation
There is no simple one-dimensional conﬁguration to evaluate the impact of curvature
because it is (at least) a two-dimensional eﬀect. Its impact might be evaluated from
two-dimensional or three dimensional ﬂame vortex interactions [161].
Impact on pollutant formation
Since stretch modiﬁes the residence time inside the ﬂame (the ﬂame becomes thinner
with increasing stretch), slow chemical processes as NOx formation and CO recombi-
nation in CO2 can be strongly impacted, compared to fuel oxidation process which
are least an order of magnitude faster. This increased sensitivity to stretch will be
illustrated for methane-air mixture in Sec. 9.4.2.1.
4.2.3 Flame-turbulence interaction
The interaction between the turbulent ﬂame and the ﬂow can be assessed by the com-
parison of the ﬂow and the ﬂame turbulent scales. From these scales, two essential
dimensionless numbers characterise the ﬂame-turbulence interaction.
• The Damko¨hler number is deﬁned as the ratio between the largest turbulent
time scale and a chemical time scale
Da =
τt
τc
=
lt
δl
Sl
u′t
(4.23)
When Da >> 1, the ﬂame surface is wrinkled and stretched by the turbulent
ﬂow. However its internal structure is not directly impacted by the turbulent
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motions. In this flamelet regime, the structure of the reaction zone corresponds
locally to the one of a laminar ﬂame. When Da << 1 reactants and products
are strongly mixed by turbulence and react through slow reactions. In practical
application, the ﬁrst regime corresponding to Da >> 1 is generally found for the
fuel oxidation, but slower process like NO formation or CO oxidation may fall in
other regimes.
• The Karlovitz number characterises the interaction between the reactive scales
and the smallest (Kolmogorov) ﬂow scales
Ka =
1
Da(η)
=
δl
η
uκ
Sl
. (4.24)
and the turbulent Reynolds number of Eq. 2.22 can be rewritten as
Ret = Da
2Ka2 . (4.25)
Since the turbulent Reynolds is linked to the two dimensionless numbers, they can be
employed to qualitatively estimate the combustion regime. The combustion regimes can
be decomposed following the combustion diagram of Fig. 4.4. The following regimes
are identiﬁed and illustrated in Fig. 4.5:
• Laminar flame regime (Ret < 1): the ﬂow is quasi-laminar, thus the ﬂame is
only slightly wrinkled.
• Thin flame regime (Ret < 1, Ka < 1). Depending on the velocity ratio u
′
Sl
it
may be decomposed into two regimes:
– Wrinkled flamelet regime (Ka < 1, u′/Sl < 1) The ﬂame thickness re-
mains smaller than the Kolmogorov scale and is therefore in the ﬂamelet
regime. Due to the moderate intensity of the turbulent ﬂuctuations, the
ﬂame surface is only slightly wrinkled and stretched by the turbulent struc-
tures.
– Corrugated flamelet regime (Ka < 1, u′/Sl > 1) The turbulent intensity
is higher, the ﬂame surface is highly wrinkled and stretched by turbulent
motions. Isolated burning pockets of the eddy size may form.
• Thickened wrinkled flame or reaction-sheet regime (Ret > 1, Ka > 1,
Kar < 1, Da > 1) The smallest eddies are smaller than the ﬂame thickness.
They are able to interact with the preheating zone, thus enhancing mass and heat
transfer. Because the reaction zone remains thinner than the smallest turbulent
scales (Kar < 1), it keeps its laminar structure.
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Figure 4.4: Turbulent combustion regime decomposed in terms of length scales
(lt/δl) and velocity scales u
′/Sl. From [155].
• Well-stirred reactor (Ret > 1, Ka > 1, Kar > 1, Da < 1) The smaller
turbulent scale can penetrate the reaction zone, thus increasing diﬀusion and heat
transfer in both preheat and reaction zone. The ﬂame has no distinct laminar
structure.
4.3 Non-premixed combustion
4.3.1 Laminar diffusion flames
In the case of diﬀusion ﬂames, fuel and oxidiser are not mixed before combustion. Thus,
diﬀusion ﬂames are largely controlled by mixing, which must bring the reactants into
the reaction zone localised around stoichiometry, which is the region where fuel and
oxidiser are mixed adequately to burn. A schematic of this type of ﬂame structure is
given in Fig. 4.6. The temperature peak is located in the reaction zone and diﬀuses
towards the fresh fuel and oxidiser streams. Contrarily to premixed ﬂames, diﬀusion
ﬂames do not propagate and have no intrinsic thickness. The inner structure
of a diﬀusion ﬂame is imposed by the external conditions, which depend on the local
stretch.
The local mixing state is adequately described by the mixture fraction Z. It may be
deﬁned using Bilger deﬁnition [19] based on atomic mass fraction
β =
Na∑
i=1
γiZi =
nspec∑
i=1
γi
Na∑
j=1
nij
WiYj
Wj
, (4.26)
where nij is the number of atoms of the i
th element in the jth specie and Na is the total
number of atoms. γi are weighting factors, with values γC = 2/WC , γH = 1/(2WH)
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Figure 4.5: Illustration of turbulent combustion regimes (Poinsot and Vey-
nante [159], Law et al. [107]).
Fuel Oxidizer
Temperature
Reaction rate
Di!usion zone Di!usion zoneReaction
 zone
Figure 4.6: Diffusion flame structure.
and γO = −1/WO according to Bilger. β is then rescaled by the oxidiser value βo and
the fuel value βf to obtained the normalised mixture fraction
Z =
β − βo
βf − βo . (4.27)
By deﬁnition, the mixture fraction is invariant with respect to chemical reactions.
Under the assumption of equal species Schmidt numbers, it behaves like a passive
scalar and its transport equation reads
∂ρZ
∂t
+
∂
∂xj
(ρZuj) =
∂
∂xl
[
ρD
∂Z
∂xl
]
. (4.28)
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This equation allows to decompose the resolution of the ﬂame into a mixing problem
and a ﬂame structure problem in the phase space. If the Lewis number is equal to
unity, the species and temperature equations can be rewritten in Z-space as a function
of Z and the scalar dissipation rate χ = 2D |∇Z|2 [28]
ρ
∂Yk
∂t
=
1
2
ρχ
∂2Yk
∂Z2
+ w˙k , (4.29)
ρ
∂T
∂t
=
1
2
ρχ
∂2T
∂Z2
+ w˙T . (4.30)
In Eq. 4.29 and Eq. 4.30, the scalar dissipation rate χ is the only parameter depending
on space. Thus once the scalar dissipation rate χ is known, it parametrises the two
equations and they can be directly resolved in Z-space. The scalar dissipation charac-
terises the intensity of the gradients and thus molecular ﬂuxes towards the ﬂame, and
is directly linked to velocity strain. The mixing layer thickness can be estimated as
lZ =
s
D
χ
=
1
| ∇Z | . (4.31)
This parameter directly controls the ﬂame structure, and in turns the ﬂame consump-
tion speed and pollutant formation rates. A reaction layer thickness lreac charac-
terising the width of the reaction zone can also be deﬁned. From asymptotic theory
[120], it is proportional to the mixing layer thickness
lreac ∝ lZ
(
Dafl
)−1=b
, (4.32)
where b = 1 + ν ′O + ν
′
F . An important canonical case representative of practical ap-
plications is the steady strained one-dimensional diﬀusion ﬂame, and is at the basis of
numerous tabulated chemistry models for non-premixed ﬂames. A schematic of this
type of ﬂame is given in Fig. 4.7. The strain rate might not be exactly constant in this
Fuel
Oxidizer
Flame
Figure 4.7: Steady strained one-dimensional diffusion flame.
situation along the ﬂame normal, but it can estimated from global quantity as
a ≃ uf + uo
L
(4.33)
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where uf and uo are respectively the fuel and oxidiser injection velocity and L is the
distance between the two inlets. Under the assumption of asymptotically inﬁnitely fast
chemistry, it can be shown that the ﬂame consumption speed (integrated fuel reaction
rate along the ﬂame normal) is linked to the strain rate a and the diﬀusivity D as [159]
Ω˙fuel ∝
√
aD (4.34)
(4.35)
and that the scalar dissipation rate is directly proportional to the strain rate
χ ∝ a . (4.36)
Compared to premixed ﬂame for which the stretch rate only introduces a small linear
correction to the ﬂame consumption speed, which remains essentially piloted by the
intrinsic properties of the premixed ﬂame, the scalar dissipation rate directly controls
the diﬀusion ﬂame consumption speed
Ω˙fuel ∝
√
aD , (4.37)
thus diﬀusion ﬂames are much more sensitive to local ﬂow conditions for which the
scalar dissipation rate results.
Finite rate chemistry effect
For ﬁnite rate chemistry, similarly to premixed combustion, a Damko¨hler number com-
paring ﬂow and chemistry time scales can be deﬁned as
Dafl =
τf
τc
≃ 1
χstτc
, (4.38)
where τc is the chemical time and χst is the stoichiometric scalar dissipation rate. The
previous ﬁndings were derived assuming inﬁnitely fast chemistry. However they remain
valid for ﬁnite rate chemistry in the high Damko¨hler limit, corresponding to low strain
values. As shown in Fig. 4.8, the response of ﬁnite rate chemistry deviates when the
strain rate (or equivalently the scalar dissipation rate) increases. The maximum tem-
perature of the ﬂame decreases and beyond a certain threshold value, quenching occurs.
Impact of scalar dissipation rate on pollutant formation
Similarly to stretch in the premixed ﬂame, the scalar dissipation rate can be interpreted
as an inverse of the residence time in the ﬂame, thus impacting slow CO oxidation in
CO2 and NOx formation processes. Illustration of this behaviour will be provided for
methane-air cases corresponding to the Sandia Flame D conditions in Sec. 7.4.1.
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Figure 4.8: Diffusion flame consumption speed vs scalar dissipation (or equiv-
alently strain rate a or inverse of Damko¨hler 1/Da) for infinitely fast chemistry
(black) and finite rate chemistry (red).
4.3.2 Turbulent diffusion flames
Whereas premixed ﬂames have intrinsic properties, the structure of diﬀusion ﬂames is
governed by the scalar dissipation rate which is directly linked to the turbulent strain
rate. Because of this strong coupling between ﬂow and ﬂame scales, establishing a
universal combustion diagram in this situation is not straightforward. Flow and ﬂame
scales are summarised in Fig. 4.9. Similarly to the premixed case, combustion regimes
Fuel Side
Z=1
Oxidizer Side
Z=0
Figure 4.9: Spatial scales in turbulent diffusion flames. Turbulent scales: In-
tegral length scale lt, integral time scale τt and Kolmogorov scale ηk. Flame
scales: diffusive thickness ld, reaction zone thickness lr and chemical time τc.
can be roughly estimated for diﬀusion ﬂames by comparison of these scales. As shown
in [41], several regimes can be identiﬁed in a log-log diagram based on the turbulent
Reynolds number Ret and the Damko¨hler number Da = τt/τc (Fig. 4.10).
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• In the flamelet regime correspond into Dafl lower than a critical value DaLFA
(LFA: laminar ﬂamelet assumption), the inner ﬂame structure is not aﬀected by
turbulence.
• When Dafl is higher than a critical value referred to as Daext, quenching occurs
because chemical times are too large compared to ﬂow scales.
• In-between, there is an intermediate situation with strong unsteady eﬀects.
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Figure 4.10: Regimes for turbulent non-premixed combustion as a function of
the Damko¨hler number Da and the turbulent Reynolds number Ret [41].
4.4 Chemical description
The chemical description is of critical importance for LES oriented towards pollutant
prediction, and results from a compromise between cost and accuracy. To correctly
describe the ﬂame structure and pollutant formation, the retained modelling should be
able to capture complex ﬂow/ﬂame interactions previously describe and to correctly
handle multiple chemical time scales, while keeping the numerical cost and stiﬀness
reasonable for three-dimensional computations of realistic conﬁgurations. The main
approaches available in the literature are presented in the next subsections.
4.4.1 Detailed chemistry
The most direct and brute-force approach is to employ detailed chemistry. Detailed
mechanisms contain a thorough description of the chemical system. They can contain
up to hundreds of species and thousands of elementary reactions and are constructed
to reproduce experimental data for a large variety of phenomena: auto-ignition, ex-
tinction, shock tube experiments, premixed and non-premixed planar ﬂames etc. Such
mechanisms are available for small hydrocarbon (e.g. GRI mechanisms [22, 23] for
natural gas combustion) to large hydrocarbon chains (e.g. the Dagaut mechanism [42]
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for jet fuel combustion). These mechanisms contain a large set of elementary reactions,
generally involving two or three species that represents from a mesoscopic point of view
the interactions occuring at the molecular level. The reaction rate of a given reaction
j of the form
A + B −−→ C+D , (4.39)
involving species A, B, C and D is expressed in an Arrhenius form as
r˙j = kj [A][B]T
βi exp
(−Ea,i
RT
)
, (4.40)
where [X] =
ρYX
WX
is the activity concentration of the species X, kj and Ea,i are re-
spectively the pre-exponential constant and the activation energy of the reaction and
βi is a temperature exponent. Slightly modiﬁed expressions are employed for reactions
involving a third-body or pressure dependent (typically fall-oﬀ) reactions.
However, detailed mechanisms are generally out of scope for LES computations and
barely employed in DNS computations for two essential reasons:
1. These mechanisms contain highly reacting radicals essential to describe the fuel
oxidation. These highly reacting radicals have a life-span of the order of 10−10 −
10−8 s and are associated with very small length scales as well. Therefore their cor-
rect prediction requires a tremendous grid resolution which might not be achieved
even with grid size suﬃciently small to fully resolved the turbulent spectrum, and
a costly implicit temporal integration of the stiﬀ source terms might be required
[127].
2. The number of transported species rapidly becomes higher than one hundred for
large hydrocarbons, which strongly increases the CPU, memory and storage cost.
Therefore such detailed mechanisms are only marginally applicable in LES computa-
tions. For methane/air mixture however, the numerical cost might remain acceptable
in some situations: a full detailed mechanism was employed by Navarro-Martinez et al.
[142] in the LES of a lifted methane-air jet ﬂame.
4.4.2 Tabulated chemistry
The central idea of the model is based on the flamelet hypothesis: the chemical
timescales are short so that the the structure of the reaction zone remains laminar and
corresponds locally to a canonical laminar problem identiﬁed a priori. Flamelet models
were introduced by Peters [152, 153] for non-premixed combustion. They can also be
employed for partially-premixed and premixed combustion regimes.
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• For premixed or partially-premixed (or stratiﬁed) applications, laminar pre-
mixed ﬂames are generally chosen as the reference ﬂame. The mixture fraction
Z is employed to describe the initial mixing state of the gas and a progress vari-
able c introduced in Eq. 4.7 is used to parametrise the spatial evolution of the
ﬂame. This approach is for example employed in the FPI (Flame Prolongation of
Intrinsic Low-Dimensional Manifold) model proposed by Gicquel et al. [70] and
the FGM (Flame Generated Manifold) model proposed by van Oijen et al. [197].
Additional variables might be employed to include eﬀects such as enthalpy losses
[58] or multi-stream problems [59]. Based on these control variables, the relevant
chemical source terms such as the progress variable source term are stored in a
look-up table as a function of the control parameters
ω˙X = ω˙X (Z, c, ...) . (4.41)
and intermediate species concentrations can also be directly extracted from the
table. In the LES computations, transport equations are solved for the control
variables (typically Yc = c×Y eqc and Z) with the relevant source terms extracted
from the look-up table.
• For non-premixed regimes, counterﬂow diﬀusion ﬂames introduced in Sec. 4.3
can be employed alternatively, leading to a table generally parametrised by the
mixture fraction Z and the scalar dissipation rate χZ [157], and unsteady ﬂamelet
modelling can be used to better describe slow processes such as the formation of
pollutants and radiative heat transfer [157].
Tabulated models have been extensively used for the prediction of complex turbulent
ﬂow and pollutants [58, 59, 85, 148], thanks to their capability to reproduce at least
partially detailed chemistry eﬀects while keeping the numerical cost very reasonable
because of the small number of scalars to transport. An hybrid model combining this
approach with globally reduced chemistry will be derived in Chapter 5. However they
suﬀer some limitations when applied to practical combustion systems:
• To promote mixing, practical combustion system are generally swirled, leading to
high turbulence intensity. This results in strong interactions through strain and
curvature eﬀects, along with dilution by burnt gases that are generally not taken
into account in a tabulated approach.
• Multiple combustion regimes are generally found because of partial-premixing or
two-phase ﬂow ﬂame structures. Therefore there might be no proper reference
ﬂame suitable or easily identiﬁed to build the look-up table.
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• Even if some attempts are found in the literature [58, 85, 166], the inclusion of
heat loss due to wall transfer or radiation requires strong additional modelling
assumptions.
• Additional eﬀort is required to model slow processes, such as post-ﬂame NOx
and CO oxidation. Additional progress variable are often employed in that scope
[122, 148, 213], but again additional modelling assumptions are generally needed
to construct the look-up table and to make the bridge between laminar reference
ﬂames and turbulent cases.
4.4.3 Globally Reduced Chemistry
Globally reduced chemistries (GRCs) do not reproduce the details of the physics of the
detailed mechanism. They are generally ﬁtted to reproduce essential properties of the
ﬂame, such as ﬂame speed and burnt gas temperature and generally contain up to ten
species and reaction steps. Because of their simplicity, these mechanisms have a very
limited cost and their implementation in LES computations is straightforward. They
have been extensively used, from short carbon chain to longer carbon chain. For exam-
ple for methane-air oxidation, the mechanism from Jones and Lindstedt [93], the 2-step
2S CH4 BFER mechanism [60, 179] are available, and with a simpliﬁed description of
NOx formation [178]. Global reduced mechanisms are also available for aeronautical,
such as the 2-step 2S KERO BFER mechanism derived from the Luche detailed mech-
anism [128].
GRC derivation
The derivation process might be based on general optimisation methods such as genetic
algorithm [50]. More empirical methods are also suitable. For instance, the 2S BFER
methodology [64], applicable to potentially any fuel, presumes the form of the mecha-
nism which is decomposed into two reaction steps as
R1: F + xO2 −−→ yCO + zH2O , (4.42)
R2: CO + 0.5O2 ←−→ CO2 , (4.43)
where F is the fuel species. The rates of these reaction steps are written in an Arrhenius-
like form but do not correspond to elementary reactions. For example the rate of
reaction R1 reads
r˙1 = f1 (φ) k1[F ]
n1 [O2]
n2T β1 exp
(−Ea,1
RT
)
. (4.44)
In this expression, k1 and Ea,1 can be adjusted to match laminar ﬂame speeds, whereas
the concentration exponents n1 and n2 are adjusted to retrieve the correct pressure
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dependency of the laminar ﬂame speed [64]. In addition f1 is a shape function of the
equivalence ratio to correct the ﬂame speed for rich mixtures. The essential role of
reaction R2 is to yield correct prediction of the ﬂame temperature by considering the
CO/CO2 equilibrium.
2S CH4 BFER and 2S KERO BFER schemes are employed in this work respectively
for methane-air computations and kerosene-air computations. The two schemes are
detailed in Appendix. A.
Limitations of GRCs
However, this type of approach has several limitations:
• By construction, global reduced mechanisms are accurate on a given canonical
problem (e.g. laminar premixed ﬂame) with given conditions in terms of pressure,
fresh gas temperature and equivalence ratio. But there is no guarantee that they
yield accurate results outside of this range, since the derivation is not based on
physical grounds.
• Information about the intermediate species is generally lost or inaccurate, there-
fore they are generally not suitable to predict pollutant prediction or complex
eﬀect such as the impact of stretch on the ﬂame structure.
4.4.4 Skeletal mechanism
Skeletal mechanisms are obtained by reduction of detailed mechanism. Detailed mech-
anism are built to describe a large variety of phenomena, e.g. autoignition, extinction,
low temperature chemistry for a wide range of validity in terms of pressure, tempera-
ture and equivalence ratio. However in practical combustion applications, the operat-
ing conditions are known a priori and ﬂame propagation is the dominant mechanism.
Therefore the chemical description does not need to include such a variety of phenom-
ena. Species and reactions that are not relevant to the problem considered might simply
be removed from the mechanism. This is known as skeletal reduction.
A wide variety of techniques are available to identify species and reactions that can
be removed from a mechanism without altering its prediction capability. Graph meth-
ods, such as directed relation graph method (DRG) [125] and Directed Relation Graph
method with Error Propagation (DRGEP) [150] are commonly used.
DRGEP approach
The fundamental idea behind the approach is to build-up a graph of interaction between
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A
CB
E
D
Figure 4.11: Part of a directed relation graph method involving four species.
Adapted from [149].
the species of the chemical mechanism. A species is connected to another when they
participate in at least one common reaction. The strength of the direct connection
between a species A and a species B is the interaction coeﬃcient rAB, which quantiﬁes
the impact of B to the prediction of A. For example, in [149], it is deﬁned as
rAB =
|Pnreaci=1 νi,Ar˙iδiB |
max (PA, CA)
, (4.45)
where r˙i is the rate of the i
th reaction, νi,A is the net stoichiometric coeﬃcient of species
A in the ith reaction and δiB is deﬁned as
δiB = 1 if the i
threaction involves species B , (4.46)
δiB = 0 , otherwise . (4.47)
PA and CA are normalisation coeﬃcients that bound the interaction coeﬃcient between
0 and 1. Their expressions reads
PA =
nreac∑
i=1
max (0, νi,Ar˙i) , (4.48)
CA =
nreac∑
i=1
max (0,−νi,Ar˙i) . (4.49)
Now we assume that A is the target species. The impact of a species B on A is
obtained by considering the ensemble of paths P from A to B. For a given path
p = (A,S2, S3, ..., Sn−1, B) ∈ P, the path interaction coeﬃcient of A with B is given by
the product of the interaction coeﬃcients of the species that compose the path as
rAB,p =
nY
i=1
rSiSi+1 . (4.50)
This geometric damping allows to take into account the error propagation, that is that
a species that is involved through a long path in the prediction of A has typically a
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smaller eﬀect than a species that is more directly connected to A. The global interaction
coeﬃcient between A and B is ﬁnally taken to be the maximum over all paths
RAB = max
p∈P
rAB,p . (4.51)
The species with the weakest global interaction coeﬃcients can be removed from the
mechanism. An illustration is given in Fig. 4.11. In this example, A strongly inter-
acts with B, and B strongly interacts with E. Because of the geometric damping, the
global interaction coeﬃcient between A and E, RAE = max (rABrBE , rACrCE) = 0.05
is weaker. Therefore in this case, removing E is expected to introduce an error which
is lower than removing C but higher than removing D.
Compared to detailed mechanisms, skeletal mechanisms contain only the species and
reactions that are relevant for the target application considered. This can signiﬁcantly
reduce the cost of the mechanism in terms of transported species, especially for long
hydrocarbon fuels. However, highly reactive intermediates that take part in the fuel
oxidation process are still required in the mechanism. The spatial and temporal stiﬀness
of the mechanism might not be signiﬁcantly reduced by the skeletal reduction. Several
issues limit the use of skeletal mechanism in LES computations:
• The number of species in the mechanism and therefore the number of conservation
equations to solve for the species remains high.
• Highly reacting intermediates are temporally and spatially stiﬀ. Therefore the
grid resolution needed to directly resolve the ﬂame front is outside the scope of
LES. In addition, stiﬀ implicit integration of the chemical system requires the
evaluation of the Jacobian, whose cost scales as n3spec [127]. Explicit integration
is much less costly and should be preferred, but can only be stable if the chemical
time scales lower than the integration time-step are removed or treated in an
alternative way, as detailed in the next subsection.
4.4.5 Analytically reduced chemistry
Two approaches widely found in the literature to remove short time-scales are the
Partial-Equilibrium Approximation (PEA) and Quasi-Steady State (QSS) ap-
proximation.
Partial-Equilibrium Approximation (PEA)
This approach aims at reducing the stiﬀness that is associated with a fast reversible
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reaction. The reaction rate of a reversible reaction i can be decomposed into a forward
and a backward contribution
r˙i = r˙
f
i − r˙bi . (4.52)
If the reaction is much faster than other processes, the equilibrium of this reaction
(partial equilibrium) is rapidly reached. The net rate of the reaction r˙i vanishes
r˙i ≃ 0 . (4.53)
However, since it is the diﬀerence between the contribution of two stiﬀ terms, it can
lead to large numerical integration errors. To circumvent this stiﬀness, the PEA rather
imposes directly the partial equilibrium
r˙i = 0 , (4.54)
This leads to the following constraint
r˙bi
r˙fi
= 1 =⇒
nspecY
k=1
cikk = K
eq
i (4.55)
on the species concentrations. This constraint can be satisﬁed in practice by introduc-
ing a small correction to the rate of the reaction so that Eq. 4.55 is satisﬁed at the end
of the iteration. [127].
Quasi Steady State Approximation (QSSA)
A QSS species must remain in low concentration, with a net production rate that is
low compared to its creation and destruction rates. The conservation equation for the
kth can be rewritten in terms of concentration ck as
Dck
Dt
= Sdiff,k + ω˙
+
ck
− ω˙−ck , (4.56)
where the net production rate ω˙ck is decomposed into a creation rate ω˙
+
ck
and a de-
struction rate ω˙−ck . Sdiff,k is the contribution of the diﬀusive ﬂux. When considering
elementary reactions, the destruction term is proportional to the concentration of the
species, thus Eq. 4.56 can be rewritten as
Dck
Dt
= Sdiff,k + ω˙
+
ck
− ck
τk
, (4.57)
where τk is the chemical time-scale of the destruction rate. For QSS approximation to
be suitable, the destruction process must be faster than other processes. Thus τk is an
asymptotically small parameter
τk = ǫ , with ǫ→ 0 . (4.58)
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From an asymptotic analysis of Eq. 4.57, it can be shown that
ck = O(ǫ) = ǫω˙
+
ck
= τkω˙
+
ck
, (4.59)
which can also be written
ω˙ck = ω˙
+
ck
− ω˙−ck = 0 . (4.60)
Eq. 4.59 or equivalently Eq. 4.60 gives the expression of the QSS species concentra-
tion. This concentration is asymptotically small, and does not depend on transport
phenomena. For simplicity, only linear coupling is allowed in the present work, so that
the explicit expression can be automatically derived and integrated in the LES solver.
Several methods are available in the literature to select the appropriate QSS candidates
[124, 126, 194]. The method retained in this work in the Level of Importance (LOI)
technique [123, 124].
Level Of Importance (LOI) criterion
The steady state parameter of a species S is deﬁned as
QS ∝ [S]τS , (4.61)
where [S] is the species concentration and τS is a measure of its chemical time scale.
In the present case, it is expressed as
τS = −
[
∂ (PS − CS)
∂[S]
]−1
, (4.62)
where PS and CS are deﬁned in Eq. 4.48 and Eq. 4.49f. Therefore in Eq. 4.61 a species
is suitable for QSSA if it combines the property of remaining in a small concentration
and to be highly reactive, as already highlighted by the asymptotic development.
Solving the system of QSS concentrations
Once QSS species are identiﬁed, a system must be resolved in terms of QSS species
concentrations satisfying
ω˙k = 0 , (4.63)
for each QSS species k. This system can be resolved numerically, however this is
too costly for LES computations. Rather, given that the chemical system contains
elementary reactions, the QSS species source terms can be rewritten in the form of a
linear system of the QSS species concentrations. In this purpose, it may require to
remove reactions between QSS species causing higher order coupling terms: a reaction
between two QSS species generally has a negligible rate because the concentrations
of the QSS species involved in the reaction are both small. Once the linear system
is obtained, it can be inverted analytically to end up with automatically generated
expressions of the QSS concentrations.
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4.5 Subgrid turbulence-chemistry interaction closure
The ﬁltering operator introduced by the LES formalism leaves unclosed chemical source
terms. These source terms occur at very small scales and are highly non-linear. Being
quite sensitive to the unresolved scales of the turbulent motions, their closure is of criti-
cal importance in LES computations and is at the base of the development of numerous
combustion models. The general approaches able to handle complex chemistry eﬀects
are categorised and described in the following.
4.5.1 PDF methods
In the PDF method, the fundamental idea is that the ﬂuctuations lost by the ﬁltering
procedure can be described by introducing a probability density function P (Φ) in the
phase space, which describes the chemical state of the system: Φ =
(
Y1, Y2, ..., Ynspec , T
)
[163]. Given this PDF, the ﬁltered source term can be reconstructed as
˜˙ω = ∫ ω˙(Φ)P(Φ)dΦ . (4.64)
This leaves the question of how the PDF is obtained.
4.5.1.1 Presumed PDF methods
The presumed PDF method is suitable when the chemistry is described by a few control
variables, which is the case for tabulated chemistry. Typically, for premixed manifolds,
the phase is reduced to Φ = (Z, c) and the source terms reads
˜˙ω = ∫
c
∫
Z
ω˙(Φ)P(Z ′, c′)dZ ′dc′. (4.65)
A ﬁrst common hypothesis is to assume a decorrelation between Z and c which leads
to
P(Z, c) = P1(Z)P2(c) . (4.66)
Furthermore the shape of the PDF is presumed. From DNS analysis, β-PDF are gen-
erally found to be suitable. This type of PDF depends of only the ﬁrst and second order
statistics. For example, for the β-distribution of mixture fraction, it can be expressed
based on the local statistical mean and variance as β(Z˜,fZ2). The statistical mean is
obtained by the LES transport equation for Z˜. The variance fZ2 can either be obtained
by a direct closure using a gradient assumption [199] or by additional transport equa-
tions for the variances that includes subgrid production and dissipation [45, 114].
This type of approach has been extensively used combined with tabulated chemistry
approach. It has several limitations:
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• The actual statistical behaviours of scalars might strongly deviates from the pre-
sumed distribution, for example when Z is no longer a passive scalar such as in
two-phase ﬂow conﬁgurations [130].
• To take into account more eﬀects (heat loss, radiation, slow chemistry, liquid
fuels), additional control variables are included in the phase space [58, 61, 85],
but their statistical behaviour and cross-correlations are generally not known and
thus often neglected. .
• For Arrhenius-based chemistry the phase space is described by all the species
mass fractions and the temperature, that are highly correlated, the shape of the
statistical distribution is hard to assume and cannot be easily decomposed into
canonical PDF functions. Thus presumed PDF approach are not applicable in
this case.
4.5.1.2 Stochastic PDF methods
In the stochastic PDF approach, the PDF is no longer presumed. Instead, transport
equations are solved for the coarse grain PDF arising from Boltzmann equation
P(Φ,x, t) =
∫
δ[Φ−Ψ(x′, t)]G(x′ − x,∆)dx′ (4.67)
∂ρP
∂t
+
∂
∂xj

ρPu˜j

= −
Ns∑
k=1
∂
∂Φk
1
ρ
ω˙k(Φ)ρP(Φ)
− ∂
∂xj
huj − u˜j | ΦiρP(Φ)
+
nspec∑
k=1
∂
∂Φk
h
1
ρ
∂Jik
∂xi
| ΦiρP(Φ)
i
(4.68)
Due to its high dimensionality, this PDF transport equation cannot be solved directly.
Two approach are generally found in the literature to solves an approximation of this
equation.
• In the Eulerian stochastic ﬁeld method [94, 95, 195], the transport equation for
the coarse grain PDF is approximated by transport equations for Nstoch ≃ 10
stochastic Eulerian ﬁelds. The ﬁltered quantities are obtained by direct averaging
of the stochastic ﬁelds. It has for example been applied to the LES of the Sandia
Flame Series [94] and to a model gas turbine combustor [27] in combination with
schemes comprising about 20 species.
• In the Lagrangian Monte Carlo approach [164], the phase space is described by
ﬂuid particles corresponding to a particular state Φ in the phase space. The ﬂuid
particles evolves in a Lagrangian framework. From the ensemble of particles, the
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approximated PDF can be retrieved to compute the ﬁltered source terms. Typi-
cally, 10 particles in each cells are needed to correctly reconstruct the associated
PDF and evaluate the ﬁltered source terms. This method was for example applied
bye Heye et al. [80] for the simulation of ethanol spray ﬂame.
Both methods yield excellent description of the subgrid scale interactions. They can
handle multiple combustion regimes, autoignition phenomena [81] and two-phase ﬂow
combustion [80, 95]. Their main drawbacks are the complexity of their implementation
and the associated cost: in the Eulerian method, the number of transport equations
is Nsto × Nphase which can be tremendous for large chemistries; in the Lagrangian
approach, the required number of particles is proportional to the grid resolution, which
also drastically increases the computational cost.
4.5.1.3 Conditional Moment Closure
The CMC approach, [30, 99, 143] appears as an intermediate between the presumed
PDF method and the full PDF method. Similarly to the PDF method, a coarse-grain
PDF is introduced, only this time the phase space is represented by the mixture fraction
η. It reads
P(η,x, t) =
∫
δ[η − ζ(x′, t)]G(x′ − x,∆)dx′ , (4.69)
where ζ is the ﬁne grain mixture fraction. Finally, the scalar describing the chemical
system are conditioned on η as
Yk(η,x, t) =
1
ρP(η)
∫
ρYkδ[η − ζ(x′, t)]G(x− x′,∆)dx′ . (4.70)
Conditional transport equations are solved for the conditioned scalars, and the uncon-
ditional scalars are recovered following
Y˜k(x, t) =
∫
Yk(η,x, t)P(η)dη . (4.71)
For the conditional source terms ω˙k(Yk, T ) | η ≃ ω˙k(hYk | ηi, hT | ηi), a ﬁrst order
closure is employed, assuming that the statistical ﬂuctuations decorrelated from η are
small. The probability distribution is obtained by a β-PDF reconstruction from mix-
ture mean and sub-grid variance.
4.5.2 Articially Thickened Flame model
4.5.2.1 The Thickened Flame model
The typical grid size ∆x employed for LES are generally coarser than the premixed
laminar ﬂame thickness δl. The fundamental idea behind the Thickened Flame model
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(TF) is to artiﬁcially broaden the ﬂame front to allow it correct resolution on LES
grids. Recalling the asymptotic analysis of Sec. 4.2.1 it can shown than the laminar
ﬂame speed and thickness scale as
Sl ∝
√
ω˙D , (4.72)
δl ∝
p
D/ω˙ . (4.73)
Therefore, if the following transformation is applied to the diﬀusivities and the source
terms
D →FD , (4.74)
ω˙ → ω˙
F
, (4.75)
one obtains
Sl →Sl , (4.76)
δl →Fδl , (4.77)
The laminar ﬂame speed is conserved and the ﬂame front is thickened. This funda-
mental idea is at the basis of the thickened ﬂame model. The thickening factor F
is adjusted to obtain the needed grid resolution to correctly resolve the ﬂame front.
However, when the ﬂame is thickened, it alters the interaction with turbulence. In
particular, the ﬂame wrinkling is reduced and the time scale ratio between turbulence
and chemistry is modiﬁed. To compensate for these eﬀects, an eﬃciency function E is
also introduced
D →EFD , (4.78)
ω˙ →E ω˙
F
, (4.79)
which increases the ﬂame speed without impacting the ﬂame thickness:
Sl →ESl (4.80)
δl →Fδl . (4.81)
This function must compensate the reduction of the ﬂame surface wrinkling. It is
deﬁned as the ratio between the unthickened ﬂame of thickness δl and the thickened
ﬂame
E =
Ξ(δl)
Ξ(Fδl)
. (4.82)
The wrinkling factors involved in this expression is described by an eﬃciency function
[34, 38]. In this work, two models are employed, the Colin et al. efficiency function
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Figure 4.12: DNS of flame/vortex interactions. Left: non-thickened flame,
right: thickened flame. [7, 38]
[38] and the Charlette et al. efficiency function [34]. They both rely on the
assumption of equilibrium between turbulence and subgrid scale ﬂame surface and the
evaluation of velocity ﬂuctuations at the ﬁlter scale u′∆ estimated as [38].
u′∆ = c2∆
3
x
∣∣∣∣ ∂2∂xj∂xj
(
ǫlmn
∂u˜n
∂xm
,
)∣∣∣∣ (4.83)
This operator is based on the rotational of the velocity to remove the dilation contri-
bution. The constant c2 is estimated using homogeneous isotropic turbulence (HIT)
simulations [7]. where c2 ≃ 2 and ǫlmn is the permutation tensor.
• In Colin et al. model [38] the wrinkling factor is expressed as
Ξ(δl) = 1 + α(Ret)Γ
(
∆e
δl
,
u′∆
Sl
)
u′∆
Sl
(4.84)
where α is a function depending on the turbulent Reynolds number Ret, ∆e is
the eﬀective ﬁlter size and Γ is a function taking into account the subgrid strain
rate depending on subgrid velocity ﬂuctuations and the ﬁlter size.
• In Charlette et al. model [34], a power-law wrinkling model extends the
formulation of Colin of Eq. 4.84. The expression of the wrinkling factor reads
Ξ(δl) =
(
1 + min
[
∆e
δl
,Γ
(
∆e
δl
,
u′∆
Sl
, Re∆e
)
u′∆
Sl
])β
(4.85)
where β ≃ 0.5 is the model parameter. Contrarily to the Colin model, no global
quantity such as the integral length scale is needed because the Reynolds number
Re∆e employed is based on the ﬁlter scale ∆e rather than on the integral scale.
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4.5.2.2 The dynamic thickened flame model (DTFLES)
The TFLES model was initially developed for perfectly premixed ﬂames. For partially
premixed situations, applying a uniforming thickening would damp scalar ﬂuctuations
in non-reacting mixing regions because of the artiﬁcially increased diﬀusion. Therefore
a dynamic procedure is employed [112] (DTFLES). A sensor is employed to trigger the
TFLES correction only in the ﬂame region. The local thickening applied is expressed
as
F = 1 + (Fmax − 1)S (4.86)
where S is the local sensor and Fmax is the maximum thickening which is determined
locally by comparing the grid resolution and the laminar ﬂame thickness
Fmax = Nc
∆x
δl
. (4.87)
The control parameter Nc is roughly the number of cells used to the resolve the ﬂame
front. For global reduced mechanism, Nc ≃ 5 in most situations and the sensor S is
generally based on the fuel reaction, by introducing an Arrhenius-like expression
Ω = Y nFF Y
nO
O exp
(
−Γ Ea
RT
)
, (4.88)
which is evaluated locally and compared to the value Ω0 obtained from a 1D premixed
ﬂame calculation. The ﬁnal expression for the sensor reads
S = tanh
(
β′
Ω
Ω0
)
. (4.89)
with β′ ≃ 50. The quantity Ω has the form of a reaction rate, and the parameter
Γ = 0.5 allows to trigger the sensor at lower temperature than the actual reaction in
the scheme. This is done to better capture the low temperature region of the ﬂame.
An alternative approach to build the sensor S will be highlighted in Sec. 6.4, because the
present one suﬀers some limitations, and is not directly applicable to ARC mechanisms.
4.5.3 Combustion modelling in the present work
The DTFLES model is retained for the present work because it can applied combined
with several chemical descriptions (tabulated, global, and analytically reduced chem-
istry), and is capable of handling multiphase ﬂow combustion [146], which is a critical
point for the target aeronautical applications. Moreover its simplicity makes it appli-
cable and robust for industrial conﬁguration applications [14, 51, 136, 208].
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5.1 Objectives
In this part, two approaches for pollutant prediction are constructed and validated.
The ARC/TFLES, which is central in this thesis, is based on the derivation of ARC in-
cluding pollutant chemistry, that are further combined with the thickened ﬂame model.
The approach will be introduced in Chapter 6 and validated in Chapter 7.
An alternative approach is detailed in the present chapter. It is based on the NO-
MANI model [148], which is a tabulated chemistry model for NOx prediction initially
developed by Pecquery [147] in the context of the PCM/FPI model. The novelty of
this chapter is to extend this model to the TFLES formalism with Globally Reduced
Chemistry (GRC), leading to the NOMAGT model (NOMANI/GRC/TFLES). The
main advantage of this approach is that the NOx model can be rapidly applied a poste-
riori, starting from a solution of a stabilised LES computation with GRC, thus leading
to a moderate overcost. Since GRC combined with TFLES is the current standard
for industrial applications performed with AVBP, this approach has a strong industrial
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interest: the NOx model can be employed only at the end of the LES computation
chain, thus leading to a rapid evaluation of NOx levels with very moderate additional
computational cost.
The chapter is organised as follows:
• Firstly, the necessity to adapt tabulated models to correctly handle the slow and
fast processes of NOx chemistry is illustrated (Sec. 5.2).
• Then the tabulated NOMANI model that is retained is introduced (Sec. 5.3). Its
limitations are discussed and compared with other models from the literature.
In particular, a comparison is performed with the NORA model [198], which is
based on similar concepts for the burnt gas NOx chemistry.
• Finally, the model is extended to the GRC/TFLES context leading to the NO-
MAGT model, and validated on laminar cases (Sec. 5.4).
5.2 Chemistry tabulation for pollutant prediction
In the classical FPI/FGM approaches (Sec. 4.4.2), the progress variable c is used to de-
scribe the phase space trajectory of the chemical system through the ﬂame. However,
the inclusion of NOx chemistry introduces slower time scales, that are not correctly
captured with a unique progress variable built to describe only the fast fuel oxidation
reaction zone.
The disparity of scales between the fuel oxidation chemistry and the NOx chemistry
is illustrated in Fig 5.2 for a one-dimensional methane-air premixed ﬂame. The peak
of CH4 consumption is located in the ﬂame front and rapidly vanishes downstream
(Fig. 5.1(a)). Because of the interaction with the fuel oxidation chemistry, there is also
a NO formation peak inside the ﬂame. However the production of NO continues in the
burnt gases with smaller intensity, and only vanishes once the chemical equilibrium has
been reached. Given that the NO formation is slow, this equilibrium is reached much
further downstream, after more than 10ms of residence time in burnt gases, compared
to the ≃ 0.1ms spent in the ﬂame front. When looking at CH4 and NO source terms
in the progress variable space (Fig. 5.1(b)), it can be seen that the progress variable c
cannot correctly describe the post-ﬂame region where the NO source term continues to
evolve whereas the progress variable is almost constant at c ≃ 1. To circumvent this
issue, Godel et al. [71] and van Oijen and de Goey [196] proposed to include nitro-
gen containing species such as NO and NO2 in the deﬁnition of the progress variable.
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Figure 5.1: One-dimensional methane-air premixed flame at φ = 1.0 (T = 680K
and P = 3bars - SGT-100 conditions). Profiles of progress variable (—) (for a)
only), NO source term (−−) and CH4 consumption term (· · ·) vs a) axial coor-
dinate and b) progress variable. Quantities are normalised by their maximum
value.
However the construction of the progress variable is not straightforward and is com-
plexiﬁed by the strong disparity in terms of mass fractions between NOx species and
major species. In this work, we retain the alternative approach proposed by Pecquery
et al. [147, 148], which consists in the introduction of an additional progress vari-
able speciﬁcally deﬁned to describe the NOx chemistry. This deﬁnition relies on the
existence of a low-dimensional manifold for the evolution of NOx in burnt gas chem-
ical phase space. This model, called NOMANI (Nitrogen Oxide emission model with
one-dimensional MANIfold) is detailed in the next section and compared with other
approaches available in the literature.
5.3 The NOMANI model
5.3.1 Model description
The NOMANI model was initially developed by Pecquery et al. [148] in the context of
the PCM-FPI turbulent combustion model [45], to correctly account for NOx formation
in burnt gases. A conventional tabulated model is used to describe the fuel oxidation,
as already described in Sec. 4.4.2. The chemical state of the system is described by a
mixture fraction variable Z and a progress variable c which must be monotonic through
the ﬂame front. The choice retained in this work is based on a combination of species
mass fractions,
Yc = YCO + YCO
2
+ YH
2
O . (5.1)
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Then, the normalised progress variable is deﬁned as
c = Yc/Y
eq
c , (5.2)
where the subscript eq denotes the equilibrium state. Based on a series of laminar
premixed ﬂames at various equivalence ratios, the source term of the progress variable
is tabulated as a function of these two control parameters
ω˙Yc = ω˙Yc (Z, c) . (5.3)
This formulation corresponds to the original FPI model [70].
To compute NOx production that is a slow process, two additional transport equations
for the concentrations of NO and NO2 are solved. Indeed, and as shown in Sec. 5.2, a
direct extraction of the concentrations from the table would not be accurate [201] as NO
and NO2 concentrations do not depend solely on the local chemical state but also on his-
tory eﬀects (e.g. residence time) occurring in the burnt gases via scalar transport. The
originality of NOMANI is to construct the source terms for these two additional trans-
port equations from the same series of laminar premixed ﬂame, but with a post-ﬂame
progress variable. A study from Nafe and Maas [141] revealed that NO evolves along a
low-dimensional manifold in the burnt gases. This study was extended by Pecquery et
al., who showed that under certain conditions, the NOx chemical trajectories in burnt
gases rapidly converge to evolve along a single trajectory that can be parametrised
with the NO mass fraction YNO, used therefore as an additional progress variable. The
evolution of the NO source term as a function of the ﬂame progress variable c and
the NO mass fraction YNO are shown in Fig. 5.2(a) and Fig. 5.2(b) respectively, for a
stoichiometric methane-air ﬂame. From these proﬁles, it can be deduced that i) the
evolution of the NO source term is appropriately parametrised by the NO mass frac-
tion YNO in the post-ﬂame region (Fig. 5.2(b)) and ii) the NO source term in the ﬂame
region is best described by the ﬂame progress variable c (Fig. 5.2(a)). This ﬁgure also
clearly illustrates the separation of scales between the ﬂame and the post-ﬂame regions.
Therefore a combination of both progress variables (i.e. c and YNO) is needed to
correctly describe the NO in the whole domain. The same ﬁndings hold for NO2 [147].
It leads to a double tabulation of NOx species source terms, which is the speciﬁcity of
the NOMANI model:
• In the ﬂame region, the NOx source terms are described by the progress variable
c, and are appropriately retrieved from the look-up table based on Z and c:
ω˙NO = ω˙NO (Z, c) , (5.4)
ω˙NO
2
= ω˙NO
2
(Z, c) . (5.5)
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Figure 5.2: One-dimensional premixed methane-air flame at φ = 1.0 (T = 680K
and P = 3bars - SGT-100 conditions). NO source term vs a) progress variable
c and b) NO mass fraction YNO. Quantities are normalised by their extrema.
The vertical line corresponds to c = 0.98.
• In the post-ﬂame region, YNO is used instead of c and the source terms are ex-
tracted from the look-up table based on Z and YNO as
ω˙NO =ω˙NO (Z, cNO) , (5.6)
ω˙NO
2
=ω˙NO
2
(Z, cNO) , (5.7)
deﬁning the normalised NO mass fraction cNO = YNO/Y
eq
NO as a progress variable
evolving from 0 to 1 when NO equilibrium concentration is reached.
• The switch from c to cNO is based on a threshold value c = cswitch. This value must
be carefully chosen to fall in the transition region between ﬂame and post-ﬂame
NOx chemical processes. A switch value too low would cause the NO source term
to be poorly captured in the ﬂame region. Conversely, a switch value too close to
unity would lead to an incorrect description of the low-dimensional NOx chemical
processes in burnt gases. Following Pecquery [147], the value cswitch = 0.98
is retained in the present work. The pertinence of this choice is illustrated in
Fig. 5.2: this value falls in a region where both progress variables are suitable,
and thus allows a smooth transition between the two regimes. Eventually, the
ﬁnal expressions of NO and NO2 source terms read
ω˙NO = 1c<0.98 ω˙NO (Z, c) + 1c>0.98 ω˙NO (Z, cNO) , (5.8)
ω˙NO
2
= 1c<0.98 ω˙NO
2
(Z, c) + 1c>0.98 ω˙NO
2
(Z, cNO) . (5.9)
where 1X is the indicator function. This source term modelling is retained in the present
work and will be combined with TFLES and GRC, as will be detailed in Sec. 5.4.
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5.3.2 Discussion of model validity and assumptions
Apart from classical modelling assumptions associated to tabulated chemistry, the NO-
MANI model might suﬀer some limitations due to underlying assumptions.
In the flame region, Eq. 5.4 assumes that the NOx formation rate is independent of
the NOx concentrations, which is valid only if NOx concentrations in the ﬂame front
remain close to the values obtained in the one-dimensional laminar cases. However, in
three-dimensional cases, history eﬀects due to transport can lead to NOx concentrations
signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from the one-dimensional cases in the ﬂame region. This typically
occurs when hot gases with high NOx concentrations are recirculated towards the ﬂame
region. A dependency of the NOx source terms to NOx concentrations can be considered
to take this eﬀect into account. This approach is retained for example in [85, 98]. In the
work of Ihme and Pitsch [85], a linear dependency to YNO is assumed, by decomposing
the NO source term into a production and destruction term as
ω˙NO(Z, c, YNO) ≃ ω˙+NO(Z, c)− ω˙−NO(Z, c)× YNO , (5.10)
In the work of Zoller et al. [213], it is argued that the linearisation can lead to strong
misprediction of NO formation. To better capture the dependency, a new methodology
is introduced:
• Firstly, a ﬂamelet library is computed, and a conventional look-up table is con-
structed for carbon chemistry.
• Secondly, each point of the library table is treated as a perfectly-stirred reactor
(PSR), where nitrogen related species are set to zero (except N2) and carbon
chemistry is frozen. The NO source term is extracted from the temporal evolution
of the PSR towards equilibrium. However the NO equilibrium value obtained with
the PSR diﬀers from the one obtained with the ﬂamelets. Therefore it can only
be used for low to moderate NO concentrations.
In the post-flame region, the description of NOx trajectories by a single progress
variable based on the NO mass fraction relies on some assumptions regarding the ratio
of ﬂow to chemical time scales. Following [148], the linearisation of the chemical system
yields the following dynamic system
∂Ψ
∂t
= JΨ , (5.11)
where J is the chemical Jacobian and Ψ is the perturbation of the chemical system.
The eigenvalues λi of J yield the characteristic time scales sorted in decreasing order
T = (τ1 = −1/λ1 > τ2 = −1/λ2 > ... > τN = −1/λN ). The analysis showed that NOx
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chemistry is the slower process in burnt gases, and is controlled by the ﬁrst eigenvec-
tor and associated time scale τ1. For the one-dimensional manifold assumption to be
valid, this time scale must be much slower than the others, which imposes the condi-
tion τ1 >> τ2. In real three-dimensional cases, perturbations of the chemical system
by external forcing, typically dilution by fresh gases or unmixedness introduce a new
characteristic time scale τpertub. For the one dimensional manifold assumption to re-
main valid, all chemical processes other than NOx chemistry must remain faster than
this forcing, thus imposing the condition τ2 < τperturb. It is however not clear whether
this condition is always veriﬁed in complex and intense turbulent ﬂows.
Non-adiabaticity
Heat losses and radiative transfers are not considered in the present model. However
enthalpy losses can be taken into account in tabulated chemistries [58, 198]. Radiative
heat losses have been included by Ihme and Pitsch [85] and Zoller et al. [213] for NOx
tabulated models. In the present case, it could be modelled by considering an enthalpy
defect ∆H as an additional control variable for the calculation of the premixed ﬂamelet
series.
5.3.3 Similarities with the NORA model
The NORA model [198] was successfully applied to internal combustion engine con-
ﬁgurations for a large range of pressures in combination with the 3-Zones Extended
Coherent Flame Model [37]. An extension including NO2 formation was also derived
in [100].
In this model, NOx formation is accounted for through a relaxation to equilibrium
approach, using a collection of PSRs, which makes the construction of the table simpler.
This approach accounts for NO formation in burnt gases, where it is mostly produced
through the thermal pathway. It does not account for the rapid NO formation in the
ﬂame region, mainly controlled by the prompt NO pathway. This last contribution
generally represents only 20% to 50% of the overall NO production, depending on the
combustion regime and operating conditions. Therefore the NORA model is suﬃcient
to give a ﬁrst evaluation of NO emission levels. The methodology detailed in [198] is
the following:
• In a ﬁrst step, the reactor is set to equilibrium at a given mixture fraction Z.
• In a second step, the NO mass fraction is perturbed by an amount ∆YNO =
YNO − Y eqNO, while keeping the atomic and enthalpy budgets constant.
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• The PSR is then integrated in time. NO returns to equilibrium. It allows to
extract a characteristic relaxation time τ and to ﬁnally express the NO source
term in a quasi-linear form as follows
ω˙YNO =
Y eqNO(Z)− YNO
τ
. (5.12)
The relaxation time τ = τ (Z, | ∆YNO |) is parametrised by the mixture fraction Z and
the amplitude of the initial perturbation | ∆YNO |. The dependency in ∆YNO allows to
correctly reproduce the deviation from non-linear behaviour when NO concentration
is far from equilibrium. An enthalpy defect ∆H can also be easily introduced [198] to
take non-adiabaticity into account.
The NORA model is very similar to the burnt gas part of the NOMANI model. The
main diﬀerence is that the NO source term is extracted from a PSR instead of a
premixed ﬂame. As mentioned earlier, NOx chemistry essentially evolves on a one-
dimensional manifold in the burnt gases [141, 148], so the two methods are expected
to yield similar source terms in this region. This is conﬁrmed by a comparison of both
methodologies, illustrated in Fig. 5.3. For given initial conditions (φ = 1.0, T = 680K
and P = 3bars - SGT-100/Case A), the NO and NO2 source terms obtained from one-
dimensional ﬂame computations for the NOMANI model is compared to the NORA
methodology based on PSRs. It can be seen that both NO (Fig. 5.3(a)) and NO2
(Fig. 5.3(b)) source terms from the NOMANI methodology rapidly converge towards
the chemical trajectory of the NORA case in YNO space, conﬁrming the existence of the
low-dimensional manifold in burnt gases. Note also the strong diﬀerences in the ﬂame
zone, as NORA does not model the fast NOx chemistry in the ﬂame front. The NORA
approach has the advantage to cover a large range of NOx concentrations, whereas
NOMANI is limited to values below equilibrium as found in premixed ﬂames. In ad-
dition, the formulation of Eq. 5.12 is less demanding in terms of memory, because the
parameter τ only varies slightly with the mass fraction ∆YNO. This allows to include
additional control parameters, such as pressure P or enthalpy defect ∆H, both needed
for internal combustion engines.
On the other side, the NOMANI model has the ability to capture the fast NOx formation
in ﬂame region, which can contribute up to 75% of the total NO production for lean
ultra-low NOx combustors [18, 111]. This justiﬁes the preferred use of NOMANI in
this work.
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Figure 5.3: a) NO source term and b) NO2 source term vs NO mass fraction.
Comparison between the NOMANI methodology based on premixed flames (—
) and the NORA methodology based on PSRs (◦), for a methane-air mixture
at φ = 1.0 (T = 680K and P = 3bars - SGT-100 Case A conditions). The vertical
line corresponds to c = 0.98.
5.4 Extension of the NOMANI model to thickened flame
model with globally reduced chemistry: the NOMAGT
model
To describe ﬂame-turbulence interaction, the current state of the art for LES of indus-
trial conﬁgurations with AVBP is to employ global reduced mechanism with TFLES
model. Thus, coupling NOMANI with this methodology allows an eﬃcient and prac-
tical way to estimate NOx a posteriori, from simulations performed with the standard
methodology, which has proven to be eﬃcient to capture ﬂame structure and dynam-
ics. The NOMANI model previously introduced was initially developed in the con-
text of tabulated chemistry (FPI, Sec. 4.4.2) with a presumed-PDF approach (PCM,
Sec. 4.5.1.1). This section therefore focuses on the adaptation of the NOMANI model
to the GRC/DTFLES approach.
5.4.1 NOMANI with Globally Reduced Chemistry
Globally Reduced Chemistry does not include NOx chemistry or usual variables of tab-
ulated models. Thus, following Lecocq [109], a hybrid approach is used: the ﬂame is
directly calculated with the GRC, while the NOx chemistry is obtained via the tabu-
lated model previously introduced. This implies to deﬁne adequate mixture fraction Z
and progress variable c, that are consistent with both the GRC and the look-up table.
To do this, the methodology employed in the present work is based on the ﬁndings of
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Lecocq [109] and is detailed in the following.
Mixture fraction
For the applications considered in this work, GRC is typically based on a 2-step chem-
istry [64], which includes the fuel, O2 N2, CO, CO2 and H2O species (see Appendix. A).
For the sake of simplicity, methane is considered in the following, but other fuels can
be handled in a similar manner. The mixture fraction can be easily reconstructed from
these species, similarly to Eq. 4.27. Since there are generally no diﬀerential diﬀusion
eﬀects in GRCs, the mixture fraction calculation is simply based on the carbon atom
conservation. The mixture fraction can be expressed as
Z =WCH
4
× (YCH
4
/WCH
4
+ YCO/WCO + YCO
2
/WCO
2
)
, (5.13)
so that it is equal to 0 in pure oxidiser and to 1 in pure methane.
NO progress variable cNO
Once the mixture fraction Z is known, the NO progress variable can be directly esti-
mated as cNO = YNO/Y
eq
NO(Z), where YNO is obtained via the transport equation and
Y eqNO(Z) is extracted from the look-up table.
Fuel oxidation progress variable c2s
Consistently with the progress variable chosen to represent trajectories in the tabulated
chemistry, a progress variable c2s based on the species mass fractions from the GRC
can be computed:
c2s =
(
YCO + YCO
2
+ YH
2
O
)
/
(
Y eqCO(Z) + Y
eq
CO
2
(Z) + Y eqH
2
O(Z)
)
. (5.14)
In this expression, YCO, YCO
2
and YH
2
O are the mass fractions of the transported species
from the GRC, whereas the equilibrium values (superscript eq) are extracted from the
look-up table. However, as pointed out by Lecocq [109], the proﬁle of c2s strongly diﬀers
from the progress variable proﬁle obtained with the tabulated chemistry, which is built
on detailed kinetics. This is exempliﬁed in Fig. 5.4. The proﬁle from GRC is much
steeper compared to the detailed GRI 2.11 mechanism. In particular, the post-ﬂame
zone is much shorter. Thus using c2s to enter in the NOx look-up table would lead to
a strong misprediction of NO production. In particular the switch to the post-ﬂame
source term table at cswitch = 0.98 would occur too quickly. This issue has already been
encountered by Lecocq et al. [109] for soot modelling. To circumvent it, and similarly
to the FPI model, a progress variable c∗ is introduced, solution of a transport equation
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Figure 5.4: One-dimensional methane-air premixed flame at φ = 1.0 (T = 680K
and P = 3bars - SGT-100/Case A conditions). Profiles of progress variable from
detailed chemistry (—), two-step GRC c2s (−−) and normalised NOx source
term from detailed chemistry (· · ·). The vertical line corresponds corresponds
to the switch value c∗ = 0.98.
for Yc∗ = c
∗ × Y eqc∗ , controlled by the source term obtained from the tabulated detailed
chemistry as
ω˙Yc∗ = ω˙Yc(c∗, Z) . (5.15)
By construction, c∗ is fully consistent with tabulated chemistry. To ensure that c∗ is
also consistent with the globally reduced chemistry in the ﬂame zone, the source term
in this zone is replaced by a relaxation towards c2s
ω˙Y ∗c =
Yc,2s − Y ∗c
τrelax
when c2s < crelax , (5.16)
where τrelax is the relaxation time and crelax is the threshold value to delimit the region
where the relaxation is imposed. In practice the relaxation time is chosen of the order
of ten time steps τrelax ≃ 10∆t and a typical value for crelax is crelax ≃ 0.5. The impact
of this parameter is discussed in Sec. 5.4.4. This strong relaxation allows to recover
c∗ = c2s when c2s < crelax , (5.17)
thus ensuring that the progress variable c∗ describe the GRC ﬂame zone and the tab-
ulated post-ﬂame zone.
5.4.2 NOMANI with the DTFLES formalism
The TFLES approach is applied to Y ∗c , NO and NO2 in the same way as for other
species, as presented in Sec. 4.5.2.2. Diﬀusivities are multiplied by the local eﬃciency
E and the thickening factor F, while the source terms extracted from the table are
corrected by
E
F
. The ﬁnal model expressions read:
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• Mixture fraction - direct reconstruction from species mass fractions:
Z =WCH
4
× (YCH
4
/WCH
4
+ YCO/WCO + YCO
2
/WCO
2
)
, (5.18)
• Progress variable - transport equation with tabulated source term:
ω˙Yc∗ =
E
F
[
1c2s<crelax
Yc,2s − Yc∗
τrelax
+ 1c2s≥crelaxω˙Yc(c
∗, Z)
]
(5.19)
where crelax = 0.5 and τrelax = 10∆t.
• NO and NO2 - transport equation with tabulated source terms:
ω˙NO =
E
F
[1c∗<0.98 ω˙NO (Z, c
∗) + 1c∗≥0.98 ω˙NO (Z, cNO)] , (5.20)
ω˙NO
2
=
E
F

1c∗<0.98 ω˙NO
2
(Z, c∗) + 1c∗≥0.98 ω˙NO
2
(Z, cNO)

. (5.21)
It should also be noted that a simpliﬁed transport assumption is made for Yc∗ , NO and
NO2. Their Schmidt number is taken equal to the Schmidt number of the species from
the reduced mechanism which are all equal (Sc = 0.7).
5.4.3 Validation of the model on one-dimensional premixed flames
The goal of this subsection is to validate the NOMAGT model. Laminar premixed
ﬂame computations using Cantera [74] with the detailed GRI 2.11 mechanism are used
as a reference to compare with the NOMAGT model implemented in AVBP.
Numerical setup for NOMAGT in AVBP
Simulations are conducted on a one-dimensional domain, with a grid size ∆x = 0.55mm
which is representative of the grid resolution in the target application (SGT-100). The
TTGC numerical scheme is employed. The TFLES model is employed in its dynamic
formulation. The maximum thickening factor is determined according to Eq. 4.87. Note
that the dynamic thickening is used, thus F = 1 for the slow evolution of the post-ﬂame
region. The 2S CH4 BFER GRC detailed in Appendix. A is employed to describe the
methane-air oxidation.
To allow an easy comparison of the thickened ﬂame in AVBP with the Cantera ﬂame,
a transformation is applied to the spatial coordinate x as follows:
x∗ =
∫
dx
F(x)
. (5.22)
Whereas the thickened ﬂame in AVBP is thicker than the Cantera ﬂame in x-space,
they are expected to have the same structure in x∗-space.
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The comparison is performed for three representative equivalence ratios φ = 0.6, 1.0 and 1.4
in the SGT-100/Case A conditions (T = 680K, P = 3bars). A diﬃculty remains in
the optimal choice of crelax:
• A too low value may lead to a mismatch with the GRC ﬂame zone.
• A too high value would increase the deviation from detailed chemistry due to the
steeper behaviour of c2s in the post-ﬂame zone.
A switch value crelax = 0.5 is retained here. The inﬂuence of this parameter is discussed
later in Sec. 5.4.4.
Stoichiometric case
The comparison at stoichiometric conditions φ = 1.0 is shown in Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6.
Note that source terms, mass fractions and thickening factor are normalised by their
maximum value obtained with NOMAGT. The location of the symbols corresponds
to the position of the grid points. As shown in Fig. 5.5, the shape of the progress
variable c∗ in AVBP, using crelax = 0.5 is fully consistent with the detailed chemistry.
In particular, the slower evolution at the end of the ﬂame and in the post-ﬂame region
(c∗ > 0.9) is well-captured. Contrastingly, it can be seen that the progress variable
from the GRC c2s is much steeper in that region. The comparison of the NO mass
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of the NOMAGT model with detailed chemistry on a
one-dimensional methane-air premixed flame at φ = 1.0: normalised profiles of
thickening factor (−·−), progress variable c2s (· · ·), progress variable c∗ () and
progress variable obtained with Cantera (—).
fraction and source terms in Fig. 5.6 shows that the NO formation in the ﬂame region
is correctly reproduced. In the post-ﬂame region, the smooth evolutions of NO mass
fraction and source term are correctly reproduced as well. Note the smooth transition
at c∗ = 0.98 with no spurious behaviour observed when the switch from c∗ to cNO to
extract the NOx source terms occurs.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of the NOMAGT model with detailed chemistry on
a one-dimensional methane-air premixed flame at φ = 1.0: normalised profiles
of thickening factor (− · −), progress variable c∗ (), NO mass fraction from
NOMAGT (×) and NO source term from NOMAGT (◦). The continuous lines
corresponds to the results obtained for the detailed mechanism with Cantera.
Lean case
On the lean case (Fig. 5.7), a similar agreement is obtained. It should be noted that
the relative contribution of the ﬂame region to the overall NO formation is much higher
in this case.
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of the NOMAGT model with detailed chemistry on
a one-dimensional methane-air premixed flame at φ = 0.6: normalised profiles
of thickening factor (− · −), progress variable c∗ (), NO mass fraction from
NOMAGT (×) and NO source term from NOMAGT (◦). The continuous lines
corresponds to the results obtained for the detailed mechanism with Cantera.
Rich case
In the rich case (Fig. 5.8), the NO production in the ﬂame region is again largely
dominant compared to post-ﬂame processes. Some discrepancies appear in the ﬂame
region. The main error comes from the disparity between the ﬂame speed of the detailed
mechanism and the GRC for rich conditions. In particular, the ﬂame speed is lower by
13% compared to the detailed chemistry value, which typically increases the residence
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time in the ﬂame and in turns the NO production. The same case with GRC re-adjusted
for rich ﬂames is presented in Sec. 5.4.4, showing again an excellent agreement when
the ﬂame speeds match exactly.
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of the NOMAGT model with detailed chemistry on
a one-dimensional methane-air premixed flame at φ = 1.4: normalised profiles
of thickening factor (− · −), progress variable c∗ (), NO mass fraction from
NOMAGT (×) and NO source term from NOMAGT (◦). The continuous lines
corresponds to the results obtained for the detailed mechanism with Cantera.
5.4.4 Influence of the switch value crelax
The inﬂuence of crelax is evaluated by comparing the progress variable proﬁles for two
values crelax = 0.5 and 0.2 on the laminar ﬂame cases of the previous section. In the
ﬁrst two cases (φ = 0.6 and 1.4) (Fig. 5.9(a) and Fig. 5.9(b)), the predicted progress
variable is rather insensitive to the choice of crelax. This can be explained by the good
consistency between the reduced and the detailed chemistries: ﬂame speeds are almost
equal (6 and 1% departure respectively), and the spatial proﬁles of their respective
progress variable is similar up to c = 0.8. Therefore the switch value has a negligible
impact and the NO levels are completely similar in both cases.
For the rich case (φ = 1.4) (Fig. 5.10(a)), the progress variable c∗ deviates more strongly
from the detailed proﬁle when crelax = 0.2. This discrepancy is again attributed to the
ﬂame speed error of the GRC. It is 13% lower for the GRC, which impacts the spatial
proﬁle of the progress variable. This is conﬁrmed by performing the same simulation
with an adjusted GRC (Fig. 5.10(b)). In this case the correct spatial proﬁle of c∗ is
retrieved for both switch values and the prediction of NO spatial proﬁle is improved
(Fig. 5.11). With this ﬂame speed adjustment, the slight NO overprediction previously
observed for this case is reduced.
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(a)  = 0.6.
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(b)  = 1.0.
Figure 5.9: Comparison of the NOMAGT model with detailed chemistry on a
one-dimensional methane-air premixed flame. Impact of crelax on the progress
variable c∗: crelax = 0.5 (◦), and crelax = 0.2 (×). The progress variable of the
reduced chemistry c2s (· · ·) and from the detailed chemistry (—) are also shown
for comparison. The switch thresholds are indicated by the horizontal lines.
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(a)  = 1.4.
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(b)  = 1.4 with adjusted flame speed.
Figure 5.10: Comparison of the NOMAGT model with detailed chemistry on a
one-dimensional methane-air premixed flame. Impact of crelax on the progress
variable c∗: crelax = 0.5 (◦), and crelax = 0.2 (×). The progress variable of
the reduced chemistry c2s (· · ·) and the detailed chemistry (—) are shown for
comparison. The switch thresholds are indicated by the horizontal lines.
Conclusion on the choice of the switch value crelax
The choice of the switch value crelax = 0.5 is based on the following grounds:
• The progress variable c2s from the reduced chemistry is largely consistent with
detailed chemistry computations for low progress variable values, the steeper
behaviour of the GRC only occurs after c ≃ 0.8 in all cases. Therefore the
retained value crelax = 0.5 leaves a safe margin from this region.
• The comparison between crelax = 0.5 and crelax = 0.2 reveals that the sensitivity
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of the NOMAGT model with detailed chemistry on
a one-dimensional premixed methane-air flame at φ = 1.4 with adjusted flame
speed: thickening factor (−·−), progress variable c∗ (), NO mass fraction from
NOMAGT (×) and NO source term from NOMAGT (◦). The continuous lines
corresponds to the results obtained for the detailed mechanism with Cantera.
of the prediction to departures between the detailed and the reduced chemistries
is increased with lower crelax values. This can be overcome by re-adjusting the
GRC. This is constraining in practice, and only marginally improves the accuracy
of NO prediction.
The method presented in this chapter will be employed on the SGT-100 conﬁguration
and its prediction capability compared with the ARC/DTFLES approach which is
developed in Chapter 6.
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6.1 Objectives
The objective of this chapter is to introduce the ARC methodology for accurate ﬂame
structure and pollutant prediction and its application in the LES context. First, the
derivation of an ARC with accurate NOx and CO prediction for methane-air mixture
is detailed, and validate on laminar canonical cases. Then, various issues arising from
the implementation of ARCs in the LES solver are addressed: transport modelling,
combination with TFLES model and temporal integration of the chemical system. A
thorough validation of the ARC and the numerical implementation will be performed
in Chapter 7 in conditions representative of the target applications of this thesis.
6.2 Derivation and validation of an ARC for methane-air
flames with accurate CO and NOx chemistry
6.2.1 The YARC tool
The YARC reduction tool was developed by Pepiot-Desjardins [149]. It is employed
throughout this thesis to derive ARCs from detailed mechanisms. The tool incorpo-
rates the DRGEP and LOI reduction techniques introduced in Sec. 4.4.5. The ﬂame
solutions needed as sampled applications for the reduction techniques are computed
using the software FlameMaster [156]. Interfacing between FlameMaster and the re-
duction algorithms is automatically handled by YARC. The canonical cases that can
be considered for the reduction process are: auto-ignition; one-dimensional premixed
ﬂames and diﬀusion ﬂames. These cases can be combined. The ranges of pressure,
temperature and equivalence ratio are also deﬁned by the user. However, to keep the
computational cost of the reduction process moderate, the sampled applications consist
in practice of a limited number of pertinent cases that are suﬃcient to involve all the
relevant chemical pathways to be preserved in the reduced mechanism.
6.2.2 Derivation of the reduced mechanisms
Objective of the reduction process
In the present section, the objective is to derive ARCs suitable for methane-air combus-
tion application in the conditions of the Sandia ﬂame D conﬁguration. The reduction
process is oriented towards preserving essential properties of interest: ﬂame tempera-
ture, consumption speed, as well as correct prediction of NO and CO formation. The
same methodology will later be applied in Chapter 10 to kerosene-air combustion.
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Reference detailed mechanism
The reference detailed mechanism retained for methane-air oxidation is the GRI mech-
anism, available in two versions: GRI 2.11 [23] and GRI 3.0 [22]. The diﬀerences
between the two mechanisms were highlighted by Cao and Pope [32] and Barlow et al.
[11]. The prediction of CH radical is diﬀerent between the two versions and leads to
signiﬁcantly higher prompt NO prediction by GRI 3.0. To allow a fair assessment of
this impact, both versions of the GRI are considered here for the reduction process.
Existing reduced mechanisms in the literature
Existing reduced mechanisms with accurate NO chemistry [126, 191] were based only
on the GRI 3.0. In the work of Lu and Law [126], the reduced mechanism was derived
using DRG [125] and QSSA. The input data set are autoignition and perfectly-stirred
reactor test cases for equivalence ratios in the range φ = 0.5 − 1.5, pressure in the
range P = 1 − 30 bars and initial temperature in the range T = 1000 − 1600K. The
ﬁnal reduced mechanism comprises 21 transported species and was also validated on
laminar premixed ﬂames and non-premixed opposed-jet ﬂames, where it shows good
prediction of major and intermediate species, as well as NO concentrations. In the work
of Sung et al. [191] a 21 transported species reduced mechanism is derived based on
PSRs computations, and was validated on laminar methane-air premixed ﬂames and
diﬀusion ﬂames.
Choice of the target canonical application
A set of ﬁve laminar freely-propagating premixed ﬂames, with an equivalence ratio in
the range φ = 0.6 − 1.4, at atmospheric pressure and temperature is chosen as input
data set for the reduction process. This choice guarantees that the reduced mechanism
behaves correctly for premixed combustion regime for a wide range of equivalence ratios.
The prediction capability of the resulting reduced mechanisms in the non-premixed
combustion regime will be assessed a posteriori. All the steps of the reduction process
are performed with the YARC reduction tool [149] and are detailed in the following for
the GRI 2.11 based reduction.
6.2.2.1 First step: Skeletal reduction
The ﬁrst step is to identify and to remove the species and reactions that are of minor
importance. To do so, the DRGEP [150] (Sec. 4.4.5) is used to discriminate unimportant
species. In the case of the GRI 2.11, eight species, HCCOH, C2H, CH2CO, CH2OH,
CN, NH3, H2CN and HCNN are removed, as well as reactions involving these species.
In addition, 114 unimportant reactions (note that forward and backward reactions are
counted separately) are further removed to reduce the stiﬀness and the complexity of
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the mechanism. The resulting skeletal mechanism contains 40 species and 320 reactions.
The maximum relative error introduced by this ﬁrst reduction step is 3% for the laminar
ﬂame speed, 9% for CO and 6% for NO mass fractions for the set of 5 ﬂames chosen.
6.2.2.2 Second step: QSSA
To further reduce the skeletal mechanism, the QSSA is employed. The appropriate
QSS species are identiﬁed using the LOI criterion [123, 124]. Most intermediate species
related to NOx chemistry (N, NH, NNH, HNO, NH2, NCO, HCNO, HNCO, HOCN)
are found to be good candidates for QSS approximation. HCN and N2O species which
are related respectively to the prompt NO and N2O chemical pathways, as well as the
ﬁnal products of the NOx chemistry (NO and NO2) are kept as transported species.
For the methane oxidation part, 9 species, namely C, CH, CH2, CH2(S), HCO, CH3O,
C2H3, C2H5 and HCCO are retained for QSS approximation. Direct analytical expres-
sions are derived for the concentrations of QSS species from the algebraic QSS system.
Finally, 22 non-QSS species remain in the resulting Analytically Reduced Chemistry
(ARC) named ARC 22 GRI211 in the following. Compared to the GRI 2.11, the max-
imum relative error of ARC 22 GRI211 is 5% for the laminar ﬂame speed, 8% for CO
and 2% for NO mass fractions on the 5 selected ﬂames.
The ﬁnal mechanism obtained in the FlameMaster/YARC format is converted into a
Fortran subroutine to be employed in Cantera and AVBP solvers.
6.2.2.3 Alternative ARC derivation based on GRI 3.0
The exact same methodology is applied to the GRI 3.0 mechanism, resulting in a sec-
ond reduced scheme named ARC 22 GRI30. Compared to ARC 22 GRI211 it contains
the same 22 transported species. It also contains the QSS species of ARC 22 GRI211,
but in addition, 3 species, namely CN, H2CN and CH2OH are also retained for QSS
approximation whereas they were excluded from the mechanism in the derivation of the
ARC 22 GRI211. Compared to GRI 3.0, the maximum relative error of ARC 22 GRI30 is
7% for laminar ﬂame speed, 10% for CO and 9% for NO species for the selected appli-
cation cases.
6.2.2.4 Comparison with existing mechanisms of the literature
Compared to the reduced mechanisms for methane-air oxidation derived in previous
studies [126, 191], the ARC 22 GRI30 is similar to the mechanism obtained by Lu and
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Law [126] although very diﬀerent sampled applications were used for the reduction pro-
cess: autoignition and perfectly-stirred reactor in [126] and laminar premixed ﬂames in
the present study. The fuel oxidation part of the two mechanisms are identical in terms
of retained and QSS species, except for CH2CO and CH2CHO which are discarded in
the present reduction. Concerning NOx chemistry, the N2O pathway and NO2 forma-
tion are accounted for in the ARC 22s while they were discarded in [126]. Finally, more
intermediates related to prompt NO formation are retained in the present study, such
as NCO, HCNO, HNCO and HOCN. O atom was retained as a QSS species in the
work of Sung et al. [191], whereas it was found to be only a marginally acceptable QSS
species in [126]. In the present study, including O as additional QSS species was found
to lead to deviations up to 20% for the quantities of interest.
6.2.3 Validation of the ARCs on laminar unstretched premixed flame
The objective of this subsection is to assess the ARC 22 GRI211 and ARC 22 GRI30 on
laminar cases corresponding to the canonical problem employed to derive the schemes.
A good agreement is therefore expected between reduced and detailed mechanisms.
This enables to validate the derivation performed and to illustrate the diﬀerences be-
tween GRI 2.11 and GRI 3.0 regarding NOx formation. About 20 ﬂames were computed,
covering the full range of equivalence ratios.
6.2.4 Comparison of spatial proles
Two examples have been selected, corresponding to a lean case with φ = 0.8 (Fig. 6.1)
and a rich case at φ = 1.2 (Fig. 6.2), to illustrate the behaviour of the reduced schemes.
In the lean case (φ = 0.8), the two detailed and reduced mechanisms exhibit the same
temperature and CO evolution (Fig. 6.1). In particular, the peak of CO is well cap-
tured by the two reduced mechanisms. In this example, the NO mass fraction increases
through the ﬂame at a rate that is of the same order of magnitude in the ﬂame and
in the post-ﬂame regions, and the disparities between the two detailed mechanisms are
small. The ARC 22 GRI211 matches perfectly the GRI 2.11 for all quantities while the
ARC 22 GRI30 slightly overpredicts the NO levels compared to GRI 3.0.
In the rich case (φ = 1.2) shown in Fig. 6.2, the ﬂame structure is again well repro-
duced by the two reduced mechanisms compared to their respective detailed chemistry
references. In contrast with the lean case, the NO proﬁle exhibits a change of slope.
This indicates a switch from rapid prompt NO formation in the ﬂame region to slower
NO formation in the burnt gases. NO levels in the burnt gases are twice as high for
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(b) Species mass fraction profiles.
Figure 6.1: One-dimensional premixed unstrained methane-air laminar flame
in atmospheric conditions at an equivalence ratio φ = 0.8. Comparison between
GRI 2.11 (—), ARC 22 GRI211 (◦), GRI 3.0 (−−), ARC 22 GRI30 (×).
GRI 3.0 compared to GRI 2.11. This is attributed to the increased production of
prompt NO in GRI 3.0. The agreement is here again very good between the two re-
duced mechanisms and the detailed mechanisms.
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(b) CO and NO mass fraction profiles.
Figure 6.2: One-dimensional premixed unstrained methane-air laminar flame
in atmospheric conditions at an equivalence ratio φ = 1.2. Comparison between
GRI 2.11 (—), ARC 22 GRI211 (◦), GRI 3.0 (−−), ARC 22 GRI30 (×).
6.2.5 Comparison of global flame quantities
To assess the global performance of the reduced mechanisms, the main properties of in-
terest, namely laminar ﬂame speed, NO and CO formation rate integrated through the
ﬂame (i.e. total production rate in the ﬂame) are shown as functions of the equivalence
ratio (φ = 0.6−1.6) in Fig. 6.3. To focus on the ﬂame zone, NO and CO total production
rates are integrated up to c = 0.98, where c =
(
YCO + YCO
2
+ YH
2
O
)
/
(
Y eqCO + Y
eq
CO
2
+ Y eqH
2
O
)
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is the progress variable, with the superscript eq denoting equilibrium values
ω˙totNO,CO =
∫
c<0.98
ω˙NO,CO dx . (6.1)
The value c = 0.98 is suﬃciently high to capture CO and NO formation in the ﬂame
front and suﬃciently low to exclude slow post-ﬂame chemical processes. It also corre-
sponds to the switch between prompt and thermal NO in the NOMAGT model. Note
that integrating over the whole range of c would lead to comparing CO and NO equi-
librium values only. The ARCs recover very well the laminar ﬂame speed, NO and CO
ﬂame production rates for the whole range of equivalence ratios considered, with only
a slight over-prediction of NO production rate by ARC 22 GRI30, by about 10% in the
range φ = 1− 1.2.
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(b) Flame NO production.
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(c) Flame CO production.
Figure 6.3: One-dimensional premixed unstrained methane-air laminar
flames in atmospheric conditions. Comparison between GRI 2.11 (—),
ARC 22 GRI211 (◦), GRI 3.0 (−−), ARC 22 GRI30 (×) in terms of lami-
nar flame speed, CO and NO flame production.
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6.2.6 Preliminary conclusions about ARCs for methane-air combus-
tion
The laminar validation cases illustrate the capability of ARCs to accurately describe
the ﬂame structure and pollutant formation. However, it should be noted that all these
results were obtained using Cantera, which includes detailed transport models and is
restricted to laminar cases. To use ARCs in the LES context, further development are
needed to combine them with simpliﬁed transport description and turbulent combustion
model. Theses steps are detailed in the next sections.
6.3 Transport modelling for ARCs in the LES context
In Cantera, several transport models are available. The reference transport model
employed in this work for Cantera computations is the “Mix” model, based on the
evaluation of species diﬀusion coeﬃcient in the mixture (Eq. 2.18) based on binary
diﬀusion coeﬃcients, as described in Sec. 2.2.5. It serves as the reference transport
model and is named Trans Mix in the following. Simpliﬁed transport model can also
be used in Cantera to evaluate the impact on the prediction of the ﬂame structure.
As detailed in Sec. 2.2.5, a simpliﬁed transport model is employed in AVBP to avoid a
costly computation of binary diﬀusion coeﬃcients. Instead, a constant Schmidt number
for each species and a constant Prandtl number assumption is used to compute thermal
and species diﬀusivities. These coeﬃcients must be carefully chosen.
6.3.1 Transport modelling for GRCs
For GRC, the species Schmidt numbers are generally taken constant and equal, with
a unity Lewis number assumption (although non unity Lewis numbers are possible).
This is for example the case for the 2S CH4 BFER scheme detailed in Appendix A.
This assumption is made a priori, therefore it is taken into account when optimising
the GRC to reproduce the global ﬂame quantities of detailed chemistry computations.
6.3.2 Transport modelling for ARCs
For ARC, the reduction process preserves the physics of the detailed mechanism. The
reaction parameters (pre-exponential constants, activation energy, etc.) are the ones of
the detailed chemistry and no a priori assumption is made on the transport properties.
Thus, to recover the correct ﬂame properties (ﬂame speed, response to strain and cur-
vature) in LES, realistic transport properties must be employed for the species of the
reduced chemistry. The choice retained in the present work is to employ the Schmidt
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and Prandtl numbers found in the burnt gases at stoichiometric conditions from Can-
tera computations with detailed transport. This choice is based on the observations
that i) the reaction zone where diﬀusive processes are signiﬁcant is generally located
at high temperatures (> 1500K) and ii) is located around stoichiometric conditions
for non-premixed cases. This transport model is named Trans ARC in the following.
The impact of this modelling assumption will be further assessed in Chapter 7.
6.4 Articially thickened flame model for ARCs
The dynamically thickened ﬂame conventionally employed in AVBP was introduced in
Sec. 4.5.2.2. The theoretical framework at the basis of the TFLES model is still valid
in the context of ARCs. However, from a more practical point of view, identifying the
ﬂame region where the TFLES model must be applied is not so straightforward with
ARC, as the chemical structure is more complex with hundreds of elementary reaction
steps. Therefore, the construction of the sensor for dynamic thickening is completely
redeﬁned in this section to obtain a versatile and parametrisable methodology appli-
cable to both GRCs and ARCs. First, the unsatisfactory behaviour of the standard
methodology is illustrated and then the new methodology is presented.
6.4.1 Standard methodology
The standard methodology was introduced in Sec. 4.5.2.2. Incorrect behaviours were
already highlighted in the thesis of Franzelli [60], as illustrated on a one-dimensional
stoichiometric premixed methane-air ﬂame in Fig. 6.4. With the standard method, the
thickening sensor is very steep and fails to capture the gradient variations at the ﬂame
foot. This causes a bump in the temperature and density proﬁles at the ﬂame base
and can lead to inaccurate ﬂame speed prediction. In addition it generates pressure
oscillations potentially leading to numerical instabilities. The strategy proposed by
Franzelli is to smooth and widen the sensor proﬁle, to cover the whole region with
signiﬁcant gradients. This was done by so-called “Gather/Scatter” operations that
acts as a ﬁlter. With the “Gather/Scatter” method, as also shown in Fig. 6.4, the
sensor proﬁle is broadened and correctly captures the ﬂame front: the resulting tem-
perature proﬁle is correctly recovered and no numerical spurious oscillation is observed.
In the present work, the “Gather/Scatter” methodology is not retained because i) it
is not easily parametrisable (the only control parameter is the number of iterations of
the Gather/Scatter loop) and ii) the computational cost of successive Gather/Scatter
operations increases dramatically for highly partitioned meshes on massively parallel
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Figure 6.4: One-dimensional unstrained premixed laminar flame in SGT-
100 Case A conditions at φ = 1.0 with 2S CH4 BFER mechanism. Com-
parison of normalised spatial profiles of temperature (Standard method: —,
\Gather/Scatter" method: − · −· ) and thickening sensor (Standard method:
−−, \Gather/Scatter" method: · · ·).
architectures. In the next subsections, a new sensor is deﬁned, using a new ﬁltering
approach detailed in Sec. 6.4.3. All validations and illustrations are then performed
with the ARC 22 GRI211.
6.4.2 Flame front detection: unltered sensor
The ﬁrst step is to develop a criterion to identify the ﬂame front. In the work of
Franzelli [60], the sensor is based on species source terms. Its expression reads
Sk = min
( | ω˙k |
| ω˙k |max1D
, 1
)
, (6.2)
where | ω˙k |max1D is the maximum value of the source term extracted from a one-
dimensional premixed ﬂame computation in representative conditions. It depends on
the choice of the species k. In the work of Franzelli et al. [62], the sensor is based on
the net production rate of CO and CO2 species for application to the PRECCINSTA
burner.
In the present work, a similar approach is retained. To illustrate the global distribution
of chemical source terms, a sensor envelope is deﬁned by the maximum of individual
species sensors, considering all species except NOx-related species
T = max
k
Sk . (6.3)
The allure of this envelope is shown for a one-dimensional premixed ﬂame in Fig. 6.5.
It is compared with normalised CH4 source term and heat release rate. Both are more
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Figure 6.5: One-dimensional unstrained premixed laminar flame in SGT-100
Case A conditions at φ = 1.0 with ARC 22 GRI211. Sensor envelope T (—),
CH4 source term (−·−·), heat release rate (···) and temperature (−−) normalised
profiles.
spatially localised that the overall envelope, even if the heat release rate remains non-
zero in a wider region in the post-ﬂame zone, because of slow CO oxidation in CO2.
Based on this observation, the approach retained is to construct a sensor which is
localised around the highly reacting inner ﬂame region. It will be further spatially-
ﬁltered to enlarge its width. The ﬁnal sensor must have the following properties:
1. It must correctly encompass the source terms of the reaction zone
2. It must correctly encompass the density/temperature gradients on the cold side
to avoid the numerical issues illustrated in Sec. 6.4.1
3. In the post-ﬂame region, it should rapidly vanish to avoid thickening of slow
post-ﬂame processes with smooth gradients.
Two physical quantities, heat release rate and fuel source term are compared to build
the sensor. The envelope T could also be a relevant choice, however it extends too
much in the post-ﬂame region and is thus discarded. Similarly to Eq. 6.2, the sensor is
expressed as
S = max [min (2Ω− 1, 1) , 0] , (6.4)
to normalise the sensor between 0 and 1. Ω is either based on the fuel source term
(CH4 in the present case)
Ω =
| ω˙CH
4
|
σ | ω˙CH
4
|max1D
, (6.5)
or alternatively the heat release rate
Ω =
| HRR |
σ | HRR |max1D
. (6.6)
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In these expressions, σ is a threshold value deﬁned as
σ =
1
Fmax
, (6.7)
where Fmax is the thickening factor with fully triggered sensor. This choice for σ
guarantees that unthickened source terms remain lower than the maximum value in
the thickened region. The two sensors based on fuel source term and heat release rate
are compared on a one-dimensional premixed ﬂame in Fig. 6.6.
• The sensor based on CH4 source term (Fig. 6.6(a)) is localised in the strong
temperature gradient. It does not cover the temperature gradient variations in
the ﬂame front nor in the post-ﬂame region. The sensitivity to σ is assessed by
performing the same case with σ divided by 2: the shape of the sensor remains
almost identical between the two cases.
• The sensor based on the heat release rate (Fig. 6.6(b)) has a similar spatial
extension in the fresh gas side but is more extended on the burnt gas side. It
exhibits strong sensitivity to σ, with a much larger width when σ is divided by 2.
The sensor based on the fuel source term is preferred, as its width can be better
controlled, being almost insensitive to σ. It is narrower than the reaction zone and the
region of signiﬁcant gradients but this will be compensated by the ﬁltering procedure
detailed in Sec. 6.4.3. The ﬁnal sensor reads then
S = max
[
min
(
2
Fmax | ω˙CH
4
|
| ω˙CH
4
|max1D
− 1, 1
)
, 0
]
. (6.8)
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(a) Sensor based on CH4 source term.
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(b) Sensor based on heat release rate.
Figure 6.6: One-dimensional unstrained premixed methane-air laminar flame
in SGT-100 Case A conditions at φ = 1.0. Normalised spatial profiles of tem-
perature (−−), thickening sensor (—) and thickening sensor with σ → σ/2 (· · ·)
based a) on fuel source term and b) on heat release rate.
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6.4.3 Filtering the sensor
We now have an unﬁltered sensor S that is able to detect the ﬂame front. As al-
ready emphasised, this sensor is spatially too narrow. With the same objective as the
“Gather/Scatter”method, an eﬃcient ﬁltering operation is performed to obtain a wider
sensor Ŝ, as illustrated in Fig. 6.7.
Fresh gases
Burnt gases
Peak 
source term
Figure 6.7: Illustration of the sensor filtering procedure.
The general form of a ﬁlter, applied to a scalar ﬁeld ψ(x), can be expressed as
ψ̂(x) =
∫ ∞
−∞
ψ(x′)G(x− x′)dx′ , (6.9)
where G(x) is the ﬁlter kernel, for example the Gaussian kernel. In many practical
applications, this expression can be simpliﬁed by considering only the ﬁrst moments of
the ﬁlter. For example, a Gaussian ﬁlter may be rewritten in an approximated form
[137] as
ψ̂(x) = ψ(x) +
∆2
24
∇2ψ˜ , (6.10)
where ∆ is the ﬁlter width. This expression is similar to a diﬀusion equation. It can
be solved implicitly or in an iterative way. In this last case, it may be rewritten in the
form of a diﬀusion equation
∂ψ
∂τ
= Dψ∇2ψ , (6.11)
where τ is a dual (non-physical) time-step for the ﬁltering procedure and Dψ is the
diﬀusivity. These iterations need to be performed at each physical time step and would
be too costly in practice. Rather, the approach retained here is to apply a time-evolving
diﬀusion process using the time-step of the LES simulation
∂ψ
∂t
= Dψ∇2ψ . (6.12)
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This is done in practice in the LES solver by solving a transport equation for the scalar
ψ, which is of the form
∂
∂t
(ρψ) +
∂
∂x
(ρuψ) = ∇ · (ρDψ∇ψ) + ρω˙ψ . (6.13)
In this equation, the source term take the following form:
ω˙ψ(x) =
ψ0 − ψ(x)
τ0
, if S(x) > 0.8 , (6.14)
ω˙ψ(x) =
0− ψ(x)
τ1
, if S(x) < 0.05 , (6.15)
with τ0 << τ1 and ψ0 > 1. The source term ω˙ψ acts as a relaxation towards the
unﬁltered sensor and allows ψ to follow it: when the unﬁltered sensor detects a ﬂame
front (S(x) ≃ 1), ψ is rapidly relaxed towards ψ0 via the source term given in Eq. 6.14;
conversely, when the unﬁltered sensor is close to zero, ψ is slowly relaxed towards 0
to counteract the diﬀusion process which tends to broaden the peak of ψ. The ﬁnal
ﬁltered sensor is obtained as
Ŝ(x) = max [min (ψ(x), 1) , S(x)] . (6.16)
The method is summarised in Fig. 6.8. ψ is initialised with S, then the transport
equation of Eq. 6.13 leads to a typical ψ function shown in Fig. 6.8. Then the ﬁltered
sensor is obtained from ψ using Eq. 6.16. This is done at each iteration with the same
time-step as the LES simulation.
Relaxation 
of
towards 0
Relaxation 
of
towards 0
Relaxation 
of
towards 
Figure 6.8: Spatial shapes of the quantities used for the sensor filtering proce-
dure.
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Choice of the parameters
τ0 should be as low as possible to ensure that
ψ ≃ψ0 when S(x) ≃ 1 . (6.17)
In practice, τ0 is chosen of the order of 10∆t to preserve numerical stability. It should
be noted that this parameter has no inﬂuence on the ﬁlter width. Indeed, the ﬁlter
length results from the balance between the source term and the diﬀusion process of
the scalar ψ. From a one-dimensional analysis it can be shown that the ﬁlter length
∆filt is linked to the main control parameters by the following relation
∆filt ∝
p
Dψτ1 logψ0 ∝
p
Dψτ1 . (6.18)
This asymptotic analysis reveals that the ﬁlter width is also weakly dependent on ψ0
(logarithmic dependency). Thus this value is ﬁxed to an arbitrary value ψ0 = 20 which
preserves numerical stability. From Eq. 6.18, Dψ and τ1 appear as the two control
parameters of the ﬁlter width. They are related to premixed ﬂame characteristics by
introducing two non-dimensional numbers
τ1 = ατchem = α
δT
Sl
, (6.19)
Dψ = βDT , (6.20)
or equivalently
Scψ = Pr/β . (6.21)
When substituted in Eq. 6.18, the following expression is obtained
∆filt
δT
∝
p
αβ . (6.22)
using the relation δT ∝
√
DT τchem. It shows that the ﬁlter width can be controlled
by α and β and that this rewriting in terms of ﬂame characteristics allows to obtain a
ﬁlter length ∆filt which scales with the ﬂame thickness δT . However, the actual ﬂame
is thickened and ∆filt should scale with the thickened ﬂame thickness δ
∗
T = FδT . To
do so, the same artiﬁcial correction of the TFLES model is applied to ψ
Dψ → EFDψ , (6.23)
ω˙ψ → E
F
ω˙ψ , (6.24)
and one ﬁnally obtains
∆filt ∝
p
αβ FδT . (6.25)
This enables the ﬁlter size to be consistent with the ﬂame thickness regardless of the
thickness factor employed, and thus no further adjustment of α and β is required is the
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thickening factor/grid resolution is modiﬁed, as it will be illustrated in Sec. 6.4.5.
Note that, in order to have an optimum control of the ﬁlter length in both the fresh and
burnt gas sides that behave diﬀerently, two values of the relaxation time are employed:
τ1,cold in the fresh gas side, and τ1,hot in the hot gases. The temperature switch value
between the cold and the hot side is Tswitch = 1600K.
6.4.4 Determination of the thickening factor
The methodology of Sec. 4.5.2.2 is employed to determine the thickening factor. The
maximum thickening factor results from the ratio of the mesh characteristic size ∆x to
the ﬂame thickness δT (evaluated on one-dimensional representative premixed ﬂame)
Fmax =
nF∆x
δT
, (6.26)
where the parameter nF is the desired number of points in the ﬂame thickness. A
typical value nF = 5 is employed for GRCs. For ARCs, the value of nF is based on
one-dimensional premixed ﬂame computations: as will be illustrated in Sec. 7.2, the
value nF = 5 also yields a satisfactory accuracy for the ARC 22 GRI211.
The ﬁnal thickening factor is obtained via a blending function of the ﬁltered sensor Ŝ
F(x) =
(
1− Ŝ(x)
)
× 1 + Ŝ(x)× Fmax(x) , (6.27)
to obtain F = 1 outside the ﬂame region and F = Fmax inside the ﬂame region.
6.4.5 Illustration on a reference case
In this subsection, the thickening methodology introduced above is illustrated on a
representative test case: a one-dimensional unstrained premixed ﬂame at φ = 1.0 with
the ARC 22 GRI211 in SGT-100/Case A conditions (680K, 3bars). In these conditions,
the chemical time of the premixed ﬂame is τchem = 1.3 × 10−4 s and the Prandtl
number Pr = 0.7. The baseline parameters employed are summarised in Tab. 6.1.
The Schmidt number Scψ is taken equal to the lowest species Schmidt number of the
ARC 22 GRI211, which is ScH = 0.13. Indeed, lower values would increase the ﬁlter
width, but could exceed the stability limit of the diﬀusion operator employed. With this
Scψ, αcold and αhot were calibrated to correctly encompass the ﬂame reaction zone and
the gradient region. As shown in Fig. 6.9(a), the whole region of signiﬁcant temperature
gradient is well inside the zone deﬁned by the ﬁltered sensor with parameters of Tab. 6.1.
Note the gap of an order of magnitude between αcold and αhot.
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αcold αhot Scψ
1/3 1/30 0.13 = 0.19Pr
Table 6.1: Baseline parameters for the application case.
Influence of control parameters
The sensitivity to the parameters is now studied.
First, the inﬂuence of the relaxation characteristic times is assessed by dividing
αcold by 4 (Fig. 6.9(a)) and αhot by 4 (Fig. 6.9(b)). According to the asymptotic
behaviour (Eq. 6.18), the width of the ﬁlter should be reduced by a factor 2 on the
cold and hot side respectively: this is exactly the case for the hot side. For the cold
side, the width reduction is slightly lower: it may be due to convective eﬀects that are
neglected in the asymptotic analysis.
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(a) Influence of cold.
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(b) Influence of hot.
Figure 6.9: One-dimensional unstrained premixed laminar flame in SGT-100
Case A conditions at φ = 1.0. Unfiltered thickening sensor (—), normalised
spatial profiles of temperature with baseline parameters (−−) and modified
parameters (◦), filtered thickening sensor with baseline parameters (· · ·) and
modified parameters (− · −·).
Then, the inﬂuence of the diffusion coefficient is assessed by multiplying by 4 the
Schmidt number of ψ. As shown in Fig. 6.10, the width of the thickened region is ap-
proximately divided by 2, consistently with the asymptotic analysis of Eq. 6.18. This
illustrates the easy control of the thickened region width via these two parameters.
Consistency with TFLES
To illustrate the consistency of the ﬁltering procedure with TFLES formalism, a com-
parison between the baseline case for which nF = 5 with a case for which nF = 10 is
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Figure 6.10: One-dimensional unstrained premixed laminar flame in SGT-100
Case A conditions at φ = 1.0. Unfiltered thickening sensor (—), normalised
spatial profiles of temperature with baseline parameters (−−) and modified
Scψ (◦), filtered thickening sensor with baseline parameters (· · ·) and modified
Scψ (− · −·).
performed: the baseline case yields a thickening factor Fmax = 19, and Fmax = 38 for
the nF = 10 case. The comparison of the two resulting sensors is shown in Fig. 6.11.
In the spatial domain, the ﬂame is two times larger because of the increased thick-
ening factor with nF = 10, and so should be the thickened region. This is actually
the case. It is conﬁrmed by the comparison in x∗-space (spatial coordinate corrected
by thickening factor, see Eq. 5.22) of Fig. 6.11(b), which reveals that both sensors are
identical in x∗-space and that the exact ﬂame structure is obtained. The methodology
is therefore fully consistent with the TFLES formalism which makes its parametrization
independent of the grid resolution, contrarily to the “Gather/Scatter” approach.
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(a) In x space.
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(b) In x∗ space.
Figure 6.11: One-dimensional unstrained premixed laminar flame in SGT-100
Case A conditions at φ = 1.0. Unfiltered thickening sensor (—), normalised
spatial profiles of temperature with baseline parameters (−−) and nF = 10 (◦),
filtered thickening sensor with baseline parameters (· · ·) and filtered thickening
sensor with nF = 10 (− · −·).
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6.4.6 Conclusions about the methodology
The above example shows that the methodology oﬀers several advantages compared to
the former ’“Gather/Scatter” methodology previously employed:
• The width of the thickened region is easily adjusted using the control parameters.
• The ﬁltering procedure is consistent with the asymptotic behaviour of the ﬂame:
few adjustments of the parameter values are expected from one case to another.
• The ﬁltering procedure is consistent with TFLES: once suitable parameters are
found, they are independent of the grid resolution.
The question of the robustness of the method in three-dimensional cases is still posed
and will be addressed when applied to realistic conﬁgurations in Chapter 9 and Chap-
ter 10.
6.5 Temporal integration of the chemical system
Compared to GRCs, ARCs contain highly reactive intermediate species. Even if QSSA
reduces the overall stiﬀness of the mechanism, some species might still exhibit time
scales lower than the unsteady time-step ∆t, raising stability issues. Several strategies
are proposed in this section to handle such situation.
6.5.1 Evaluation of the chemical time scales
A crude estimate of the chemical time scale of each species can be obtained from the
species source term and mass fraction as
τk =
Y maxk
ω˙maxYk
, (6.28)
where the superscript max denotes the maximum value over the domain. This estimation
can be reﬁned by decomposing the net formation rate of a species into production and
destruction contributions [88]
ω˙Yk = ω˙
+
Yk
− ω˙−Yk , (6.29)
where the superscripts + and − denote production and destruction respectively. Two
time scales, respectively associated to production and destruction are then deduced
τ+k =
Y maxk
ω˙+,maxYk
, (6.30)
τ−k =
Y maxk
ω˙−,maxYk
. (6.31)
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This deﬁnition is of interest for species exhibiting a strong disparity in time scale
between production and destruction, which is typical for CO: the production occurring
in the ﬂame region is generally much faster than the oxidation into CO2 in the ﬂame
and post-ﬂame regions. To obtain a more accurate and local estimate of the chemical
time scales, the Jacobian matrix of the chemical system, deﬁned as
Jij =
∂ω˙Yi
∂Yj
, (6.32)
can be employed. This matrix is involved in the temporal evolution of the linearised
chemical system
∂Y
∂t
= JY , (6.33)
and thus the chemical time scale of the kth species can be estimated by considering
diagonal terms of J as
τk =
1
| Jkk | . (6.34)
This expression gives a good estimate of the species time scales, even if non-diagonal
cross coupling terms can also have a signiﬁcant impact on the chemical system dynam-
ics.
Once species time scales are known, stiﬀ species can be tracked by comparison of their
time scale with the unsteady time step of the simulation. If a species is suspected to
generate numerical instabilities, two solutions can be applied:
• Going back to the reduction process: stiﬀ species are likely to be good QSS
candidates. However this might deteriorate the prediction capability of the ARC
if the species is only a marginal QSS candidate.
• Using numerical strategies to improve the stability of the temporal integration,
as detailed in the next two subsections.
6.5.2 Sub-iterations for the time integration of the chemical system
One way to improve the stability of the explicit time integration is to perform nsub
explicit sub-iterations for the chemical system with a time-step
∆t∗ = ∆t/nsub , (6.35)
The integration of the system can be done with a simple Euler explicit scheme and
nsub can be adjusted so that ∆t
∗ yields a satisfactory numerical stability margin. To
obtain the source terms to be used in the transport equations of the LES solver, the
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nsub sub-iterations are performed starting from the state at the instant n (start of the
iteration in the LES solver),
Y∗,0 = Yn , (6.36)
Y∗,j+1 = Y∗,j + _ωY
(
Y∗,j , Tn, Pn
)
∆t∗ for j = 0..nsub − 1 . (6.37)
Finally, the source terms applied in the LES transport equations are then expressed as
_ωY =
1
∆t
nsub−1∑
j=0
_ωY
(
Y∗,j , Tn, Pn
)
∆t∗ =
(Y∗,nsub −Yn)
∆t
. (6.38)
Note that in Eq. 6.37, pressure and temperature values are taken at the beginning of
the iteration (instant n) and are considered frozen because they evolve on slower scales
than the integration time-step ∆t.
This approach is computationally interesting if the required number of sub-iterations to
perform is moderate. Otherwise, the increased number of evaluations of the chemical
source terms proportionally increases the computational cost, and alternative methods
should be used, like implicit integration, as presented below.
6.5.3 Partially-implicit method for the integration of the chemical
system
An interesting alternative to sub-iterations is based on the observation that only a very
limited number of species might be numerically stiﬀ. Thus an intermediate approach
between explicit and fully implicit methods is to use partially implicit integration: only
the species exhibiting stiﬀ time-scales are treated implicitly. For this approach to be
computationally eﬃcient, analytical expressions are derived for the inversion of the im-
plicit system, as detailed below.
We start from the direct explicit integration of the chemical system
Yn+1 = Yn + _ωY (Y
n, Tn, Pn)∆t , (6.39)
where the superscript n denotes the state at the current iteration and ∆t is the inte-
gration time-step. Since ARCs contain elementary reactions, the source term of the jth
species to be treated implicitly can be rewritten in a quasi-linear form as a function of
the jth species mass fraction Yj as
ω˙Yj (Y
n, Tn, Pn) = ω˙+Yj (Y
n, Tn, Pn)− ω˙−Yj (Yn, Tn, Pn)Y nj , (6.40)
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where ω˙+Yj , ω˙
−
Yj
> 0. Based on this decomposition, the system can be partially implicited
by substituting Y n+1j for Y
n
j on the right-hand side
Y n+1j = Y
n
j +
h
ω˙+Yj (Y
n, Tn, Pn)− ω˙−Yj (Yn, Tn, Pn)Y n+1j
i
∆t . (6.41)
From this expression, the species mass fraction Y n+1j can be obtained analytically, and
using Eq. 6.40, it can be rewritten in a form consistent with Eq. 6.39
Y n+1j = Y
n
j +
ω˙Yj (Y
n, Tn, Pn)
1 + ω˙−Yj (Y
n, Tn, Pn)∆t
∆t . (6.42)
Subsequently the expression of the species source term to be used in the transport
equation of species j is deduced
ω˙Yj =
ω˙Yj (Y
n, Tn, Pn)
1 + ω˙−Yj (Y
n, Tn, Pn)∆t
. (6.43)
The remaining source terms are computed directly, taking into account the updated
value of Y n+1j
ω˙Yk = ω˙Yk(Y
n, Y n+1j , T
n, Pn) . (6.44)
This method is computationally interesting because it requires only one evaluation of
the chemical source terms. In addition, the partial implicitation of species j strongly
improves the stability of the temporal integration: negative predicted species concen-
tration
0 > Yj
n+1 = Yj
n + ω˙Yj∆t (6.45)
typically occurs because of reactions with high forward and backward rates at equi-
librium in burnt gases or too fast intermediate species destruction in the ﬂame region
and may lead to numerical oscillations. The partial implicitation ensures positivity and
negative values cannot appear anymore. Numerical validation of the methodology will
be performed in Sec. 7.2, in which an implicit treatment is applied to H2O2 species for
the ARC 22 GRI211.
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7.1 Objectives
The objective of this chapter is to validate ARCs and their implementation in the LES
solver. For canonical cases representative of the target applications of the thesis, a
systematic validation is performed:
• First the ARC is validated against detailed chemistry using Cantera computa-
tions.
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• Further, the impact of simpliﬁed transport modelling is assessed.
• Finally, the computations are performed within the AVBP solver with realistic
numerical parameters and grid resolution, and compared with Cantera results.
This allows notably to assess the impact of grid resolution, as well as the importance
of QSSA, and to validated the temporal integration strategy.
7.2 One-dimensional premixed flames in SGT-100 condi-
tions
The ARC derivation presented in the previous chapter was performed in ambient con-
ditions, however industrial conﬁgurations are generally operated at high pressure. For
the application to the SGT-100 conﬁguration, only the ARC 22 GRI211 is retained. It
must further be validated on laminar cases representative of the higher pressure and
temperature conditions of the two operating points considered: SGT-100 Case A and
Case B. As it will be further discussed in Chapter 9, this combustor is operated in
a stratiﬁed premixed regime, thus laminar unstrained premixed ﬂames are a relevant
choice to validate the ARC in these conditions.
7.2.0.1 ARC validation
The ARC 22 GRI211 is validated in these conditions by performing a series of one-
dimensional unstrained premixed ﬂame computations for equivalence ratios in the range
φ = 0.4− 1.6 with Cantera, using Trans Mix transport introduced in Sec. 6.3.
Figure. 7.1 shows the comparison between the GRI 2.11 and the ARC 22 GRI211 in
SGT-100 conditions for both Case A (3 bars, 680K) and Case B (3 bars, 680K). The
overall agreement is excellent for laminar ﬂame speed (Fig. 7.1(a)), ﬂame CO production
(Fig. 7.1(b)) and ﬂame NO production (Fig. 7.1(c)). In particular, the impact of the
increased pressure in Case B is well captured for the three quantities.
7.2.1 Transport modelling validation
In the LES solver, a simpliﬁed transport is used named Trans ARC, as detailed in
Sec. 6.3. The transport coeﬃcients retained for Trans ARC computations are given
in Appendix. B. To validate this modelling assumption, computations are performed
with Cantera with the detailed transport model (Trans Mix) and the transport model
employed in the LES solver (Trans ARC). A comparison is also performed with an ad-
ditional transport model named Trans GRC hereafter, for which a unity Lewis number
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Figure 7.1: One-dimensional unstrained premixed methane-air laminar flames
in the SGT-100 conditions. Comparison between the GRI 2.11 detailed mecha-
nism (Case A: —, Case B: · · ·) and the ARC 22 GRI211 (Case A: ◦, Case B: ×)
in terms of global flame quantities.
assumption is used.
The validation is performed for the same series of ﬂames introduced above in SGT-
100/Case A conditions. Figure. 7.2 shows the excellent agreement between Trans Mix
and Trans ARC for ﬂame speed, ﬂame NO and CO production. A slight underestima-
tion is observed on the rich side φ > 1.2 for laminar ﬂame speed (Fig. 7.2(a)) and ﬂame
CO production (Fig. 7.2(b)). On the overall, the accuracy of the Trans ARC is sat-
isfactory. Contrastingly, the unity Lewis number assumption of the Trans GRC leads
to important deviations for all quantities, illustrating the importance of an accurate
transport model.
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Figure 7.2: Impact of the transport model on one-dimensional unstrained pre-
mixed flames in SGT-100/Case A conditions with the ARC 22 GRI211 (Can-
tera). Comparison between Trans Mix —, Trans ARC ◦ and Trans GRC ×.
7.2.2 Numerical setup for AVBP computations
At this stage, the ARC 22 GRI211 and associated transport modelling were validated
with Cantera computations. To assess the robustness and accuracy of the implemen-
tation in the LES solver, three ﬂame computations are performed with AVBP in SGT-
100/Case A conditions at φ = 0.6, 1.0 and 1.4 and compared with Cantera solutions.
Note that AVBP computations are performed with the simpliﬁed Trans ARC transport
model whereas Trans Mix is used for reference Cantera computations.
For AVBP computations, H2O2 species of the ARC 22 GRI211 scheme is treated im-
plicitly following the method of Sec. 6.5.3. The grid is uniform with a characteristic
size ∆x = 0.5mm, and the unsteady time-step is ∆t = 75ns. The convective scheme
is the TTGC scheme (see Sec. 2.4.2). The Colin artiﬁcial viscosity sensor (Sec. 2.4.3)
is employed with S2 = 0.05 and S4 = 0.005. These parameters correspond to the
typical values in the LES computations of the SGT-100.
The ARC/TFLES approach is employed to dynamically thicken the ﬂame. The pa-
rameters employed correspond to the parameters given in Sec. 6.4.5.
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7.2.3 Comparison with Cantera
The comparison between AVBP results and Cantera are shown in Fig. 7.3, Fig. 7.4
and Fig. 7.5, for φ = 1.0, φ = 0.6 and φ = 1.4 respectively. The spatial coordinate is
corrected by the thickening factor (Eq. 5.22) to allow for direct comparison between
the unthickened ﬂame from Cantera and the thickened ﬂame from AVBP. For the
stoichiometric case (Fig. 7.3), a very good agreement is obtained for major species, in-
termediate species and pollutants. A slight misprediction of the H2O2 peak is observed
(Fig. 7.3(d)), as well as a slight undershoot below 0 of intermediate carbon species
(Fig. 7.3(e)), with a maximum error of 20% relatively to the peak values. However
these discrepancies do not aﬀect other species proﬁles. For the lean case (Fig. 7.4), the
ﬁndings are similar, the overall agreement is again largely satisfactory. In the rich case
(Fig. 7.5), there is no undershoot below 0 of carbon intermediate proﬁles, but NO is
slightly underpredicted (Fig. 7.5(a)).
A quantitative comparison of relevant global quantities, namely ﬂame speed, ﬂame
consumption speed, CO and NO is performed to assess the overall accuracy of the
method for three selected equivalence ratios (φ = 0.6, 1.0, and 1.4). The velocity uf
imposed on the fresh gas side corresponds to the laminar ﬂame speed obtained with
Cantera. As the ﬂame speed obtained with AVBP might slightly diﬀer, the ﬂame can
move, thus the laminar ﬂame speed is obtained as follows [159]
Sl = uf +
ρbub − ρfuf
ρb − ρf , (7.1)
where the subscripts f and b denote respectively the unburnt and burnt gas sides. In
unstretched one-dimensional premixed ﬂames, the laminar ﬂame speed is equal to ﬂame
consumption Sc, obtained using Eq. 4.13. Given that the ﬂame is unstretched, the two
quantities should be equal. Flame CO and NO production rates are deﬁned as the in-
tegral through the ﬂame of their respective source term up to a given progress variable
value, following Eq. 4.7.
Table. 7.1 shows that there is a good consistency between the laminar ﬂame speed
and the consumption speed, and that AVBP yields satisfactory prediction of the ﬂame
speed, even if the error is more signiﬁcant for the rich case (φ = 1.4). Higher errors are
observed for CO and NO production rates. However NO and CO productions are con-
ditioned on progress variable values c < 0.98. The truncation at c = 0.98 is numerically
diﬃcult, as this region is discretised with few grid points. It increases the uncertainty
related to the extraction of these quantities, especially for CO.
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(e) CH2O spatial profile and spatially-shifted profiles of CH3, CH3OH, C2H2, C2H6 and C2H4.
Figure 7.3: One-dimensional premixed flame in SGT-100/Case A conditions
at φ = 1.0. Comparison of mass fraction profiles from Cantera (—) and AVBP
(dotted line with symbols). The thickening sensor θF (−−) profile is also shown.
The markers correspond to the grid nodes of the AVBP computation. All the
species mass fractions are normalised by their maximum value obtained in
Cantera.
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(d) H2O2, H and OH spatial profiles.
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(e) CH2O spatial profile and spatially-shifted profiles of CH3, CH3OH, C2H2, C2H6 and C2H4.
Figure 7.4: One-dimensional premixed flame in SGT-100/Case A conditions
at φ = 0.6. Comparison of mass fraction profiles from Cantera (—) and AVBP
(dotted line with symbols). The thickening sensor θF (−−) profile is also shown.
The markers correspond to the grid nodes of the AVBP computation. All the
species mass fractions are normalised by their maximum value obtained in
Cantera.
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Figure 7.5: One-dimensional premixed flame in SGT-100/Case A conditions
at φ = 1.4. Comparison of mass fraction profiles from Cantera (—) and AVBP
(dotted line with symbols). The thickening sensor θF (−−) profile is also shown.
The markers correspond to the grid nodes of the AVBP computation. All the
species mass fractions are normalised by their maximum value obtained in
Cantera.
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φ 1.0 0.6 1.4
Sl [m/s] (Cantera) 1.08 0.504 0.466
Relative error (AVBP) -1.1% 1.4% -7.4%
Sc [m/s] (Cantera) 1.07 0.496 0.462
Relative error (AVBP) 0.4% 2.6% -6.5%
ω˙totCO [kg/m
2/s] (Cantera) 2.8× 10−2 2.8× 10−3 6.6× 10−2
Relative error (AVBP) 9.1% 11.6% -6.7%
ω˙totNO [kg/m
2/s] (Cantera) 2.3× 10−4 5.0× 10−6 1.3× 10−5
Relative error (AVBP) 10.6% 2.1% -9.6%
Table 7.1: Comparison of flame speed Sl, flame consumption speed Sc, flame
CO production ω˙totCO and flame NO production ω˙
tot
NO, extracted from Cantera and
AVBP one-dimensional flame computations for three equivalence ratios.
Impact of transport modelling
The case φ = 1.4 exhibits the largest discrepancies: the ﬂame speed is under-predicted
as well as NO formation (Fig. 7.5(a)). It was shown in Sec. 7.2.1 that the Trans ARC
assumption has a more signiﬁcant impact for rich cases. This is conﬁrmed by performing
a Cantera computation at φ = 1.4 with Trans ARC transport model. The resulting
ﬂame speed Sl = 0.43m/s becomes then fully consistent with the AVBP value (0.1%
gap) and the agreement of spatial NO proﬁle is signiﬁcantly improved.
7.2.4 Temporal integration and link with QSS approximation
Temporal stiffness reduction by QSS approximation
To evaluate the temporal stiﬀness of the chemical system, the chemical time τchem,k
of each species is evaluated from Cantera computations, using the Jacobian matrix
(Eq. 6.34) and taking the minimum value over all grid points. The actual chemical
times in the AVBP computations might actually be higher, because of ﬂame thickening
of the TFLES model which increases the chemical times by a factor F. Results are
shown in Fig. 7.6(a) for all transported species, showing that all species chemical times
remain higher than the integration time step ∆t, at the exception of H2O2 species. In
the AVBP simulations, H2O2 was found to lead to signiﬁcant numerical oscillations of
pressure, which justiﬁed its implicit numerical treatment. QSS species chemical times
are shown in Fig. 7.6(b): several exhibit time-scales much lower than ∆t, and thus
would lead to numerical instabilities if kept as transported species.
Validation of the implicitation method
To validate the implicit treatment of H2O2 species, the solution obtained is compared
with a computation where 100 sub-iterations are applied to the chemical system without
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Figure 7.6: Species chemical times extracted from a one-dimensional premixed
flame at φ = 1.0 in SGT-100 conditions (White: Case A - 3 bars, Black: Case B
- 6 bars). The continuous line corresponds to the time-step of the computations
(∆t = 7.5× 10−8 s) and the dotted line to ∆t/F.
implicit integration of H2O2, for the case φ = 0.6. The comparison of spatial proﬁles
(Fig. 7.7) reveals that both integrations give identical results.
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Figure 7.7: Effect of temporal integration on one-dimensional premixed flame
in SGT-100/Case A conditions at φ = 1.0. Comparison of H2O2 mass fraction
profiles from Cantera (—) and AVBP with implicit integration of H2O2 (−−)
and explicit integration with nsub = 100 sub-iterations (◦). All the species mass
fractions are normalised by their maximum value obtained with Cantera.
7.2.5 Influence of the grid resolution
The impact of the grid resolution is assessed by modifying the thickening factor F via
the control parameter nF set at nF = 7.5 and nF = 10 compared to the original value
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nF = 5. As illustrated by the CH3 proﬁle of Fig. 7.8(a), increasing the grid resolution
eﬀectively reduces the carbon intermediate undershoots below 0 at the end of the ﬂame
region. The H2O2 peak (Fig. 7.8(b)) is also better captured. However, the standard
choice nF = 5 is retained for three-dimensional computations, because it yields suﬃcient
accuracy with moderate levels of ﬂame thickening. The good numerical behaviour with
nF = 5 will be further illustrated for three-dimensional cases in the following section
(Sec. 7.3).
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Figure 7.8: Effect of grid resolution on one-dimensional premixed flame in
SGT-100/Case A conditions at φ = 0.6. Comparison of mass fraction profiles
from Cantera (—) and AVBP with nF = 5 (−−), nF = 7.5 (··) and nF = 10 (◦).
The species mass fractions are normalised by their maximum value obtained
with Cantera.
7.3 Three-dimensional premixed planar flames in SGT-
100 conditions
The one-dimensional cases presented above are a ﬁrst validation step of the ARC/TFLES
implementation in the LES solver. However, regular grids are used, which are not rep-
resentative of the tetrahedral grids employed for LES computations. To evaluate the
numerical method in conditions closer to three-dimensional computations, planar ﬂame
computations in a three-dimensional, tetrahedral domain are performed and validated
against Cantera one-dimensional reference simulations. In particular, the impact of the
location of source term calculation (@ nodes or @ cells, as introduced in Sec. 2.4.4) is
highlighted.
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7.3.1 Numerical setup
The numerical setup only diﬀers from the one-dimensional cases of Sec. 7.2 by the grid.
A rectangular box of size 50 × 10 × 10mm comprising 170,000 tetrahedral elements
of characteristic size identical to one-dimensional cases ∆x = 0.5mm is employed. An
illustration of the computational domain is shown in Fig. 7.9. A periodic boundary con-
dition is imposed on the side walls. The simulations are initialised with one-dimensional
solutions.
Figure 7.9: Computational domain for three-dimensional planar flame compu-
tation, and grid in the mid-plane cut.
7.3.2 Comparison with Cantera and impact of source term calculation
method
The comparison of the CH4, CO and NO mass fraction proﬁles of Fig. 7.10(a) shows the
excellent agreement between Cantera and AVBP for both cell and nodal calculations of
the chemical source terms. This is conﬁrmed by the comparison of the source terms for
the same species, that are satisfactorily recovered (Fig. 7.10(b), despite a slight damping
of the peaks in the ﬂame region, more pronounced for the nodal source term calculation.
Similarly to one-dimensional cases, a quantitative comparison of global quantities is
given in Table. 7.2. Flame consumption speeds and ﬂame speeds are well consistent,
and a very good agreement with Cantera is obtained. Similarly to one-dimensional
cases, a satisfactory agreement is obtained for NO production. For the same reason
as one-dimensional cases, larger discrepancies of about 16% appear for CO. However
the agreement appears excellent from the spatial proﬁles shown in Fig. 7.10(a). On the
overall, the agreement is satisfactory and the cell and nodal approaches yield similar
results. Thus the nodal approach is retained for LES computations, because of its lower
computational cost, as will be highlighted in Sec. 9.8.
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Figure 7.10: Three-dimensional premixed plane flame in SGT-100/Case A con-
ditions at φ = 1.0. Comparison of mass fraction profiles from Cantera (—),
AVBP with source terms @ cells (−•−) and AVBP with source terms @ nodes
(· · ·). The thickening sensor θF (−−) profile is also shown. Quantities are
normalised by their maximum value obtained with Cantera.
φ [−] 1.0 0.6 1.4
Sl [m/s] (Cantera) 1.08 0.504 0.466
Relative error (AVBP @ cells) -1.9% 0.1% -6.6%
Relative error (AVBP @ nodes) -1.8% 0.4% -7.2%
Sc [m/s] (Cantera) 1.07 0.496 0.462
Relative error (AVBP @ cells) -0.4% 2.2% -5.7%
Relative error (AVBP @ nodes) -0.2% 2.4% -6.3%
ω˙totCO [kg/m
2/s] (Cantera) 2.8× 10−2 2.8× 10−3 6.6× 10−2
Relative error (AVBP @ cells) 16% 16.1% -5.9%
Relative error (AVBP @ nodes) 15% 17.2% -6.9%
ω˙totNO [kg/m
2/s] (Cantera) 2.3× 10−4 5.0× 10−6 1.3× 10−5
Relative error (AVBP @ cells) 1.7% 6.8% −5.9%
Relative error (AVBP @ nodes) 3.7% 6.5% −5.4%
Table 7.2: Comparison of flame speed Sl, flame consumption speed Sc, flame
CO production ω˙totCO and flame NO production ω˙
tot
NO, extracted from Cantera
and AVBP three-dimensional planar flame computations for three equivalence
ratios.
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7.4 Strained counterflow diffusion flames in Sandia flame
D conditions
7.4.1 ARC validation
In many applications, partial premixing leads to non-premixed combustion. As it will be
highlighted in Sec. 8.6, the Sandia ﬂame D is dominated by a non-premixed combustion.
Therefore, it is important to validate the reduced mechanisms for such combustion
regimes. To do so, the reduced mechanisms are applied to a series of counterﬂow
ﬂames, as introduced in Sec. 4.3. To be representative of the operating conditions of the
Sandia ﬂame D, the conditions are chosen accordingly: the oxidiser inlet is composed of
fresh air at ambient conditions while the fuel inlet is a methane-air mixture at ambient
conditions with an equivalence ratio φ = 3.17. It was shown that depending on the
fuel side equivalence ratio, the ﬂame structure switches from a double ﬂame structure
to a single diﬀusion ﬂame [57]. In the present case, the fuel side equivalence ratio is far
oﬀ the rich ﬂammability limit, which is around φlim = 1.85. A simple diﬀusion ﬂame
structure is therefore expected. The response to strain is assessed by varying the global
strain rate
a =
uox + ufuel
L
, (7.2)
where L is the distance between the two inlets and uox, ufuel are respectively the oxidiser
and fuel inlet velocities. A large range of strains is considered here a = 20 − 300 s−1,
given that the extinction strain rate is a ≃ 400 s−1. The response of the diﬀerent
mechanisms to the global strain rate is shown in Fig. 7.11. The maximum temperature
decreases from the adiabatic temperature at low strains to signiﬁcantly lower values
close to the extinction. The evolution is similar for all the schemes. The fuel consump-
tion rate and CO formation of the detailed mechanisms exhibit a monotonic response to
strain which is identical for both version of the GRI, and that is excellently reproduced
by the two ARCs.
The response of NO production to strain is more complex. For low strain values, the
NO production rapidly increases with strain. Then the slope decreases, and becomes
negative for higher strain values. The peak of NO production does not correspond
to the hottest ﬂame, which tends to indicate that it is not only linked to the ther-
mal NO mechanism. The ﬁndings of the premixed case in terms of diﬀerences be-
tween the mechanisms still hold for diﬀusion ﬂames. The NO production levels of the
ARC 22 GRI30 are overestimated by 10 to 15% compared to GRI 3.0. A very good
agreement is obtained between ARC 22 GRI211 and GRI 2.11, which again yields NO
formation rates signiﬁcantly lower than the GRI 3.0. On the overall, the accuracy of
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Figure 7.11: Laminar counterflow diffusion flames in Sandia Flame D condi-
tions. Comparison of the response to global strain rate between GRI 2.11 (—),
ARC 22 GRI211 (◦), GRI 3.0 (−−), ARC 22 GRI30 (×). in terms of a) total
fuel consumption, b) maximum temperature, c) total CO production and d)
total NO production.
the two ARCs is largely satisfactory to be applicable for the LES of the Sandia ﬂame D.
Comparison with experimental data
Experimental data for this type of ﬂame conﬁguration is available from Barlow et al.
[11]. In the experiments, the ﬂame is stabilised on a porous cylindrical burner (Tsuji
burner) in a low-velocity ﬂow of air. The estimated global strain rate for the experi-
ments is a = 2U∞/r = 25 s
−1 based on the air approach velocity U∞ and the radius r of
the cylinder. Calculations were also performed with GRI 3.0 and GRI 2.11 using a dedi-
cated code that treats the Tsuji ﬂame geometry as a two-point boundary value problem.
To compare the experimental results with the present set of counterﬂow computations,
spatial proﬁles of mixture at various strain rates are compared with the experimental
proﬁles. Figure 7.12 shows that the best agreement is obtained with a = 10−1, even if
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the proﬁle of Z is not exactly recovered.
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Figure 7.12: Measured profiles of mixture fraction (◦) from Barlow et al. [11].
Comparison with counterflow flames at global strain rate a = 5s−1 (· · ·), 10 s−1
(—) and 15s−1 (−−).
Based on this choice for the global strain rate value, H2, CO and NO proﬁles in Z-space
are compared with the measurements in Fig. 7.13. Note that estimated experimental
uncertainties are 10% for H2, 10% for CO and 15% for NO. On the overall, a good con-
sistency is obtained between the detailed and reduced mechanisms. A fair agreement
is obtained for H2 and CO between calculations and measurements, even if the dis-
crepancies are larger on the rich side, which might be partially related to the diﬀerent
mixing structure between the one-dimensional counterﬂow ﬂame and the actual burner
geometry. For NO, the concentrations are signiﬁcantly higher with the GRI 3.0 version
(Fig. 7.13(c)) compared to the GRI 2.11 version which is also above the experimental
levels. This overprediction was also observed in the adiabatic computations of Barlow
et al. [11]. Satisfactory levels were obtained when considering radiative heat losses with
GRI 2.11, whereas they remain too high with GRI 3.0. This clearly tends to indicate
that GRI 3.0 tends to overpredict NO formation on this type of conﬁguration.
7.4.2 Transport modelling validation
Similarly to the validation performed from premixed cases, the Trans Mix and Trans ARC
models are compared on the counterﬂow ﬂame series. The comparison is shown in
Fig 7.14. Excellent agreement is obtained for fuel consumption (Fig. 7.14(a) and ﬂame
CO production (Fig. 7.14(c)). An acceptable deviation of about 5 % occurs for ﬂame
NO production (Fig. 7.14(d)) over the whole strain range which might be related to the
slight overall overestimation of the maximum temperature (Fig. 7.14(b)). This shows
again that the ﬂame properties are satisfactorily reproduced with the Trans ARC.
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Figure 7.13: Profiles in Z-space of a) H
2
mass fraction, b) CO mass fraction
and c) NO mass fraction. Comparison between measured profiles from Barlow
et al. [11] (◦) and computations at global strain rate a = 10 s−1 with GRI 2.11
(—), ARC 22 GRI211 (· − ·−), GRI 3.0 (−−) and ARC 22 GRI30 (· · ·). The
vertical line corresponds to the stoichiometric mixture fraction.
7.4.3 Numerical setup for two-dimensional non-premixed flames in
AVBP
Now that the ARC and associated transport modelling are validated on the counterﬂow
ﬂame series with Cantera, the capability of the LES solver combined with ARC and
simpliﬁed transport to correctly reproduce the features of the non-premixed ﬂame se-
ries is assessed. Similarly to the premixed cases of the previous sections, the numerical
setup is ﬁrst introduced, and the results obtained with AVBP are further compared to
reference solutions from Cantera. Again, note that AVBP computations are performed
with the simpliﬁed Trans ARC transport model whereas Trans Mix is used for Cantera
computations.
An overview of the numerical domain used for AVBP computations is shown in Fig. 7.15.
It corresponds to a counterﬂow conﬁguration, with two inlets for the fuel and oxidiser
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(c) CO production vs global strain rate.
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(d) NO production vs global strain.
Figure 7.14: Impact of the transport model on one-dimensional diffusion flames.
Comparison between Trans Mix — and Trans ARC −−.
injections. The domain is two-dimensional. A symmetry condition is imposed at the
axis of the counterﬂow conﬁguration, whereas a large volume is used at the outlet to
smoothly evacuate the ﬂow and the perturbations. The TTGC scheme (see Sec. 2.4.2)
is employed and the Colin artiﬁcial viscosity sensor is employed with S2 = 0.05 and
S4 = 0.005. This choice of parameters corresponds to the values employed in the
target application (Sandia ﬂame D). The grid of triangular elements has a uniform
characteristic size ∆x = 0.15mm, which is a typical characteristic grid size employed
in the LES. Given the grid resolution, the unsteady time-step imposed by the CFL
condition is ∆t = 45ns.
7.4.4 Comparison with Cantera
The ﬂame structure obtained in AVBP is compared to Cantera solutions for four global
strain rates, a = 40, 80, 160, and 320 s−1. The latter value is close to the extinction
strain rate which is approximately aquench = 400 s
−1. From the AVBP solutions, proﬁles
along the symmetry axis are extracted and compared to reference counterﬂow computa-
tions performed with Cantera in the same conditions. The mixture fraction is based on
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Figure 7.15: Computational domain for two-dimensional counterflow flame.
the carbon atom following Eq. 4.27. The stoichiometric mixture fraction is Zst = 0.351.
Mixture fraction and scalar dissipation rate
The mixture fraction proﬁles are compared for the four diﬀerent strain rates in Fig. 7.16(a).
Note that the zero x-coordinate corresponds to the stoichiometric mixture fraction.
Mixture fraction proﬁles are very close. The scalar dissipation rate proﬁles (Fig. 7.16)
show that a similar mixing structure is obtained in Z-space. However the peak value
around Z = 0.4 is about 10% lower for the AVBP cases, the full resolution of the
Navier-Stokes equations in the LES solver and the simpliﬁed counterﬂow ﬂame equa-
tions resolved in Cantera do no yield the same spatial structure. This diﬀerence is
also illustrated by the axial velocity proﬁle shown in Fig. 7.17 for the a = 320 s−1
case, which is slightly diﬀerent between Cantera and AVBP. Since mixture fraction
and scalar dissipation are the two variables that control the diﬀusion ﬂame structure,
the diﬀerence obtained for scalar dissipation rate proﬁles should be kept in mind when
comparing the ﬂame structure obtained with AVBP and Cantera, especially for species
highly sensitive to strain rate.
Qualitative comparison: species and source terms profiles in Z-space
Figure. 7.18 shows species mass fraction proﬁles in Z-space. The impact of strain rate is
well captured for intermediate species, such as HO2 (Fig. 7.18(a)) and O (Fig. 7.18(b)),
even if some discrepancies appear for the higher strain case (a = 320 s−1). Similarly,
CO mass fraction is correctly predicted. Discrepancies are larger for NO, despite the
good agreement of NO source term in Z-space (Fig. 7.19(c) and Fig. 7.19(d)), whose
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(b) Scalar dissipation rate profiles in Z-space.
Figure 7.16: Counterflow computations in Sandia flame D conditions at global
strain rates a = 40, 80, 160, and 320 s−1. Comparison of mixture fraction and
scalar dissipation rate profiles from Cantera (—) and AVBP (· · ·).
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Figure 7.17: Counterflow computations in Sandia flame D conditions at global
strain rate a = 320 s−1. Comparison of axial velocity profile from Cantera (—)
and AVBP (· · ·).
non-monotonic behaviour is well captured. Being a slow-chemistry species, NO concen-
tration might be more sensitive to the local scalar dissipation rate, which is not exactly
similar between AVBP and Cantera computations,. The impact of strain rate, which
tends to increase CH4 (Fig. 7.19(a) and CO (Fig. 7.19(b)) source terms is also correctly
captured, even if again discrepancies are larger for higher strain rate.
Quantitative comparison: global flame quantities
To assess quantitatively the ability of AVBP to correctly reproduce the global prop-
erties of the diﬀusion ﬂame, the integrated production rate of CH4, CO and NO are
compared to Cantera in Tab. 7.3. As already observed, the error increases with the
strain rate: excellent agreement is obtained for both fuel and pollutant species is ob-
tained at low to moderate strain rates, but larger discrepancies appear for higher strain
rates. This can be related to insuﬃcient resolution of the reaction layer thickness, as
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(a) HO2 mass fraction.
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(b) O mass fraction.
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(c) CO mass fraction.
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(d) NO mass fraction.
Figure 7.18: Counterflow computations in Sandia flame D conditions at global
strain rates a = 40, 80, 160, 320 s−1. Comparison of species mass fractions from
Cantera (—) and AVBP (· · ·) in Z-space.
will be shown later in Sec. 7.4.5.
a [s−1] 40 80 160 320
−ω˙totCH
4
[kg/m2/s] (Cantera) 6.3× 10−3 8.5× 10−3 11.5× 10−3 15.1× 10−3
Relative error (AVBP) -1.6% -1.2% -4.4% -4.6%
ω˙totCO [kg/m
2/s] (Cantera) 3.6× 10−3 4.8× 10−3 6.7× 10−3 9.4× 10−3
Relative error (AVBP) +5.5% +2% -6% -7.5%
ω˙totNO [kg/m
2/s] (Cantera) 5.3× 10−6 6.2× 10−6 6.5× 10−6 4.4× 10−6
Relative error (AVBP) +5% +6% +16% +40%
Table 7.3: Counterflow flames in Sandia flame D conditions. Integrated source
terms of CH4, CO and NO: comparison between Cantera and AVBP.
Temporal stiffness and integration
Similarly to the premixed validations cases, species chemical time scales are extracted
from the Cantera solutions for two global strain rates a = 40 and 320 s−1. Both trans-
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(a) CH4 source term.
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(b) CO source term.
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(c) NO source term (a = 40; 80; 160 s−1).
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(d) NO source term (a = 320 s−1).
Figure 7.19: Counterflow computations in Sandia flame D conditions at global
strain rates a = 40, 80, 160, 320 s−1. Comparison of source terms from Cantera
(—) and AVBP (· · ·) in Z-space.
ported species (Fig. 7.20(a)) and QSS species (Fig. 7.20(b)) chemical times are rather
insensitive to strain rate. All transported species exhibit time scales signiﬁcantly lower
than the unsteady time-step ∆t, thus justifying full explicit integration of the chemical
system in this case. It should be also noted that 6 QSS species exhibit time-scales lower
than ∆t: this shows again the importance of QSSA to reduce the overall stiﬀness of
the chemical system.
Impact of transport modelling
Cantera computations were conducted with Trans Mix transport, whereas Trans ARC
detailed is employed in the AVBP computations. It was checked that the ﬂame struc-
ture obtained with Cantera computations with Trans ARC performed in Sec. 7.4.2 are
identical. Similarly, global ﬂame quantities are impacted by less than 1% by simpliﬁed
transport modelling.
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(b) QSS species.
Figure 7.20: Species chemical times extracted from counterflow flame compu-
tations in Sandia flame D conditions at global strain a = 40 s−1 (white) and
a = 320 s−1 (black). The continuous line corresponds to the time-step of the
computations (∆t = 4.5× 10−8 s)
7.4.5 Impact of grid resolution and flow prediction
The discrepancies observed for the higher strain rate case (a = 320 s−1) may arise
from insuﬃcient grid resolution. Indeed, for counterﬂow diﬀusion ﬂames, as detailed in
Sec. 4.3, the ﬂame scales are related to the ﬂow scales, thus they decrease for increasing
strain rate. The mixing thickness is related to the scalar dissipation rate, as
lZ ∝ 1/ | ∇Z | . (7.3)
In the present case lZ = 2.5mm for a = 320 s
−1, therefore the mixture fraction gradient
is discretised with 16 grid points, which appears to be suﬃcient to correctly capture
the mixing process. Following Eq. 4.32, the reaction layer thickness lreac is expected
to be lower and proportional to lZ . lreac can be estimated by considering the region
where the CH4 source term is above 5% of the peak value [49]. In the present case,
this gives lreac = 0.45mm, so that the reaction zone is discretised with 3 grid points
only. For lower strain rate values at least 5 grid points were located in the reaction zone.
The suﬃcient resolution of the mixing layer is conﬁrmed by performing the case a =
320 s−1 with a reﬁned grid with a characteristic size ∆x = 0.075mm, i.e. 2 times
smaller than the reference case. The comparison of scalar dissipation proﬁles in Z-
space of Fig. 7.21 shows no diﬀerence between the 2 grids. The obtained peak value
is still lower for the AVBP case, and appears to be closest to the Cantera ﬂame at
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a = 280 s−1 rather than the imposed value of a = 320 s−1. This strong diﬀerence
in terms of mixing structure can signiﬁcantly aﬀect species concentrations and source
terms, therefore both Cantera ﬂames at a = 320 s−1 and a = 280 s−1 are retained for
further comparisons.
The species proﬁles comparison in Z-space (Fig. 7.22) shows that the AVBP ﬂame is
much closer to the Cantera ﬂame with a = 280 s−1. In particular, overall NO concentra-
tions are signiﬁcantly increased from a = 320 s−1 to a = 280 s−1. The impact of the grid
resolution is signiﬁcant for HO2 and NO, which are signiﬁcantly closer to the Cantera
ﬂame at a = 280 s−1 for the reﬁned case. Similarly, Figure 7.23 reveals a slight improve-
ment of the prediction of CH4, CO and NO source term peaks with ﬁner grid resolution.
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Figure 7.21: Counterflow computations in Sandia flame D conditions at global
strain rate a = 320 s−1. Comparison of scalar dissipation rate profiles from
Cantera (—), AVBP with baseline grid resolution (∆x = 0.15mm) (· · ·) in Z-
space and AVBP with refined grid (∆x = 0.075mm) (· − ·−) . Cantera flame at
global strain rate a = 280 s−1 (◦) is also shown.
Global quantities are further compared for the two grids in Table. 7.4 between AVBP
and Cantera ﬂames at a = 320 s−1. The departure from Cantera is slightly reduced
in the reﬁned case, even if a gap of 23% is still observed for NO formation. This gap
is essentially due to the diﬀerent mixing structure, to which NO is highly sensitive.
When comparing the two AVBP cases with the Cantera ﬂame at a = 280 s−1, which is
the closest in terms of mixing structure, the discrepancy observed for NO production
is reduced to 6% for the reﬁned grid case (Tab. 7.5). The departure remains higher
with the coarse grid (30%), which is attributed to the insuﬃcient resolution of the NO
source term peaks observed in Fig. 7.23(c).
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(a) HO2 mass fraction.
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(b) O mass fraction.
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(c) CO mass fraction.
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(d) NO mass fraction.
Figure 7.22: Counterflow computations in Sandia flame D conditions at global
strain rate a = 320 s−1. Comparison of species mass fractions from Cantera (—),
AVBP with baseline grid resolution (∆x = 0.15mm) (· · ·) in Z-space and AVBP
with refined grid (∆x = 0.075mm) (· − ·−) . Cantera flame at global strain rate
a = 280 s−1 (◦) is also shown.
Cantera AVBP: ∆x = 0.15mm AVBP: ∆x = 0.075mm
−ω˙totCH
4
[kg/m2/s] 15.1× 10−3 -4.6% -2.6%
ω˙totCO [kg/m
2/s] 9.4× 10−3 -7.5% -3.2%
ω˙totNO [kg/m
2/s] 4.4× 10−6 +40% +23%
Table 7.4: Counterflow flames in Sandia flame D conditions. Integrated source
terms of CH4, CO and NO. Comparison of Cantera flame and AVBP flame at
global strain rate a = 320 s−1 for two grid resolutions.
7.5 Conclusions
The validation cases performed in this chapter illustrate the large range of validity of
ARCs, which in the present case extends largely beyond the initial derivation range in
terms of operating points and combustion regimes. This is essentially due to the fact
that the derivation process preserves an accurate physical description of the inner ﬂame
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(b) CO source term.
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(c) NO source term (a = 40; 80; 160 s−1).
Figure 7.23: Counterflow computations in Sandia flame D conditions at global
strain rate a = 320 s−1. Comparison of source terms from Cantera (—), AVBP
with baseline grid resolution (∆x = 0.15mm) (· · ·) in Z-space and AVBP with
refined grid (∆x = 0.075mm) (· − ·−) .
Cantera AVBP: ∆x = 0.15mm AVBP: ∆x = 0.075mm
−ω˙totCH
4
[kg/m2/s] 14.4× 10−3 0% +2%
ω˙totCO [kg/m
2/s] 8.8× 10−3 -1% +3%
ω˙totNO [kg/m
2/s] 5.1× 10−6 +29% +6%
Table 7.5: Counterflow flames in Sandia flame D conditions. Integrated source
terms of CH4, CO and NO. Comparison of Cantera flame at global strain rate
a = 280 s−1 and AVBP flame at global strain rate a = 320 s−1 for two grid
resolutions.
structure.
The ARC 22 GRI211 and ARC 22 GRI30 exhibit a very satisfactory agreement with
their respective reference detailed mechanisms for non-premixed cases at atmospheric
conditions: both are retained for the numerical study of the Sandia ﬂame D in Chap-
ter 8, in order to quantify the sensitivity of the results to the chosen mechanism. The
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ARC 22 GRI211 will be further applied for the study of the SGT-100 conﬁguration in
Chapter 9.
The validation cases performed indicate that the Trans ARC approximation is satis-
factory in terms of accuracy. Similarly, when ARCs are employed with relatively loose
grid discretisation typically encountered for three-dimensional conﬁguration, the uncer-
tainty introduced by the numerical errors is of the same order as the error introduced
by the reduction process. The numerical accuracy of the methodology is thus largely
satisfactory.
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8.1 Objectives
The objective of this chapter is to demonstrate the capability of ARCs to accurately pre-
dict pollutant emissions in turbulent conﬁgurations, by performing a highly-resolved
LES of the Sandia ﬂame D conﬁguration. This turbulent non-premixed ﬂame was
studied experimentally by Barlow and Frank [10]. It is of particular interest as a large
amount of data is available for temperature, major species and pollutant concentrations
in the ﬂame and post-ﬂame region, compared to more realistic gas turbine conﬁguration,
for which pollutant data are often limited to exhaust gas composition measurements.
Thus, this conﬁguration was extensively used as a validation case for pollutant forma-
tion modelling, as it contains essential features of turbulence/chemistry interaction. To
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the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst attempt to perform LES of the Sandia ﬂame
D with a realistic chemistry including NOx formation, which gives access to a wide vari-
ety of information about the ﬂame structure and the chemical response to the turbulent
ﬂow. The sensitivity of the results to the retained chemical description is also addressed.
Two ARCs, namely the ARC 22 GRI211 and ARC 22 GRI30 derived in Sec. 6.2 were
evaluated on canonical cases representative of the Sandia ﬂame D in Sec. 7.4.1. Both
are used in the LES computations to evaluate the diﬀerences between the two mecha-
nisms, notably on pollutant prediction in the turbulent ﬂame. The prediction capability
of LES is evaluated by comparison with available measurements in terms of mixing,
temperature and pollutant concentrations. The chemical response to unsteady ﬂow
features in terms of ﬂame structure and pollutant formation is further analysed and
compared with the canonical ﬂamelet solutions, enabling a better understanding of
pollutant formation in this turbulent ﬂame.
8.2 Experimental conguration
The burner consists of three coaxial jets shown in Fig. 8.1. The main central jet is
injected through a pipe of diameter D = 7.2mm with a bulk velocity of 49.6m/s. It is
composed of a rich methane-air mixture, with an equivalence ratio φ = 3.17, at ambient
conditions. The ﬂame is stabilised via a pilot ﬂow around the main jet, having a bulk
velocity of 11.4m/s. It consists of burnt gases at an equivalence ratio φ = 0.77. Finally,
an external coﬂow of air at ambient conditions is injected at 0.9m/s and surrounds the
pilot jet. This conﬁguration is particularly well-documented and is a reference case for
NO model validation. The retained values for the three inlet compositions and tem-
peratures in the LES computations are summarised in Tab. 8.1.
T [K] YCH
4
YO
2
YCO
2
YH
2
O YCO YNO φ
Main (Central) 294 0.156 0.197 0 0 0 0 3.17
Pilot 1880 0 0.054 0.111 0.0942 4× 10−3 2× 10−5 0.77
Coﬂow 291 0 0.230 0 0 0 0 0.0
Table 8.1: Composition (mass fractions) and temperature of the three inlets of
the Sandia flame D retained for laminar and turbulent computations.
Measurements
Raman-Rayleigh measurements of species and temperature were performed by Barlow
and Frank [10] at several axial locations located at 1, 2, 3, 7.5, 15, 30, 45, 60 and
75D from the main jet exit. The estimated uncertainties are 3% for temperature,
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5% for major species and 15% for NO concentration. Two-component Laser Doppler
Velocimetry (LDV) measurements are also available for the same measurement planes.
Main
jet
Pilot
jet
Co ow
x
z
Figure 8.1: View of the three coaxial jets of the Sandia flame D configuration
with instantaneous LES axial velocity field.
8.3 Previous studies of the Sandia flame D
In the last decade, the Sandia ﬂame D has been the subject of various numerical stud-
ies, mainly using LES, but RANS studies [77] and PDF model calculations [32, 168,
210] were also performed and yield satisfactory prediction of temperature and major
species. LES studies including NO prediction were mostly conducted with tabulated
chemistry. Both premixed manifolds [148, 201] and non-premixed ﬂamelet manifolds
[85, 122, 201, 213] were employed. The turbulence-chemistry closure was generally
based on a statistical approach using either presumed PDF [85, 86, 87, 122, 148, 201]
or transported PDF closure [180, 213].
In these various studies, a satisfactory prediction of NO was generally obtained, with
a typical accuracy that falls in the experimental uncertainty range. In addition, the
NO prediction was found to be sensitive to the modelling assumptions employed. Ihme
and Pitsch [85] and Zoller et al. [213] showed that a typical reduction of 20% of the
peak NO concentration occurred under the eﬀect of thermal radiation. Diﬀerences in
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the description of NOx chemistry between kinetics schemes was also shown to have a
signiﬁcant impact on the prediction, as shown by Pecquery et al. [148] and Cao and
Pope [32]. However, the simultaneous prediction of NO and CO was more rarely ad-
dressed, and larger discrepancies were generally observed for CO, as pointed out in the
work of Vreman et al. [201].
The use of reduced chemistry was also considered for Sandia ﬂame D simulations. Mus-
tata et al. [140] employed a four-step GRC combined with an Eulerian Monte Carlo
ﬁeld method, and Raman and Pitsch [169] employed a 16-species ARC combined with
a Lagrangian particle scheme for subgrid closure. More recently, Jones and Prasad
[94] employed a 15-step ARC [191] on the Sandia Flame Series (D, E and F) combined
the Eulerian stochastic method for subgrid closure. A very good agreement with mea-
surements was obtained for temperature and major species. CO concentrations were
satisfactorily predicted as well. However NOx chemistry was not included in any of
these studies.
8.4 Numerical setup
LES is performed using AVBP with the TTGC scheme [39]. The three inlets and the
outlet are described by Navier-Stokes Characteristic Boundary Conditions (NSCBC)
[160] to ensure proper treatment of acoustics. The computational grid is fully unstruc-
tured and comprises 375 million tetrahedral elements. The characteristic element size
is ∆x = 90 µm in the injection tubes and in the ﬂame region, down to the axial position
z = 3D. Downstream of this axial position, the grid is linearly stretched to reach a
characteristic size ∆x = 150 µm at z = 7.5D which is kept until z = 30D. The grid is
further coarsened downstream. The time step imposed by the acoustic CFL condition
is ∆t = 16ns. This low value enables direct explicit integration of the chemical source
terms of the two ARCs.
8.4.1 Flame-turbulence interaction
The Kolmogorov length scale estimated a priori as η ∼ ltRe−3=4t [165], where Ret
is the turbulent Reynolds number and lt is the integral length scale, is found here
about η ≃ 15 − 45 µm, with lt based on the main jet diameter and u′ based on
measured rms velocity at the main jet exit. In the ﬂame region the ratio of the grid
size ∆x to the Kolmogorov length scale η falls in the range
∆x
η
∼ 2 − 6. Thus the
unresolved scales are expected to represent a very small part of the total ﬂuctuating
energy. This is supported by the very small values obtained for the subgrid turbulent
viscosity calculated with the SIGMA eddy viscosity model [144], except in the central
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core of the main jet where the subgrid turbulent viscosity is of the order of the laminar
viscosity. In addition, numerical studies of chemical response of laminar methane-air
diﬀusion ﬂames to unsteady strain rate by Im et al. [88] indicates that the response of
ﬂame structure is rapidly suppressed for high frequencies ﬂuctuations (typically beyond
1000Hz). In the present study, the typical lifetime of subgrid turbulent structures can
be estimated as
τ∆x = k∆x/ǫ = u
′2
∆x/ǫ (8.1)
where k∆x is the kinetic energy at the ﬁlter scale ∆x. ǫ is the rate of energy dissipation,
which scales under the turbulent energy cascade assumption as [165]
ǫ ∝ u
′3
∆x
∆x
≃ u
′3
lt
. (8.2)
From these two equations, the typical lifetime is estimated to be τ∆x = 0.1ms which
corresponds to a characteristic frequency f∆x = 10 000Hz, which is thus expected to be
too high to impact the ﬂame structure. Based on these observations, sub-grid ﬂame-
turbulence interaction is neglected in the present work.
8.4.2 Turbulent flow injection
The theoretical velocity proﬁle corresponding to a turbulent pipe ﬂow at the corre-
sponding Reynolds number Re = 22 400 is imposed at the inlet of the main injection
tube, along with velocity ﬂuctuations superimposed with a turbulent intensity matching
the experimental data (u′ = 2m/s). This allows to recover the experimental velocity
proﬁles at the ﬁrst measurement axial location z/D = 1. The turbulent boundary layer
is not resolved on the grid (∆x ∼ 0.09mm) and a slip velocity condition is applied on
the injection tube walls.
8.4.3 Radiative heat losses
An a posteriori evaluation of the heat losses due to thermal radiation using the optically-
thin-limit model described in [178] shows that they represent only 3% of the total heat
release rate between the jet exits and the axial location z = 30D. Previous numerical
studies [85, 213] of the Sandia ﬂame D suggested that radiative eﬀects have a very
limited impact on the temperature and major species in this ﬂame. The impact on NO
formation remained limited as well, with no signiﬁcant impact before z = 40D and a
reduction of about 10 to 20% afterwards. Based on these observations, radiative heat
losses are not considered in the present work.
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8.4.4 Averaging procedure
The ﬂow-through time of the conﬁguration based on the bulk velocity of the main jet
and the distance between the end of the injection tube and the axial location z = 30D is
about 4.3ms. Statistics are collected over 15ms for the ARC 22 GRI211 case and over
8ms for the ARC 22 GRI30 case. In addition, azimuthal averaging is applied when
considering radial distributions of mean and root-mean-square (rms) quantities.
8.5 Results
The ARC 22 GRI211 and ARC 22 GRI30 mechanisms were found to yield almost iden-
tical LES results. Thus they are presented as “ARC 22” without distinction, except
for quantities related to NO for which diﬀerences between the two mechanisms are ob-
served, similarly to the laminar cases.
Instantaneous snapshots of mixture fraction, temperature and NO mass fraction ﬁelds
in the mid-plane at the same physical instant are shown in Fig. 8.2. The mixing layers
between the 3 jets develop, generating turbulent structures that grow and lead to jet
opening. The shear layer between the pilot jet and main jet destabilises faster than
the shear layer between the coﬂow and the pilot jet, as indicated by the larger amount
of ﬁne-scale structures. Note already the isolated pockets of high NO concentration
between z = 15D and z = 30D, located in regions of high temperature.
The ratio of subgrid turbulent to laminar viscosity is commonly used to estimate a
posteriori the ratio of resolved to unresolved scales. Figure 8.3 shows a scatter plot of
this ratio at axial locations z = 7.5D and z = 15D. The mixture fraction Z follows
the same deﬁnition as in Sec. 7.4.1. The subgrid turbulent viscosity is at maximum of
the order of the laminar viscosity in the central region of the jet, where Z is close to
1, and is of the order of 0.02 around stoichiometry, with maximum values close to 0.1.
Based on this ratio, a rough estimate of the ratio of the grid size to the Kolmogorov
scale can be obtained as ∆x/η = (νt/νlam)
1=2/Cs [97], where C
2
s = 0.032. With this
expression, ∆x/η ∼ 5.6 is found in the central core which is close to the a priori
estimation given in Sec. 8.4.1. In the range Z = 0.2 − 0.6 where the reaction layer is
located, the turbulent viscosity is found to be negligible, thus validating the assumption
of neglecting the subgrid-scale turbulence-chemistry interactions.
8.5.1 Velocity proles
A good agreement is obtained between LES results and experiments for the radial
proﬁles of mean axial velocity at the diﬀerent axial locations (Fig. 8.4). The mean
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Figure 8.2: Sandia flame D: Instantaneous fields in the mid-plane of mix-
ture fraction (left), temperature (middle) and NO mass fraction (right) for
ARC 22 GRI211. The measurement axial locations are indicated on the left
side.
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(a) Axial position z = 7.5D.
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Figure 8.3: Sandia flame D: Scatter plot of the ratio of sub-grid turbulent to
laminar viscosity vs mixture fraction at axial locations z = 7.5D and z = 15D.
velocity gradient in the shear layer between the main and the pilot jet is well captured
even if it is slightly shifted towards the central axis. The overall axial velocity error of
about 4% is within the experimental uncertainty margin. It is slightly more pronounced
close to the centerline for axial positions in the range z = 3D − 15D.
Rms (root mean square) axial velocity levels shown in Fig. 8.5 are also in good agree-
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Figure 8.4: Sandia flame D: Radial profiles of mean axial velocity at several
axial positions. − ARC 22, ◦ Experimental data.
ment with the experimental data. Some discrepancies appear in the ﬁrst measurement
plane, where the rms values are under-estimated in the exit region of the central main
jet, i.e at x/D = 0 − 0.6. This may be a consequence of the ﬂow injection with slip-
ping velocity at walls. However, the axial velocity rms levels are well recovered in the
measurement planes located downstream. As it follows the radial position of the shear
layer, the peak of the ﬂuctuations slightly shifts radially towards the centre.
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Figure 8.5: Sandia flame D: Radial profiles of rms axial velocity at several axial
positions. − ARC 22, ◦ Experimental data.
8.5.2 Mixture fraction and temperature proles
The axial mean mixture fraction proﬁle is shown in Fig. 8.6(a). The evolution of
the mixture fraction is well captured on the overall, despite a slight over-prediction
of the mixing rate downstream the axial position z = 10D. Likewise, the axial mean
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temperature proﬁle shown in Fig. 8.6(b) is slightly over-predicted downstream the axial
position z = 10D, which is consistent with the mixture fraction proﬁle. The levels of
mixture fraction and temperature ﬂuctuations shown in Fig. 8.7 are in good agreement
with the experiments, except at the ﬁrst location downstream the injection tubes, where
ﬂuctuations of the mixture fraction is still close to 0 in the LES whereas they are already
signiﬁcant in the experiments. This non-zero measured rms value of the mixture fraction
is however contradictory with the almost zero temperature ﬂuctuation measured at the
same location. Radial proﬁles of the mean mixture fraction and the mean temperature
at the diﬀerent locations, shown in Fig. 8.8 and in Fig. 8.9 respectively, are also in good
agreement with the experimental data except at location z = 30D where the proﬁles
ﬂatten too much, which might be due to the relatively coarser grid at this location.
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Figure 8.6: Sandia flame D: Axial profiles of mean mixture fraction and tem-
perature. − ARC 22, ◦ Experimental data. .
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Figure 8.7: Sandia flame D: Axial profiles of a) rms mixture fraction and b)
rms temperature fluctuations. − ARC 22, ◦ Experimental data.
8.5.3 NO and CO proles
Figure 8.10(a) shows the mean CO mass fraction along the centerline, well captured
by ARC 22. The slight overestimation is related to the similar overestimation of the
mixing rate along the centerline seen in Fig. 8.6(a). The mean CO mass fraction radial
proﬁles of Fig. 8.11 reveal also a very good agreement with the experiments and in
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Figure 8.8: Sandia flame D: Radial profiles of mean mixture fraction at several
axial positions. − ARC 22, ◦ Experimental data.
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Figure 8.9: Sandia flame D: Radial profiles of mean temperature at several
axial positions. − ARC 22, ◦ Experimental data.
particular a good prediction of the peak in the reactive zone.
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Figure 8.10: Sandia flame D: Axial profiles along the centerline of a)
mean CO mass fraction for ARC 22s (—) and b) NO mass fraction for
ARC 22 GRI211 (−) and ARC 22 GRI30 (−−). Experimental data ◦ .
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Figure 8.11: Sandia flame D: Radial profiles of mean CO mass fraction at
several axial positions. − ARC 22, ◦ Experimental data.
The situation is diﬀerent for NO, for which the two versions of the reduced mechanisms
are now distinguished. As shown in Fig. 8.10, the axial evolution of the mean NO mass
fraction is well reproduced by ARC 22 GRI211, while ARC 22 GRI30 leads to signif-
icantly higher values downstream z = 15D. The NO radial proﬁles at axial positions
between z = 1D and z = 7.5D shown in Fig. 8.12 indicate that the NO peak value in the
reaction zone is slightly overestimated with GRI 3.0, whereas ARC 22 GRI211 tends to
underpredict the NO peak value. Further downstream, there is a signiﬁcant overestima-
tion of NO levels at axial position z = 30D with ARC 22 GRI30. This over-estimation,
almost by a factor 2 close to the central region at z = 30D is consistent with previous
observations [32] and with the laminar cases.
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Figure 8.12: Sandia flame D: Radial profiles of mean NO mass fraction at
several axial positions. ARC 22 GRI211 (−), ARC 22 GRI30 (−−), and ex-
perimental data (◦).
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8.6 Analysis of the flame structure
8.6.1 Representative laminar cases
In the turbulent ﬂame, the fresh air of the coﬂow can mix with the hot air of the pilot
prior to combustion of the fuel from the central jet, which then burns with a mix of
fresh air and burnt gases. The presence of the pilot can signiﬁcantly aﬀect the ﬂame
structure. Two series of representative counterﬂow strained ﬂamelets can be deﬁned,
corresponding to the two extreme situations where no mixing occurs between pilot and
coﬂow prior to combustion.
• In the ﬁrst series, the fuel burns with the coﬂow jet, with no impact of the pilot:
the conditions of the coﬂow jet are imposed on one side and the conditions of
the main central jet on the other side. It is named coflow flamelet series
hereafter. Note that this ﬂamelet collection has been employed in several LES
studies employing tabulated chemistry [85, 201, 213], and has been validated
numerically in the AVBP solver in Sec. 7.4.1.
• In the second series, named pilot flamelet series in the following, the pilot jet
conditions replace the coﬂow ones, allowing to evaluate the inﬂuence of the pilot
jet on the ﬂame structure.
In this subsection, the results obtained for the coﬂow ﬂamelet series are recalled and
extended to the pilot ﬂame series, to provide laminar references for the comparison
with the turbulent case. Again, the response to strain is assessed by varying the inlet
velocities. To facilitate the comparison with the turbulent cases, rather than using the
global strain, the strain rate is evaluated via the scalar dissipation rate
χ = 2DT | ∇Z |2 , (8.3)
where DT is the thermal diﬀusivity. From this deﬁnition, the strain rate of the ﬂame
is taken equal by deﬁnition to
a = χ|Z=0.4. (8.4)
The choice Z = 0.4 is based on the observation that chemical source terms and scalar
dissipation rate peaks close to this mixture fraction, as will be further highlighted by
the ﬂame structures of Sec. 8.6.
The response of the diﬀerent mechanisms to strain rate is shown in Fig. 8.13 for the
two ﬂamelet series. Note that a satisfactory agreement is obtained between the two
ARCs and detailed mechanisms, with maximum deviation of 15% for NO production
for ARC 22 GRI30. The maximum temperature (Fig. 8.13(a)) decreases less rapidly
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with strain for the pilot ﬂamelet series. The rapid decrease of maximum temperature
for the coﬂow ﬂamelet series for high strain values indicates that the extinction limit is
reached around a = 450 s−1. For the pilot series, a plateau value is reached correspond-
ing to the pilot inlet temperature, around a = 650 s−1 for GRI 2.11 and a = 750 s−1 for
GRI 3.0. When this plateau is reached, the total fuel consumption shown in Fig. 8.13(b)
rapidly decreases to fall to values close to zero even if the ﬂame is not, strictly speaking,
extinct. The comparison with the total fuel consumption from the coﬂow series shows
that the feeding with hot products from the pilot promotes combustion at high strain
rates and delays the extinction.
CO production shown in Fig. 8.13(c) is also signiﬁcantly impacted by the presence of
the pilot. Notably, for low to moderate strain values, CO production is much higher
for the pilot ﬂamelet series. For NO, again, a typical factor 2 is obtained for GRI 3.0
compared to GRI 2.11 for both ﬂamelet series. The response of NO production is mono-
tonic, and is not signiﬁcantly impacted by the choice of the ﬂamelet series, despite their
very diﬀerent maximum temperature.
In Fig. 8.14, the ﬂame structure in mixture fraction space for the two ﬂamelet series
is compared. Figure 8.14(a) shows that the temperature levels are typically higher for
the pilot ﬂames for mixture fraction close to the pilot inlet value (Zpilot = 0.27). The
CH4 source term (Fig. 8.14(b)) is similar for the two cases, but is shifted towards leaner
mixture fraction for the pilot series. The same observation can be made for CO, for
which, in addition, the destruction occurring around lean and stoichiometric conditions
is signiﬁcantly reduced for the pilot series, resulting in higher total CO production for
this ﬂame type. The NO source term is also shifted towards leaner mixture fraction,
with lower absolute intensity for the pilot case, even it the response to strain indicated
that it does not have a signiﬁcant impact on the total NO production.
8.6.2 Comparison of turbulent flame structure with laminar cases
To further analyse the ﬂame structure, scatter plots of several quantities as functions
of the mixture fraction are extracted at axial locations z = 7.5D and z = 30D. The
ARC 22 GRI211 scheme is retained for the analysis, since it yields on the overall the
most satisfactory results. The scatter plots from LES are compared with the experi-
mental data and with counterﬂow laminar ﬂames, at a strain rate value corresponding
to the mean value of the LES. At location z = 7.5D, the temperature distribution is
typical of a turbulent non-premixed ﬂame (Fig. 8.15(a)), with turbulent ﬂuctuations
around a mean temperature proﬁle, due to strain rate ﬂuctuations. Few points have a
temperature signiﬁcantly below any laminar strained counterﬂow ﬂame, which indicates
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(a) Maximum temperature: coflow (left) and pilot (right) flamelet series.
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(b) Fuel consumption: coflow (left) and pilot (right) flamelet series.
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(c) CO production: coflow (left) and pilot (right) flamelet series.
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(d) NO production: coflow (left) and pilot (right) flamelet series.
Figure 8.13: Laminar counterflow flames. Comparison of the response to the
strain rate a between GRI 2.11 (—), ARC 22 GRI211 (◦), GRI 3.0 (−−),
ARC 22 GRI30 (×) in terms of a) CH4 total consumption rate, b) maximum
temperature, c) CO total production rate and d) NO total production rate.
The left side corresponds to the coflow flamelet series and the right side to the
pilot flamelet series. The response of the coflow flamelet series with GRI 2.11
(· · ·) is also recalled for the pilot flamelet series on the right side to ease up the
comparison.
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(b) CH4 source term.
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Figure 8.14: Laminar counterflow flames with ARC 22 GRI211. a) Tempera-
ture, b) CH4 source term, c) CO source term and d) NO source term vs mixture
fraction. Comparison of coflow (—) and pilot (−−) counterflow flames at strain
rates a = 60 s−1 and 270 s−1.
a very low level of partial premixing and conﬁrms the non-premixed ﬂame structure
at this location. The scatter plot from LES matches quite well with the experimental
results, although the temperature dispersion in the rich core (Z > 0.6) is not fully
captured.
Figure 8.15(b) shows that the global distribution of OH mass fraction, the peak in the
reaction zone and the ﬂuctuations are well reproduced. The CO and NO mass fraction
distributions in mixture fraction space are shown in Fig. 8.15(c) and Fig. 8.15(d) re-
spectively, and are again in good agreement with the experiments, although NO mass
fraction is slightly underpredicted, consistently with the NO radial proﬁles of Fig. 8.12.
Both CO and NO peak at rich conditions around Z ≃ 0.4. On the lean side, CO is
rapidly oxidised in CO2, leading to a sharp decrease of CO mass fraction. Both coﬂow
and pilot laminar ﬂame structures are consistent with the scatter plots of CO and NO.
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To further analyse the ﬂame structure, scatter plots of CH4, CO and NO source terms
are compared with reference ﬂamelets at low and high strain values in Fig. 8.16. De-
spite the strong dispersion observed for the three source terms, most points fall in the
envelope delimited by the weakly and highly strained cases.
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Figure 8.15: Sandia flame D: Temperature, OH, CO and NO mass fractions vs
mixture fraction at axial location z = 7.5D. Black dot: experiments, Red dot:
LES. Coflow counterflow flame (—) and pilot counterflow flame (−−) at strain
rate a = 170 s−1.
Very similar results are obtained downstream at axial position z = 30D, as shown
in Fig. 8.17 for temperature, OH, CO and NO mass fractions. Again LES data is
in good qualitative agreement with the experiments, the global shape and dispersion
being rather well captured. Note that the mean strain rate in the LES is signiﬁcantly
lower in this case (a = 60 s−1 compared to 170 s−1 at z = 7.5D). Similarly to the
previous axial location, only a small number of points are located at low temperature
below any strained counterﬂow ﬂamelet, indicating again a very low level of premixing.
The turbulent ﬂame structure is still consistent with the reference ﬂamelets, except NO
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(a) CH4 source term.
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(b) CO source term.
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Figure 8.16: Sandia flame D: Scatter plot of CH4, CO and NO source terms
vs mixture fraction at axial location z = 7.5D. Comparison of coflow (—) and
pilot (−−) counterflow flames at strain rates a = 60 s−1 and 270 s−1.
mass fraction which departs from the pilot ﬂamelets. For pilot ﬂamelet calculations,
the imposed value for NO on the pilot side is YNO = 2 × 10−5, which corresponds to
the composition imposed at the pilot jet inlet in the LES computations. This value
yields a good agreement between the pilot ﬂamelets and the turbulent ﬂame at axial
location z = 7.5D. However, NO concentrations increase with axial position as NO
is produced in the ﬂame. Thus the levels observed in the turbulent ﬂame are higher
(YNO ≃ 5× 10−5) at z = 30D than the boundary value used for ﬂamelet calculations,
which explains the discrepancy observed for NO mass fraction.
CH4, CO and NO source terms shown in Fig. 8.18 again reveal a large dispersion.
Because of the lower strain rates at this location, all source terms are signiﬁcantly
lower compared to the axial position z = 7.5D.
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Figure 8.17: Sandia flame D: Temperature, OH, CO and NO mass fractions vs
mixture fraction at axial location z = 30D. Black dot: experiments, Red dot:
LES. Coflow counterflow flame (—) and pilot counterflow flame (−−) at strain
rate a = 60 s−1.
8.6.3 Response to strain rate
The ﬂame structure observed at the two axial positions in the previous section is con-
sistent locally with non-premixed, strained laminar ﬂames with a large range of strain
rates because of turbulent strain ﬂuctuations. Laminar cases (Sec. 8.6.1) showed a
high sensitivity of the pollutant formation to the strain rate and to the ﬂame type
(coﬂow or pilot). Thus, in the turbulent case, the presence of the hot pilot jet is ex-
pected to signiﬁcantly impact the ﬂame structure and pollutant formation, especially
close to the injection exits. To evaluate this eﬀect, CH4, CO and NO source terms
are extracted along a Z = 0.4 isosurface from an instantaneous LES ﬁeld, at two lo-
cations: the ﬁrst in the vicinity of z = 7.5D plane (between 7.5D and 10D) and the
second one close to z = 30D plane (between 30D and 33D). The distribution of CH4
source term is ﬁrst compared for the two axial locations in Fig. 8.19. Statistics con-
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(a) CH4 destruction rate.
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(b) CO production rate.
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Figure 8.18: Sandia flame D: Scatter plot of CH4, CO and NO source terms vs
mixture fraction at axial location z = 30D. Comparison of coflow (—) and pilot
(−−) counterflow flames at strain rates a = 35 s−1 and 270 s−1.
ditioned on the local strain rate are also shown and provide an estimate of the local
mean and dispersion. At low strain rate values, it appears that the fuel consumption
has a bi-modal behaviour: data points are distributed either around the pilot or the
coﬂow ﬂamelet curve. This is more clearly visible at z = 30D in Fig. 8.19(b). At
higher strain rate values (a > 200 s−1), the dispersion becomes very large. Note the
non-quenched ﬂame points at strain rates signiﬁcantly beyond the extinction limits at
location z = 7.5D. This can be attributed to the unsteady ﬂame response to strain
rate ﬂuctuations [46, 88]. Despite the large dispersion, the behaviour of the conditional
mean is found to be well consistent with the pilot ﬂamelets at z = 7.5D and with the
coﬂow ﬂamelets at z = 30D. This supports the strong inﬂuence of the pilot at locations
close to the jet exits.
The same analysis is conducted for the CO source term in Fig. 8.20. For low to mod-
erate strain rates (0 < a < 200 s−1), CO production corresponds to pilot-type ﬂamelet
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Figure 8.19: Sandia flame D: Scatter plot of CH
4
consumption rate versus
strain rate along the Z = 0.4 isosurface at axial locations a) z = 7.5D and
b) z = 30D. The grey shaded area corresponds to the conditional standard
deviation around the conditional mean (· − ·−). The vertical line corresponds
to the mean strain rate. LES results are compared to the coflow counterflow
flamelets (—) and the pilot counterflow flamelets (−−).
burning while CO destruction is characteristic of coﬂow ﬂamelets. Similarly to CH4,
the conditional mean is consistent with the pilot ﬂamelets at z = 7.5D and with the
coﬂow ﬂamelets at z = 30D.
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Figure 8.20: Sandia flame D: Scatter plot of CO production rate versus strain
rate along the Z = 0.4 isosurface at axial locations a) z = 7.5D and b) z = 30D.
The grey shaded area corresponds to the conditional standard deviation around
the conditional mean (· − ·−). The vertical line corresponds to the mean strain
rate. LES results are compared to the coflow counterflow flamelets (—) and
the pilot counterflow flamelets (−−).
Finally the comparison of NO source term extracted from LES with ﬂamelets is shown
in Fig. 8.21. Again, a strong dispersion of the LES data is observed. However the
NO source term is either positive or negative, whereas always positive in the reference
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ﬂamelets. Despite this diﬀerence, a good correlation is visible between LES and refer-
ence ﬂamelets, particularly at z = 30D (Fig. 8.21(b)) where the NO source term clearly
matches the coﬂow ﬂamelets manifold response for low to moderate strain rates. Once
again, the conditional mean source term behaviour is consistent with the pilot ﬂamelets
at z = 7.5D and with the coﬂow ﬂamelets at z = 30D.
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Figure 8.21: Sandia flame D: Scatter plot of NO production rate versus strain
rate along the Z = 0.4 isosurface at axial locations a) z = 7.5D and b) z = 30D.
The grey shaded area corresponds to the conditional standard deviation around
the conditional mean (· − ·−). The vertical line corresponds to the mean strain
rate. LES results are compared to the coflow counterflow flamelets (—) and
the pilot counterflow flamelets (−−).
From the analysis of CH4, CO and NO source term response to strain, and in light
of the laminar cases, it can be concluded that the turbulent ﬂame does not exhibit a
single canonical structure, but rather follows a laminar structure that depends on the
local mixing. The coﬂow and pilot counterﬂow ﬂamelet series correspond to the two
extreme states of burning, with either pure air or lean burnt gases, when no mixing be-
tween the pilot and the coﬂow gas occur. Close to the injection, at z = 7.5D, the good
correlation of the three conditional mean source terms with the pilot ﬂamelets tends to
indicate that the ﬂame structure is controlled by the pilot in this zone. Conversely, for
downstream locations, the eﬀect of the pilot, which represents only a 1/5 of the main
central injection mass ﬂow rate is expected to be weaker. This is supported by the
chemical response observed at z = 30D, which correlates best with coﬂow ﬂamelets,
for which the pilot is not taken into account.
From the laminar cases (Fig. 8.13), it can be inferred that the strong inﬂuence of the
pilot increases the total CO production rate, whereas NO production is less sensitive to
the type of ﬂamelet. This analysis has important consequences for tabulated chemistry
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models [85, 201, 213], that require presumed reference ﬂamelets to construct the look-
up table. In most studies, the coﬂow ﬂamelets were retained, missing the impact of the
pilot ﬂow. This might explain the unsatisfactory prediction of CO generally observed in
tabulated chemistry models on this conﬁguration [201]. To improve the local description
of the ﬂame structure, an additional parameter describing the mixing state between the
coﬂow and the pilot can be introduced, as done in [122]. However, the evaluation of
this parameter may be diﬃcult in the turbulent ﬂame.
8.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, a highly resolved LES of the Sandia ﬂame D has been performed. Two
ARCs based on GRI 3.0 and GRI 2.11 detailed mechanisms have been employed in the
simulations. The mixture fraction, temperature and CO mass fraction proﬁles were
shown to be in very good agreement with the experimental data. The slight discrep-
ancies observed were essentially due to a slight over-prediction of the global mixing
rate. Consistently with previous studies, strong disparities are observed between re-
duced mechanism based on GRI 3.0 and GRI 2.11 for NO prediction. While a very
satisfactory agreement of NO is obtained with GRI 2.11, the reduced mechanism based
on GRI 3.0 leads to a signiﬁcant overprediction of NO produced by the ﬂame.
A detailed analysis of the ﬂame structure showed that the burning mode is essentially
non-premixed. The turbulent ﬂame structure and response to strain rate is similar to
counterﬂow diﬀusion ﬂamelets, despite a very large dispersion of the chemical source
terms attributed to turbulent eﬀects. A detailed analysis of the chemical source terms
highlight the fact that the ﬂame structure is signiﬁcantly aﬀected by the presence of the
pilot, which was found to have a strong inﬂuence at the ﬂame basis. This behaviour
signiﬁcantly impacts the ﬂame structure and pollutant formation, with a strong in-
crease of CO formation. This implies that the turbulent ﬂame cannot be described
accurately by a single ﬂamelet table. The hybrid structure resulting from the mixing
between main, coﬂow and pilot jets make it diﬃcult to ﬁnd a suitable reference ﬂame
for tabulated chemistry models.
This study demonstrates the strength of the ARC approach that allows for the direct
integration of the chemistry and does not rely on the a priori identiﬁcation of a reference
laminar ﬂame. ARC allows a faithful representation of the ﬂame structure and response
to local ﬂow and mixing conditions in the turbulent ﬂame. It is therefore a promising
chemical modelling strategy for application to more complex industrial conﬁgurations,
in which strong dilution, heat losses and two-phase ﬂow combustion may occur.
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9.1 Objectives
The objective of this chapter is to assess the capability of the methodologies developed
in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 to accurately reproduce the ﬂame structure along with
pollutants such as NOx and CO in a realistic industrial conﬁguration, the Siemens
SGT-100 burner studied experimentally at DLR Stuttgart. LES of this conﬁguration
has already been performed by Bulat et al. [27], using the Eulerian stochastic ﬁeld
method [94] combined with an ARC including NOx and CO chemistry [191]. In the
present study, ARC combined with TFLES is applied in the LES of two operating
points of the conﬁguration.
After a description of the conﬁguration and the experimental and numerical setups
(Sec. 9.2), the LES results are compared with the experiments (Sec. 9.3). The response
of the chemical system to local ﬂow conditions and its impact on pollutant formation
is further discussed and analysed in the light of reference laminar cases. Further, the
comparison of the LES results on two operating points illustrates the impact of pres-
sure and equivalence ratio on the ﬂame structure and pollutant emissions (Sec. 9.6).
The sensitivity of the results to numerical and physical modelling are ﬁnally discussed
(Sec. 9.7). In particular, the impact of wall heat transfer on NOx and CO prediction is
assessed in this conﬁguration.
9.2 Experimental and numerical setup
9.2.1 Description of the conguration
The SGT-100 conﬁguration is studied experimentally in the high pressure facility at the
German Aerospace Centre (DLR) Stuttgart, Germany. Figure 9.1 shows a schematic of
the experimental conﬁguration. It comprises a radial swirler, a mixing cylinder duct of
diameter D = 86mm with a sudden radial expansion into a square cross-section cham-
ber. The main air ﬂows through the radial swirler. Additional air leakages are referred
to as panel leakage, window, and exhaust air leakage in Fig. 9.1 and Fig. 9.2. The
combustor is operated with natural gas injected through multiple holes located on the
swirler vanes, that are not detailed here for conﬁdentiality purposes. The experimental
combustor has the essential features of modern industrial burners: the swirl-stabilised
ﬂame is highly turbulent and burns in lean conditions at relatively high pressure and
temperature. The mixture is rather well mixed prior to combustion, but a degree of
partial premixing remains in the combustor.
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Figure 9.1: Schematic of the experimental SGT-100 configuration. The four 1D
Raman measurement planes, the PIV window and the acoustic probe location
are indicated. From [190].
9.2.2 Measurements
The experimental data are available from Stopper et al. [190] and were obtained in the
framework of the TURCHEMI (TURbulence and CHEMistry interaction) project. The
measurement techniques are also detailed in Stopper [188, 189], and were performed
during three experimental campaigns from 2006 to 2008. Two-components Particle
Image Velocimetry (PIV) was performed in the window shown in Fig. 9.1. OH∗ chemi-
luminescence and OH Planar Laser-Induced Fluorescence (PLIF) were applied in the
mid-plane of the combustor to assess the global ﬂame structure and dynamics. Species
concentrations (CO2, O2, N2, H2O and fuel) and temperature were obtained via one-
dimensional Raman scattering at 60 measurement locations depicted in Fig. 9.1. Es-
timated experimental uncertainties for CO2, O2, N2, H2O and fuel concentrations are
respectively 20%, 21%, 6%, 14% and 4% whereas the uncertainty for temperature is
13%. Exhaust measurements of CO and NO emissions were obtained by probe tech-
niques. The acoustic activity of the combustor was measured via a dynamic pressure
probe, located on the central axis as indicated by the cross in Fig. 9.1. Note that the
uncontrolled mass ﬂows of panel and window air leakages (Fig. 9.1) were estimated ex-
perimentally from exhaust O2 concentrations. Measurements were performed on three
operating points: two reacting cases (Case A and Case B) that are considered for the
present study and introduced in the next subsection, and a non-reacting case.
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9.2.3 Operating points for the LES study
The two operating points retained for the present LES study correspond respectively
to Case A and Case B described in Stopper et al. [190]. Preliminary LES computations
without adjusted boundary conditions for these cases lead to a signiﬁcant overpredic-
tion of mixture fraction levels in the burnt gases, indicating that the actual global
equivalence ratio of the combustor is actually lower than expected from the given inlet
conditions. This discrepancy between global equivalence ratio of the operating points
and measured mixture fraction levels is also pointed out in [190]. Therefore, the air
mass ﬂows had to be adjusted so as to recover the correct global equivalence ratio of
the burner. It corresponds to an increase of the swirler air mass ﬂow rate by 15% for
Case A and 5% for Case B. Using this modiﬁed inlet conditions limits the possibility
of comparison with the LES study of Bulat et al. [27], which was performed with the
operating point of Stopper et al. [190], i.e. at a higher global equivalence ratio. The
exact operating conditions employed for the LES are given in Tab. 9.1 in terms of
pressure P , air temperature Tair and fuel temperature Tfuel. The fuel, swirler air and
panel air mass ﬂow rates (m˙) are used for the deﬁnition of the global equivalence ratio
φglob of the ﬂame. The window air mass ﬂow rate m˙window is not included in this deﬁ-
nition as this leakage is located much further downstream in the combustor. The fuel
Case P Tair Tfuel
A 3bars 682K 305K
B 6bars 683K 304K
Case m˙fuel m˙swirler m˙panel m˙window φglob
A 6.24 g/s 183 g/s 16.2 g/s 17.3 g/s 0.52
B 12.8 g/s 338 g/s 30.9 g/s 33 g/s 0.59
Table 9.1: SGT-100: retained operating conditions for LES study of Case A
and Case B.
employed in the experiments is German natural gas with the following composition in
mass: CH4 = 96.97%, C2H6 = 1.553%, C3H8 = 0.35%, C4H10 = 0.05%, CO2 = 0.27%,
N2 = 0.753%. It is simpliﬁed as pure methane in the present study.
9.2.4 Numerical setup
LES is performed using the AVBP solver (Sec. 2.4.1). The TTGC scheme is used
(Sec. 2.4.2). A global view of the numerical domain is shown in Fig. 9.2. The panel
and window air leakages are included in the computational domain. The latter may
not signiﬁcantly impact the ﬂame structure but it can alter CO and NO evolutions in
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burnt gases.
Figure 9.2: SGT-100: global view of the computational domain, with an in-
stantaneous axial velocity field in the mid-plane.
The unstructured mesh comprises 120 million tetrahedral elements. The characteristic
grid sizes are 0.8mm in the swirler vanes, to ensure suﬃcient resolution of the turbulent
scales, and 0.55mm in both the premixing duct and the ﬂame region, to keep reason-
able levels of artiﬁcial thickening of the TFLES model. Typical ﬂame thicknesses are
δT = 0.25mm for Case A and 0.17mm for Case B, resulting in thickening factors of
respectively F ≃ 11 and F ≃ 16, by imposing nF = 5. Figure 9.3 shows a mid-plane
cut of the characteristic grid size distribution, with reﬁnements in the ﬂame region and
in the vicinity of the inlets. The small fuel injection holes in the swirler vanes are
discretised with at least 6 elements in their diameter. These smaller elements impose
the time step based on the acoustic CFL condition ∆t = 75ns. This value allows direct
explicit integration of the chemical source terms of the ARC, except for H2O2 which is
treated implicitely, as discussed in Chapter 7.
The inlets and the outlet are described by Navier-Stokes characteristic boundary con-
ditions (NSCBC) [160]. Mean turbulent velocity proﬁles are imposed for swirler and
window leakage inlets. Constant velocity proﬁles are used for panel leakage and fuel
injections. The combustor mean pressure is imposed at the outlet. The walls are
considered non-slipping and adiabatic. Given the relatively low ﬂame temperature
(T < 2000K), radiative heat transfer is not considered. Turbulent subgrid stresses are
modelled with the SIGMA eddy viscosity model [144].
The ARC 22 GRI211 mechanism detailed in Sec. 6.2 is employed in conjunction with
the TFLES model, following the methodology detailed in Sec. 6.4. The parameters
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Figure 9.3: SGT-100: characteristic element size distribution in the mid-plane
of the combustor.
retained for the dynamic sensor ﬁltering are given in Tab. 9.2. Compared to laminar
cases, the relaxation times parametrised by αcold and αhot (see Sec. 6.4.3) were divided
by 20, essentially because of the choice of a narrower sensor width compared to lami-
nar cases, but still large enough to encompass the strong gradient regions in the ﬂame.
Also, the sensor tends to spread more in the turbulent case because of three-dimensional
eﬀects (e.g. ﬂame wrinkling).
αcold αhot Scψ
Laminar cases 1/3 1/30 0.13
SGT computations 1/60 1/600 0.13
Table 9.2: SGT-100: comparison of sensor filtering parameters between laminar
cases (Sec. 6.4.5) and the present turbulent case.
In addition, the Charlette eﬃciency function [34] detailed in Sec. 4.5.2.1 is employed
to account for subgrid turbulence-chemistry interaction.
This numerical setup constitutes a baseline reference for both Case A and Case B. In
addition, the impact of several numerical and physical parameters will be assessed (for
Case A only) in Sec. 9.7:
• Impact of subgrid scale model: comparison between SIGMA, WALE and
Smagorinsky subgrid models (Sec. 9.7.1).
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• Impact of the chemical description: comparison between ARC and NO-
MAGT (Sec. 9.5) for NOx prediction.
• Impact of grid resolution/artificial thickening: comparison between diﬀer-
ent levels of ﬂame resolution (Sec. 9.7.2).
• Impact of wall heat transfer: comparison between adiabatic and non-adiabatic
walls (Sec. 9.7.3).
9.3 Results: Case A
In the following, LES results for the baseline case are presented and validated against
experimental data on Case A.
9.3.1 Flow dynamics
The instantaneous ﬁeld of axial velocity in the mid-plane cut shown in Fig. 9.4 ex-
hibits the typical features of a highly swirling ﬂow, which is expected, given the high
geometrical swirl number Sg = 1.3, based on the deﬁnition of [76],
Sg =
2
3
1− (Din −Dout)3
1− (Din −Dout)2 tan θ , (9.1)
where Din and Dout are respectively the inner and outer diameters of the swirler and
θ is the swirler vane angle. Because of the strong swirling motion, the high-velocity jet
expands rapidly after the duct, leading to the formation of a large inner recirculation
zone (IRZ) in the central part of the combustor. Outer recirculation zones (ORZ) also
form in the combustion chamber corners under the eﬀect of the outer shear layer of the
swirling jet. The acceleration of the swirling ﬂow at the exit of the combustor generates
a strong exit vortex core (EVC), with signiﬁcant velocity ﬂuctuations on the centerline
(Fig. 9.4d).
Comparison with the experimental data
Measurements were performed in the mid-plane of the combustor at four transverse lo-
cations shown in Fig. 9.4. The transverse position y = 0 corresponds to the centerline
of the combustor. LES statistics were collected for 7 ﬂow-through times (≃ 35ms).
Figure 9.5 shows the very good agreement between LES and measured mean and root
mean square (rms) axial velocities. The jet opening and the intensity of the IRZ are
correctly predicted. The peaks of ﬂuctuations in the shear layers between the swirling
jet and the recirculation zones are correctly captured, as well as the ﬂuctuations close
to the centerline associated to the EVC activity.
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Figure 9.4: SGT-100/Case A: Instantaneous axial velocity from LES in the
mid-plane of the combustor, truncated at the beginning of the transition duct.
a) Swirling jet, b) IRZ, c) ORZ) and d) EVC. The vertical black lines denote
the four axial locations of measurements.
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Figure 9.5: SGT-100/Case A: Transverse profiles of mean (top) and rms (bot-
tom) axial velocity at the four measurement locations. Comparison between
LES (–) and experiments ().
9.3.2 Flame properties
An instantaneous snapshot of mixture fraction is displayed in Fig. 9.7a. The mixture
fraction Z is based on the carbon atom and is normalised to vary from zero in the
swirler air to 1 in the fuel injections. Note that, in the experiments, only major species
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Figure 9.6: SGT-100/Case A: Transverse profiles of mean (top) and rms (bot-
tom) transverse velocity at the four measurement locations. Comparison be-
tween LES (–) and experiments ().
were used for mixture fraction evaluation. It was checked that it does not have an im-
pact on the comparison between LES and experimental data. The stoichiometric value
is Zst = 0.0565 and the global mixture fraction is Zglob = 0.0303. Figure 9.7a shows
the rapid mixing of the fuel with the swirler air in the premixing duct. The mixture
fraction rapidly falls below Z = 0.04 in the mixing tube, and is quite homogeneous and
close to Zglob further downstream. Some pockets of higher mixture fraction remain,
highlighted by the isocontour at Z = 0.032, leading to a partially-premixed combustion
regime. These richer pockets have a higher temperature (above 1850K), as shown in
Fig. 9.7b. An instantaneous heat release rate ﬁeld in Fig. 9.7c highlights the M-shape
ﬂame. Compared to the branch in the shear layer between the jet and the IRZ, the
outer branch located in the shear layer between the ORZ and the swirling jet has lower
burning rates and only stabilises intermittently at the corner between the premixing
duct and the transverse wall.
The NO source term shown in Fig. 9.7d peaks in the ﬂame region because of the in-
teraction with the fuel oxidation chemistry. The higher NO source term levels found
in pockets with higher mixture fraction in the ﬂame region conﬁrm the strong depen-
dency of NO formation on equivalence ratio. In burnt gases, slower chemical processes
occur mainly via thermal NO [212], as will be further highlighted in Sec. 9.6.4. As the
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threshold temperature for thermal NO (≃ 1850K) is rarely crossed, NO production in
burnt gases stays very moderate.
a) b)
c) d)
Isocontour Z = 0.032 Isocontour T = 1850K
Figure 9.7: SGT-100/Case A: Instantaneous fields from LES in the mid-plane of
the combustor, focused on the first half of the combustor. a) Mixture fraction,
b) Temperature (K), c) Heat release rate (W/m3/s) and d) NO source term
(kg/m3/s).
Comparison with experimental data
The comparison of temperature and mixture fraction in Fig. 9.8 reveals a very good
agreement for mean quantities, indicating that the ﬂame shape is correctly predicted.
The mixture fraction peak in the swirler jet decreases slightly more rapidly in the
LES, which tends to indicate that the overall mixing rate tends to be overpredicted in
the LES. A slight overprediction of temperature occurs in the central region of burnt
gases, which can not be explained by mixture fraction diﬀerences. It is more likely
due to heat losses, which are not taken into account in the baseline case. The shape
of the ﬂuctuations is well-captured (Fig. 9.9), but their intensity is under-estimated,
particularly on the centerline of the combustor. However, similar discrepancy between
LES and measurements was previously observed in [27]. Stopper et al. [190] also
pointed out that the rms values in this region are about 6% of the mean values, and are
therefore below the detection limit. This may at least partially explain the discrepancy.
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9.3.3 Point data statistics
To further compare the ﬂame structure, scatter plots from LES and experiments are
compared. Note that the experimental data were collected over several hours, whereas
the collection time for LES is a sequence of 35ms only, and sampled every 4 µs. The
locations of the 6 probes (P100, P113, P116, P119, P314, P519) are shown in Fig. 9.10.
Figure 9.10: SGT-100: location of probes for point data comparison.
Scatter plots of temperature vs mixture fraction are shown at the 6 locations in
Fig. 9.11, along with temperature and mixture fraction PDFs.
• P100 is located in the centerline of the combustor, where the combustion process
is complete. Consistently with mixture fraction and temperature rms values which
are close to zero at this location (Fig. 9.9), the temperature and mixture fraction
distributions in the LES are close to a Dirac distribution. The spreading is much
larger in the experimental data. A signiﬁcant number of experimental points are
located above the equilibrium line, which is not physical, and might be attributed
to experimental detection limit, as previously pointed out.
• P119 is located in the outer shear layer. A very satisfactory agreement of nu-
merical and experimental PDFs and global distributions is obtained. The large
spreading of the temperature distribution can be attributed to the intermittent
burning due to high strain at this location, as will be described in Sec. 9.4.2.
• P113 and P315 are located in the inner shear layer. They exhibit a bimodal
PDF of temperature with a peak close to equilibrium and another peak close the
mixing line, in both LES and experiments. It indicates that the mixture is either
partially burnt or unburnt at this location. From the distribution of the mixture
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fraction, it can be deduced that mixing is higher at P315 than P113 in the LES
case.
• P116 is located in the ﬂame front. Again a bimodal PDF of temperature is
obtained due to intermittency, with a more pronounced peak in the fresh gases.
• P519 is located close to the ﬂame tip. Both LES and experimental data are
close to equilibrium, indicating almost complete combustion, with few remaining
unburnt pockets. The peak of mixture fraction at the global value in the LES case
indicates that mixing is almost complete, whereas signiﬁcant dispersion remains
in the experiments.
Overall trends are well captured at the diﬀerent locations by the LES. Diﬀerences in
the distributions mainly arise from the mixture fraction dispersion which is signiﬁcantly
higher in the experiments. This can partially be attributed to i) the collection time
which is lower by several orders of magnitude in the LES case and ii) measurement
noise which might lead to an overestimation of the dispersion, especially in the burnt
gases where the ﬂuctuations are relatively weak compared to mean quantities.
9.3.4 Pollutant emissions
CO and NO levels at the combustor outlet are compared to the available measure-
ments. Note that the emission levels measured in the LES are corrected to 15% O2 to
be compared with measurements. A concentration of 3.8 ppmv at 15% O2 is obtained
for NO levels in the LES, to be compared to the experimental level of 5 ppmv. The
slight underprediction of NO at the combustor exit could be attributed to the overall
underestimation of temperature and mixture fraction ﬂuctuations which tend to in-
crease NO production [18], as will be further be highlighted in Sec. 9.4. As for CO, a
concentration of 6 ppmv at 15% O2 is consistent with the value of 4 ppmv measured in
the experiments. Note that exhaust measurements were known only after conducting
the LES: no model parameter adjustment was performed, highlighting the predictive
capability of the methodology. However, there is a lack of estimation of numerical and
experimental uncertainties to fully conclude on the accuracy of the prediction. The sen-
sitivity of the results to physical and numerical parameters will be assessed in Sec. 9.7.
In addition, a more thorough analysis of CO and NOx formation will be performed
when comparing Case A and Case B in Sec. 9.6.
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Figure 9.11: SGT-100/Case A: scatter plots of temperature vs mixture fraction
at the 6 probes: experiments (·) and LES (·). PDFs of temperature and mixture
fraction are also shown for experiments (· · ·) and LES (—). The continuous
lines corresponds to equilibrium and mixing lines.
9.4 Flame structure analysis
9.4.1 Impact of mixture fraction inhomogeneity
The local ﬂame structure may strongly deviate from the mean behaviour because of
local ﬂow conditions and mixing, with an important impact on NO and CO. The range
of mixture fraction in which the fuel mostly burns is evaluated by integrating over
the whole domain the fuel consumption rate conditioned on the mixture fraction. The
resulting distribution (Fig. 9.12) highlights a partially-premixed combustion regime
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where the fuel is essentially consumed in the range Z = 0.02− 0.04 (φ = 0.43− 0.61),
with a peak at the global mixture fraction Zglob = 0.030.
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Figure 9.12: SGT-100/Case A: integrated fuel consumption (kg/m3/s) (—) con-
ditioned on the mixture fraction vs mixture fraction. The vertical line corre-
sponds to the global mixture fraction.
To assess the response of the chemical system in the partially-premixed combustion
regime, the ﬂame structure is ﬁrst compared to unstrained one-dimensional premixed
ﬂames at three representative mixture fraction values (Z = 0.025; Zglob; 0.035) in terms
of fuel, CO and NOx source terms. In Fig. 9.13, LES data are extracted from instanta-
neous snapshots and conditionally averaged on the progress variable (deﬁned in Eq. 4.7)
and the mixture fraction (for three mixture fraction values). At these lean conditions,
both the laminar and turbulent ﬂames are very sensitive to mixture fraction. The tur-
bulent ﬂame response is consistent with the laminar ﬂames.
For pollutant species, the ﬂame emission indices are deﬁned as the ratio of total pro-
duction in the ﬂame to total fuel consumption,
EINO =
ω˙totNO
−ω˙totCH
4
, (9.2)
EICO =
ω˙totCO
−ω˙totCH
4
, (9.3)
where ω˙totNO and ω˙
tot
CO are the ﬂame total production rates deﬁned in Eq. 6.1. Note
that the emission indices are given in g/kg. The overall ﬂame emission indices of CO
and NO are sensitive to the local mixture fraction, as shown in Fig. 9.14 for laminar
unstrained premixed ﬂames: ﬂame EINO is multiplied by 2.5 between Z = Zglob and
Z = 0.035, while ﬂame EICO is divided by 2. Therefore, even moderate variations of
mixture fraction (by 15%) signiﬁcantly alter CO and NO ﬂame emission indices (by
100%).
Note that the conditionally averaged chemical source terms from LES tend to be lower
than for laminar cases for all mixture fraction values. Also, a large dispersion around
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the conditional mean is observed. This can be explained by the eﬀect of strain, as
further discussed (Sec. 9.4.2).
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Figure 9.13: SGT-100/Case A: a) CH4, b) CO and c) NOx source terms con-
ditionally averaged on progress variable and on mixture fractions Z = 0.025
( ), Z = Zglob ( ) and Z = 0.035 ( ) (bold lines) vs progress variable. Thin
lines correspond to the unstrained premixed laminar flame at the same mixture
fraction values.
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Figure 9.14: SGT-100/Case A: CO (—) and NO (· − ·−) flame emission indices
of unstrained premixed laminar flames vs mixture fraction. The vertical line
corresponds to the global mixture fraction.
9.4.2 Impact of strain on the flame structure
In Chapter 8, strain rate was found to have a signiﬁcant impact on the structure of
non-premixed ﬂames, on laminar and turbulent cases. Premixed ﬂames are generally
less sensitive to strain. However, for highly turbulent conﬁgurations, it can have a
signiﬁcant impact on the global ﬂame properties. For example, Knudsen et al. [101]
showed on a premixed jet ﬂame that the ﬂame structure was strongly impacted by
turbulent strain, by comparing DNS and LES performed with strained and unstrained
premixed ﬂamelet models. In particular the ﬂame height was reduced when the strain
eﬀect was not taken into account.
Similar eﬀects can be expected in the present case. Indeed, in highly swirled conﬁg-
urations, the ﬂame generally stabilises in shear layers where mean and instantaneous
strain levels are high, leading to strong interaction between the ﬂow and the chemistry.
In particular, NO and CO are driven by slow chemical processes and thus are expected
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to be more sensitive to strain, as it modiﬁes the residence time in the ﬂame. Therefore
the impact of strain is studied in this section, ﬁrst by an assessment on laminar cases
which are further compared with the turbulent case.
9.4.2.1 Validation of ARC on laminar strained flames
The ARC 22 GRI211 scheme is assessed on laminar strained premixed ﬂame using
Cantera, in the counterﬂow conﬁguration described in Sec. 4.2.2: for premixed case,
fresh gases are injected against burnt gases at equilibrium. However, this is not the
best choice, as taking equilibrium compositions for NOx species lead to unrealistic NO
concentrations in the ﬂame front, not observed in LES where NO concentrations re-
main far from equilibrium. It leads to NO destruction rather than production in the
ﬂame front, as illustrated in Appendix. D. The best representative conﬁguration uses
adjusted NOx concentration in the burnt gases, to obtain concentrations in the ﬂame
front corresponding to the values observed in LES. This would however lead to a dou-
ble parametrization of the strained ﬂame references, and was therefore not retained.
Instead, NOx related species are simply excluded from the burnt gas side composi-
tion. This assumption has no impact on the structure of the NO source term as long
as NO concentrations in burnt gases remain very small compared to equilibrium values.
The response to strain of global ﬂame quantities are shown in Fig. 9.15. Increasing
strain rate tends to reduce the total fuel consumption (Fig. 9.15(a)). The ﬂame NO
emission index exhibits a monotonic decrease (Fig. 9.15(c)), indicating that ﬂame NO
production decreases more rapidly than total fuel consumption and thus has a higher
sensitivity to strain, which can be attributed to the slower time-scales of NOx forma-
tion. Conversely, the ﬂame CO emission index exhibits a non-monotonic behaviour
(Fig. 9.15(b)). The slow recombination of CO at the end of the ﬂame region is more
sensitive to strain than the production in the ﬂame front. This results in a strong
initial increase of CO ﬂame index with strain. At higher strain values, CO formation
in the ﬂame front is also impacted, leading to a slow decrease of the emission index for
a > 6000 s−1. On the overall, an excellent agreement is obtained between the detailed
mechanism and the ARC 22 GRI211, showing again its excellent prediction capability
outside its derivation range. The same validation case was performed for SGT-100/Case
B conditions and summarised in Appendix. C.
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Figure 9.15: One-dimensional strained premixed flames in SGT-100/Case A
conditions at φ = φglob. Comparison of the response to strain of global quantities
between GRI 2.11 (—), ARC 22 GRI211 (−−). The horizontal lines correspond
to the unstrained values for GRI 2.11.
9.4.2.2 Impact of flame thickening
The interaction between aerodynamic strain and chemistry is controlled by the Damko¨hler
number, whose expression is recalled from Eq. 4.23 as
Da(a) =
τflow
τc
≃ 1
a
Sl
δT
. (9.4)
When the TFLES model is applied, the ﬂame quantities become
δT → FδT = δ∗T , (9.5)
Sl → ESl = S∗l . (9.6)
When substituted in Eq. 9.4, one obtains the Damko¨hler number of the thickened ﬂame
Da∗
Da∗(a) =
E
Fa
Sl
δT
=
E
F
Da(a) = Da
(
Fa
E
)
. (9.7)
As the Damko¨hler number controls the interaction between the ﬂow strain rate and
the chemistry, it can be inferred from this equation that the response of the thickened
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ﬂame at a given strain rate a corresponds to the response of the unthickened ﬂame at
an eﬀective strain rate a∗ =
Fa
E
. The transposition to global ﬂame quantities is the
following:
ω˙tot,∗CH
4
(a) =E ω˙totCH
4
(a∗) , (9.8)
EICO∗(a) =− Eω˙
tot
CO(a
∗)
Eω˙totCH
4
(a∗)
= EICO(a∗) , (9.9)
EINO∗(a) =− Eω˙
tot
NO(a
∗)
Eω˙totCH
4
(a∗)
= EINO(a∗) . (9.10)
The TFLES model is designed to recover the turbulent ﬂame speed via the eﬃciency
function that appears in Eq. 9.8. Its impact on pollutant emissions might be non-
negligible because of the modiﬁed response to strain. To conﬁrm this impact, laminar
thickened ﬂame computations are performed with F = 5 and E = F0.5 (the 0.5 ex-
ponent corresponds to the asymptotic behaviour of the Charlette eﬃciency function).
Figure 9.16 shows the comparison of the response to strain of the unthickened and
thickened ﬂames. As theoretically predicted, the response to strain of the thickened
ﬂame is signiﬁcantly impacted, with an increased sensitivity to strain rate compared
to the unthickened ﬂame. When quantities of the thickened ﬂame are plotted vs the
eﬀective strain rate a∗, they collapse with the response of the unthickened ﬂame, con-
sistently with Eq. 9.8 to Eq. 9.10.
From this one-dimensional analysis, it can be concluded that the eﬀective strain a∗
should be considered when comparing the turbulent ﬂame structure with reference
laminar cases.
9.4.2.3 Impact of strain rate on the turbulent flame
Local strain fluctuations
The PDF of the tangential strain rate at (Eq. 4.18) is extracted from an instantaneous
LES ﬁeld and conditioned on the global mixture fraction Zglob and the progress variable
value c = 0.8, which corresponds roughly to the location of CH4 and NO source terms
peaks in progress variable space. The resulting distribution is shown in Fig. 9.17.
The strain rate PDF is relatively large, covering the range at = [−20000; 20000] s−1
around the mean value ameant = 2500 s
−1. This large range results from turbulent
ﬂuctuations, as shown by the spatial distributions of tangential strain rate (Eq. 4.18)
(Fig. 9.18a. This can also be seen from the maximum strain rate (Fig. 9.18b), deﬁned as
the diﬀerence between the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of the strain rate tensor.
Compared to instantaneous maximum strain rate, mean-velocity maximum strain rate
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Figure 9.16: One-dimensional strained premixed flames in SGT-100/Case A
conditions at φ = φglob. Comparison of global flame quantities for unthickened
flame response (F = 1, E = 1) (—), thickened flame response (F = 5, E = F0.5)
(· · ·) to strain rate a and thickened flame response to effective strain rate
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√
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Figure 9.17: SGT-100/Case A: PDF of instantaneous tangential strain rate at
(—) conditioned on Z = Zglob and c = 0.8. The vertical line correspond to the
spatial mean value ameant = 2500 s
−1.
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Figure 9.18: SGT-100/Case A: a) Instantaneous field of tangential strain rate
on c = 0.8 isosurface. b) maximum strain rate of instantaneous velocity field
and c) maximum strain rate of mean-velocity field in the mid-plane of the
combustor.
shown in Fig. 9.18c is signiﬁcant only in localised regions in the shear layers.
Global impact of strain
To evaluate the turbulent ﬂame response to strain, scatter plots and conditional means
of the chemical source terms at global mixture fraction Zglob are compared to unstrained
and strained laminar premixed ﬂames at the same mixture fraction Zglob (Sec. 9.4.2.1)
for three representative strain rate values (a = 1000, 6000, 11000 s−1). Figure 9.19
shows that both fuel and pollutant source terms are sensitive to strain on laminar
cases, as already highlighted in Sec. 9.4.2.1. Due to the high strain ﬂuctuations, the
turbulent ﬂame data of Fig. 9.19 shows a very large dispersion around the conditional
mean. Still, the mean turbulent ﬂame structure appears to be closest to the moderately
strained (a ≃ 6000 s−1) laminar ﬂame, which is consistent with the mean eﬀective strain
rate (a∗,mean = F/E × amean ≃ 9000 s−1). Based on the laminar strained ﬂames of
Sec. 9.4.2.1, this corresponds roughly to a decrease by 20% of the ﬂame consumption
speed compared to the unstrained ﬂame, with an increase of ﬂame CO production and
decrease of ﬂame NO production by one order of magnitude. Based on the trends of
laminar cases, it can therefore be inferred that the high strain intensity has a signiﬁcant
impact on pollutant formation.
Source term correlations with strain rate
Considerable scatter was obtained when correlating local instantaneous strain rate with
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Figure 9.19: SGT-100/Case A: Scatter plot (·) and conditional mean ( ) of
a) CH4, b) CO and c) NOx instantaneous source terms conditionally averaged on
progress variable and mixture fraction Zglob. The unstrained laminar premixed
flame response ( ) and strained laminar premixed flame cases (—) at strain
rate a = 1000, 6000, 11000 s−1 are also shown for comparison.
chemical sources terms, which may be attributed to the unsteady response of the ﬂame
structure to high-frequency strain rate ﬂuctuations [49]. A more signiﬁcant correlation
was obtained between chemical source terms and eﬀective mean-velocity strain rate,
as shown in Fig. 9.20. Despite the very large dispersion of chemical source terms
attributed to the combined eﬀect of strain ﬂuctuations and unsteady ﬂame response,
a good correlation is obtained between the conditionally averaged source terms and
eﬀective mean-velocity strain rate, and is similar to the laminar ﬂame response. This
supports the signiﬁcant impact of strain rate on the structure of the turbulent ﬂame.
Local impact in highly strained regions
The comparison of Fig. 9.18b) and Fig. 9.18c) shows that even if the turbulent strain
exhibits large values in the whole ﬂame region, the mean-velocity strain rate remains
signiﬁcantly high in localised regions, typically in the shear layers between the swirling
jet and the recirculation zones. This locally strong mean strain rate is likely to signiﬁ-
cantly modify the ﬂame structure. To illustrate this impact, an indicator θ is deﬁned
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Figure 9.20: SGT-100/Case A: Scatter plot at mixture fraction value Zglob and
progress variable value c = 0.8 of a) CH4, b) CO and c) NOx instantaneous source
terms vs effective mean-velocity strain rate a∗. LES data are conditionally
averaged (−−) on the effective mean-velocity strain rate. The strained laminar
premixed flame response (—) and unstrained response (horizontal line) are
also shown for comparison.
as
θ =
| ω˙LESCH
4
|
| ω˙1DCH
4
(ZLES , cLES) | , (9.11)
where ω˙LESCH
4
is the CH4 source term from the LES and ω˙
1D
CH
4
(ZLES , cLES) is the chemical
source term of the unstrained laminar ﬂame at the local mixture fraction and progress
variable extracted from LES. The indicator is evaluated on the c = 0.8 isosurface in
Fig 9.21a. θ is close to zero in the shear layer between the jet and the ORZ, conﬁrming
that the ﬂame is highly strained or even quenched in that region. This behaviour is
well correlated with the mean-velocity strain rate ﬁeld shown in Fig. 9.21b on the same
isosurface, which exhibits highest levels in that high shear region. This eﬀect directly
impacts the ﬂame stabilisation, which anchors intermittently at the corner between the
end of the premixing duct and the transverse wall.
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a) b)
Figure 9.21: SGT-100/Case A: Instantaneous snapshot of c = 0.8 isosurface
coloured by a) the local value of θ and b) the mean-velocity strain rate.
Summary of the effect of strain
The interaction between strain and the ﬂame chemical response has been shown to be
subject to high ﬂuctuation intensity, resulting in a strong dispersion of instantaneous
strain and turbulent ﬂame structure compared to the laminar cases. Localised regions
in the shear layer between the swirling jet and the CRZ have a high mean-velocity
strain close to the extinction limit and intermittently lead to quenching. The turbulent
ﬂame has a statistical behaviour similar to laminar strained ﬂames, for fuel as well as
pollutant species, for which high strain levels signiﬁcantly modify the species source
terms. The response to strain is however altered by the ﬂame thickening of the TFLES
model, which modiﬁes the eﬀective strain seen by the ﬂame. This impact will be
discussed in more details in Sec. 9.7.2.
9.4.3 Impact of flame curvature
The local ﬂame curvature, which also signiﬁcantly impacts the local chemical response
of the ﬂame [49] is brieﬂy analysed in this subsection. The instantaneous curvature K
(Eq. 4.19) along c = 0.8 isosurface is shown in Fig. 9.22(a). Contrarily to strain rate,
there are no particular region of high curvature, but a continuous alternation of posi-
tive and negative curvature zones. The resulting PDF (also conditioned on Z = Zglob)
shown in Fig. 9.22(b) is centred around zero.
To analyse the eﬀect of curvature, LES data is extracted from one instantaneous solu-
tion and conditioned on Z = Zglob and c = 0.8. The resulting scatter plots of source
terms vs curvature shown in Fig. 9.23 indicate a partial correlation with a trend to de-
crease source terms with increasing curvature. Note that there is no laminar reference
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Figure 9.22: SGT-100/Case A: a) Instantaneous field of curvature on c = 0.8
isosurface and b) PDF of curvature at Z = Zglob and c = 0.8.
for comparison in this case, which would require ﬂame-vortex interaction computations.
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Figure 9.23: SGT-100/Case A: scatter plot (·) of a) CH4, b) CO and c) NO in-
stantaneous source terms at Z = Zglob and c = 0.8 vs curvature. The unstrained
laminar premixed flame response (· · ·) is also shown.
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In average, negative and positive curvature eﬀects tend to cancel out and thus have no
signiﬁcant impact on the ﬂame structure.
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approach
9.5 Impact of chemical description: comparison with the
NOMAGT approach
In this section, the NOMAGT (NOMANI/GRC/TFLES) model described in Chapter 5
is applied for comparison purposes. Compared to the ARC approach, the diﬀerences
are the following:
• The methane-air chemistry is described by the 2S CH4 BFERmechanism detailed
in Appendix. A, where a validation on laminar cases corresponding to the SGT-
100 operating point is also provided.
• The NOMAGT model is employed to describe NOx formation. The numerical
parameters retained for the method are given in Tab. 9.3, and are identical to the
parameters used for the validation of the model on laminar cases in Chapter 5.
The look-up table comprises 300 points in the Z-direction and 200 points in c∗
and cNO direction.
crelax c
∗
switch
0.5 0.98
Table 9.3: SGT-100/Case A - NOMAGT: Parameters of the NOMAGT model.
The exact same methodology as for ARC is employed to dynamically thicken the ﬂame
front.
9.5.1 Comparison of mean proles
A comparison of mean proﬁles between the two cases is ﬁrst performed. The mean and
rms velocity proﬁles for the NOMAGT case are identical to the baseline case, the ﬂame
chemical description having only a very weak impact on ﬂow aerodynamics. Similarly,
the mixture fraction proﬁles are identical (Fig. 9.24 top). A more signiﬁcant impact is
found for temperature proﬁles (Fig. 9.24 bottom): whereas ARC and GRC yield similar
temperature levels in burnt gases in the centerline of the combustor, the temperature
levels are globally higher in the jet region in the GRC case, which tends to indicate
that the ﬂame is slightly shorter in this case.
This is supported by the comparison of CH4 and CO2 mole fraction proﬁles of Fig. 9.25
which reveals that the remaining fuel at Location 3 and Location 4 is lower in the
NOMAGT case, conﬁrming that the combustion process occurs more rapidly in this
case. This is also supported by the comparison of instantaneous ﬂame structures, as
shown in the next subsection.
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9.5.2 Instantaneous flame structure
Two instantaneous LES ﬁelds are extracted at random instants from the ARC and
NOMAGT cases and compared in Fig. 9.26. The intensity of the heat release rate is
globally higher for the GRC case. Signiﬁcant burning occurs in the outer shear layer
for the GRC case, whereas only weak and strongly intermittent burning occurs in this
zone for the ARC case. Similarly, the burning intensity is much higher for the GRC
case in the inner shear layer. This is attributed to the insensitive response to strain
of the 2-step mechanism, which is shown in Fig. 9.27 for laminar strained premixed
ﬂames.
This leads to a ﬂame more compact and attached to the end corner of the premixing
duct. This is also evidenced by the instantaneous temperature ﬁelds (Fig. 9.26(b)),
showing higher temperature levels in the outer shear layer of the jet and very few
unburnt pockets at downstream locations for the GRC case. This is also consistent
with the ﬁndings of Bulat et al. [27] on the same conﬁguration: with a 4-step global
mechanism [93], also weakly sensitive to strain, the resulting ﬂame was more compact
and strongly anchored to the combustor walls compared to simulations with more
reﬁned chemistry.
9.5.3 NOMAGT model
Fictive progress variable
From Chapter 5, we recall that a key point of the methodology is to introduce a progress
variable c∗ based on tabulated source term, that matches the 2-step chemistry progress
variable c2s, at the beginning of the ﬂame region and correctly reproduces the end of
the ﬂame and the post-ﬂame region of the detailed chemistry. From the comparison
of instantaneous ﬁelds shown in Fig. 9.28, indeed the progress variable c∗ appears to
correctly follow c2s. In addition, the comparison of the isocontour of c
∗ = 0.98 and
c2s = 0.98 in Fig. 9.28(b) reveals that c
∗ describes a more extended post-ﬂame region.
This shows that c∗ has the expected behaviour.
The good behaviour of c∗ is quantitatively supported by the distribution of c∗ vs c2s
on an instantaneous ﬁeld shown in Fig. 9.29: for c∗ < crelax, almost all data points fall
on the line c∗ = c2s, indicating that c
∗ correctly follows c2s, thanks to the relaxation
source term (Eq. 5.19). For c∗ > crelax, the correlation drops because of the steeper
behaviour of c2s in the end of the ﬂame and the post-ﬂame region.
NOx formation
Despite the ﬂame structure diﬀerences, a good qualitative agreement of the NO source
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(a) Heat release rate.
(b) Temperature.
Figure 9.26: SGT-100/Case A: comparison of two instantaneous fields of a) heat
release rate and b) temperature for ARC (baseline case) and GRC (NOMAGT)
case in the mid-plane of the combustor.
term is obtained between NOMAGT and ARC, as shown in Fig. 9.30: the high source
term in the ﬂame region and lower source term in the post-ﬂame region look similar
for both cases. The comparison of the isocontour at c = 0.98 for ARC and c∗ = 0.98
for NOMAGT shows that the choice of c∗switch = 0.98 is appropriate to distinguish
between the rapid NO formation in the ﬂame region and slower NO production in the
burnt gases. The overall quantitative agreement is also fair, and reported in Tab. 9.4.
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Figure 9.27: One-dimensional strained premixed flames in SGT-100/Case A
conditions at φ = φglob. Comparison of the response to strain of CH4 consump-
tion between GRI 2.11 (—), ARC 22 GRI211 (−−), and 2S CH4 BFER (· · ·).
The horizontal line corresponds to the unstrained value for GRI 2.11.
(a) GRC progress variable c2s. (b) Progress variable c
∗.
Figure 9.28: SGT-100/Case A - NOMAGT: Instantaneous fields of a) progress
variable from 2-step chemistry c2s and b) progress variable c
∗ with c2s = 0.98
isocontour (black) and c∗ = 0.98 isocontour (red).
Compared to the baseline case, the NOMAGT model leads to an increase by only
8% of NO concentration at the combustor exit. Based on the thickening sensor of the
TFLES model, the ﬂame region can be delimited, and its contribution to the overall NO
production evaluated. This is relevant since the same thickening sensor methodology
is used for the two cases. The ﬂame contribution to total NO production is very close
in both cases and corresponds to almost a half of the total NO production.
9.6 Effect of the operating conditions: comparison with
Case B
To assess the ability of the LES methodology to reproduce the experimental trends and
to capture the impact of operating conditions, the experimental Case B (Tab. 9.1) is also
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Figure 9.29: SGT-100/Case A - NOMAGT: scatter plot of c∗ vs c2s. The
vertical line corresponds to the switch value crelax = 0.5. The first bisector
(c∗ = c2s) (−−) is also shown.
Figure 9.30: SGT-100/Case A - NOMAGT: comparison of instantaneous fields
of NO source term (kg/m3/s) between ARC (baseline case) and NOMAGT case
in the mid-plane of the combustor. Isocontour of progress variable c = 0.98 for
the ARC case, and c∗ = 0.98 for the NOMAGT case.
calculated. To the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst LES study of this operating
point. The signiﬁcant diﬀerence with Case A is the combustor pressure, which is 6 bars
compared to 3 bars for Case A, while inlet temperatures are kept unchanged. The
global equivalence ratio is also slightly increased (φ = 0.59 instead of φ = 0.52). The
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NO (ppmv)
Flame Contribution
to total NO production (%)
Experiments 5.0 -
ARC (baseline case) 3.8 40%
NOMAGT 4.1 41%
Table 9.4: SGT-100/Case A - NOMAGT: Comparison of NO emissions at the
combustor exit between ARC and NOMAGT cases.
increased pressure has several impacts:
• Because of higher gas density, the Reynolds number based on the swirling jet
velocity and the jet width is multiplied by a factor 2 from Re ≃ 40×103 for Case
A to Re ≃ 80× 103 for Case B.
• Increased pressure also signiﬁcantly impacts the chemical structure of the ﬂame.
Because of lower diﬀusivities at higher pressure, the ﬂame thickness is reduced.
In addition, chemical times are shorter, which modiﬁes the turbulence/chemistry
interaction, with a general trend of increased turbulent ﬂame speed [121]. Auto-
ignition delays are reduced as well [185]. Concerning pollutants, increased pres-
sure tends to promote the recombination of CO in CO2 and also impacts the NOx
chemical processes [18], notably the thermal NO pathway.
The same numerical setup as for Case A described in Sec. 9.2.4 is employed. The only
diﬀerence concerns the ﬂame thickening factor: because of reduced laminar ﬂame thick-
ness from δT = 0.25mm to 0.17mm, the thickening factor is increased from F = 11 to
16, i.e. multiplied by 1.5. This should have a moderate impact on the resolved ﬂame
wrinkling, as analysed in Sec. 9.7.2.
9.6.1 Comparison of Case B with experiments
A very good agreement between LES and measurements is obtained for the mean
axial velocity (Fig. 9.31 top), and the agreement is also fair for rms axial velocity
(Fig. 9.31 bottom), even if a slight underestimation appears in the central region. It
may indicate an underprediction of the intensity of the EVC or an underprediction
of velocity ﬂuctuations due to the acoustic activity. Measurements indicate that the
acoustic activity is higher for Case B [190]: pressure ﬂuctuations with an amplitude
representing 1.9% of the mean pressure are observed compared to 0.6% for Case A.
This trend is not observed in the LES. It may be due to the presence of a choked nozzle
after the combustor exhaust in the experimental setup, which is not included in the
computational domain.
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Figure 9.31: SGT-100/Case B: Transverse profiles of mean (top) and rms (bot-
tom) axial velocity at the four measurement locations. Comparison between
LES (–) and experiments ().
The shape of the mean mixture fraction proﬁles (Fig. 9.32 top) is also well reproduced.
The mixture fraction peaks in the swirling jet region. A slight overall overprediction of
mixture fraction levels occur at Locations 3 and 4, leading to a slight overprediction of
the mean temperature levels (Fig. 9.32 bottom) in the burnt gases close to the center-
line. A very good prediction of the mean temperature evolution is otherwise obtained
in the ﬂame region at Locations 1 and 2. Temperature and mixture fraction ﬂuctuation
proﬁles are also well-captured in shape (Fig. 9.33), but levels are underpredicted as for
Case A.
On the overall, the same trends already observed in Case A are found in Case B, with
similar ﬂuctuation levels for both LES and experimental results.
9.6.2 Comparison between Case A and Case B in canonical cases
Laminar unstrained premixed flames
The ARC 22 GRI211 scheme validation performed in SGT-100/Case B conditions on
laminar unstrained premixed ﬂames in Sec. 7.2 is shown in Fig. 9.34. Because of re-
duced thermal and species diﬀusivities, the laminar ﬂame speed is smaller in Case B
conditions (Fig. 9.34(a)). The ﬂame CO emission index is slightly increased in the
range of equivalence ratios of interest (φ = 0.4− 0.6), whereas a slight reduction of the
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Figure 9.32: SGT-100/Case B: Transverse profiles of mean mixture fraction
(top) and temperature (bottom). Comparison between LES (–) and experi-
ments ().
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Figure 9.33: SGT-100/Case B: Transverse profiles of rms mixture fraction (top)
and rms temperature (bottom). Comparison between LES (–) and experiments
().
ﬂame NO emission index is observed (Fig. 9.34(c)).
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(a) Laminar flame speed.
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(b) EICO.
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(c) EINO.
Figure 9.34: One-dimensional unstrained premixed laminar flames in SGT-100
conditions. Comparison between Case A: GRI 2.11 (—), ARC 22 GRI211 (◦)
and Case B: GRI 2.11 (−−), ARC 22 GRI211 () of a) laminar flame speed,
b) EICO and c) EINO.
Pollutant chemistry in burnt gases
To study the impact of pressure on chemical processes in the burnt gases, PSRs com-
putations are performed where an initial perturbation of the pollutant mass fraction is
added to the equilibrium composition at φ = 0.52 (following the NORA methodology
introduced in Sec. 5.3.2). The resulting evolution of NO and CO source terms in phase
space of Fig. 9.35 reveals that the higher pressure tends to promote both CO destruc-
tion and NO formation in burnt gases.
The impact of equivalence ratio is also assessed by comparing similar PSRs computa-
tions at φ = 0.52 and φ = 0.59 at 6 bars in Fig. 9.36. The CO destruction is rather
insensitive to the increased equivalence ratio (Fig. 9.36(a)), whereas NO production is
increased by one order of magnitude. Thus, the eﬀect of equivalence ratio is expected
to be dominant compared to the eﬀect of pressure on NO formation in burnt gases.
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Figure 9.35: Evolution of PSRs in phase space after an initial perturbation
of equilibrium composition at φ = 0.52 for Case A (3 bars) and Case B (6 bars).
Comparison between ARC 22 GRI211 (· − ·−) and GRI 2.11 (—).
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Figure 9.36: Evolution of PSRs in phase space after an initial perturbation of
equilibrium composition for Case B, with an equivalence ratio φ = 0.52 (—) and
φ = 0.59 (· − ·−) using ARC 22 GRI211 .
9.6.3 Comparison of flame structure between Case A and Case B
Qualitative comparison
Instantaneous snapshots of OH concentration picked at random physical times are com-
pared to instantaneous OH PLIF data in Fig. 9.37 for Case A and Case B. In both
cases, no signiﬁcant OH concentration is found in the outer shear layer, indicating that
the ﬂame is close to extinction in this region. The main diﬀerence between the cases
appears in the inner shear layer between the swirling jet and the recirculation zone:
whereas OH concentration predicted by LES is weak in that region compared to the
ﬂame tip for Case A, it is signiﬁcantly higher for Case B, indicating that the mecha-
nism promoting the ﬂame stabilisation by the recirculation of hot gases is stronger in
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this region. This behaviour is supported by the OH PLIF pictures, which also exhibit
signiﬁcantly higher intensity in the inner shear layer. A similar behaviour is observed
Figure 9.37: Comparison between Case A (top) and Case B (bottom) of one
mapping of OH PLIF intensity and four instantaneous OH concentration fields
from LES.
for CH4 destruction rate LES snapshots in Fig. 9.38, which shows that the fuel con-
sumption rate is higher and less intermittent for Case B in the inner shear layer than
for Case A.
Figure 9.38: SGT-100: Comparison between Case A and Case B: four instan-
taneous snapshots of CH4 destruction rate from LES.
From these observations, it can be concluded that the LES is able to qualitatively re-
produce the impact of operating conditions on the ﬂame structure.
Quantitative comparison
A quantitative comparison between the two cases of the total fuel consumption con-
ditioned on the mixture fraction is given in Fig. 9.39. The distribution for Case B is
slightly shifted towards higher Z values because of the higher global mixture fraction
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(Zglob = 0.0335 instead of 0.030). The levels of mixture fraction ﬂuctuations in the
ﬂame region, characterised by the spreading of the distribution is similar for the two
cases.
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Figure 9.39: SGT-100: Normalised integrated fuel consumption conditioned
on the mixture fraction vs mixture fraction. Comparison between Case A (—)
and Case B (· − ·−). The vertical lines correspond to the respective global
mixture fraction of both cases.
9.6.4 Impact on CO and NOx formation
Given the distribution of emission indices shown in Fig. 9.40, under the combined ef-
fect of pressure and equivalence ratio, ﬂame EINO and EICO increase by 50% and 10%
respectively on laminar cases.
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Figure 9.40: CO and NO flame emission indices from unstrained premixed
laminar flames vs mixture fraction. Comparison between Case A (—) and
Case B (· − ·−). The vertical lines correspond to the respective global mixture
fraction of both cases.
For the turbulent ﬂame, the actual exhaust emission values are given in Tab. 9.5.
Compared to Case A, NO exhaust concentration is multiplied by 3 in the LES of Case
B, and CO exhaust concentration is multiplied by 2. The impact is signiﬁcantly higher
than in the laminar cases, and is attributed to the post-ﬂame processes, as will be
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further highlighted. The increase in NO emissions by a factor 3 for Case B in the LES
is close to the experimental value, for which a factor 3.5 is observed. However the trend
observed in the experiments is not reproduced in LES for CO. A source of discrepancy
might be heat losses, as will be further highlighted in Sec. 9.7.3.
NO [ppmv] CO [ppmv] EINO [g/kg] EICO [g/kg]
Case A: Experiments 5.0 3.4 0.32 0.20
Case A: LES 3.8 6 0.24 0.37
Case B: Experiments 18 4.4 1.16 0.27
Case B: LES 12 13 0.77 0.80
Table 9.5: SGT-100: Comparison between Case A and Case B for NO and CO
emissions at the combustor exit with the experimental data.
Analysis of CO exhaust emission levels
CO is formed in the ﬂame region, where it typically reaches values above equilibrium
concentrations. It is further recombined at the end of the ﬂame region and in the
post-ﬂame region. The residence time in the combustor must be suﬃciently high to
achieve low CO emissions, close to equilibrium values at the exhaust. To evaluate CO
departure from equilibrium at the combustor outlet, the instantaneous emission index
at the combustor exit plane is deﬁned as
< EICO > = 1000
< ρuYCO >)
< ρuZ >
, (9.12)
where ρ is the density, u is the axial velocity, and < · > is the spatial averaging
operator over the exit plane. It is compared with the emission index obtained with the
equilibrium CO mass fraction at the outlet
< EICO >eq = 1000
< ρu > Y eqCO (Toutlet,Youtlet)
< ρuZ >
, (9.13)
where
Youtlet =
< ρuY >
< ρu >
, (9.14)
Toutlet =
< ρuT >
< ρu >
. (9.15)
For Case A, the emission index is < EICO >= 0.37 while the emission index based on
CO equilibrium concentration is < EICO >eq= 0.33. For Case B, < EICO >= 0.8 and
< EICO >eq= 0.7. In both cases, CO levels are only slightly above equilibrium values.
It indicates that the residence time in the combustor in both cases is long enough to
complete CO oxidation in CO2. It can be concluded that CO concentrations at the
combustor exit are essentially driven by equilibrium values in the LES.
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Analysis of NOx formation
NO formation is analysed by decomposing it into the diﬀerent chemical pathways,
i.e. thermal, N2O, NNH and prompt pathways as shown in Fig. 9.41 and Fig. 9.42.
Results are qualitatively similar between Case A and Case B. The total NO source
term intensity in the ﬂame region is similar for the two cases, and in agreement with
the behaviour of one-dimensional premixed ﬂames. All the pathways shown have a
signiﬁcant contribution, except prompt NO which is negligible in these lean conditions.
In the burnt gases, only N2O and thermal pathways are signiﬁcant, and higher in Case
B which is directly related to the higher pressure and equivalence ratio, consistently
with PSRs calculations detailed in Sec. 9.6.2. The overall absolute and relative
contributions are given in Tab. 9.6. Thermal NO is the main contributor for both
cases, with an increased contribution in Case B mainly because of higher intensity of
this pathway in the burnt gases. Even if the absolute contribution of prompt NO is zero,
it might still play an important role, because it is highly coupled with other chemical
pathways, as described in Sec. 1.2.2. However the prompt NO contribution evaluated
on one-dimensional premixed ﬂames using the subtraction method (Sec. 1.2.2) was also
found to play a negligible role in these lean conditions. This allows to conclude that it
also has a negligible role in the turbulent ﬂames.
EINO [g/kg] Case A Case B
Pathway contribution Absolute Relative Absolute Relative
Thermal 0.12 44% 0.55 68%
N2O 0.07 28% 0.15 20%
NNH 0.07 28% 0.10 12%
Prompt 0 0% 0 0%
Total 0.26 100% 0.8 100%
Table 9.6: SGT-100: Comparison between Case A and Case B: contribution of
the different pathways to the total NO production.
The NO production can also be decomposed in terms of fast processes in the ﬂame
region (identiﬁed via the thickening sensor of the TFLES model) and slow processes in
the burnt gases, as already done in Sec. 9.5. This decomposition is given in Tab. 9.7.
The trend of both cases is consistent with zero and one-dimensional cases. The absolute
contribution of the fast chemical processes is increased by a factor 2 in Case B. This
value is rather consistent with the 50 % increase under the eﬀect of higher pressure and
equivalence ratio observed on laminar premixed ﬂames. The slow post-ﬂame processes
are increased by a factor 4, which is also consistent with the increase of one order of
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Figure 9.41: SGT-100: Instantaneous fields of temperature, NO source term,
thermal and N2O pathways. Comparison between Case A and Case B.
magnitude of post-ﬂame NO formation expected in Case B from PSRs computations
(Sec. 9.6.2).
9.7 Sensitivity to numerical and physical parameters
In this section, the robustness of the LES methodology is assessed by varying several
physical and numerical parameters on Case A. The impact of turbulent subgrid scale
model is ﬁrst discussed. Then, the impact of the ﬂame thickening on the ﬂame structure
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Figure 9.42: SGT-100: Instantaneous fields of temperature, prompt and NNH
pathways. Comparison between Case A and Case B.
EINO [g/kg] Case A Case B
Absolute Relative Absolute Relative
Flame contribution 0.1 40% 0.21 25%
Burnt gases contribution 0.16 60% 0.62 75%
Table 9.7: SGT-100: Comparison between Case A and Case B: contribution
of the flame region (fast processes) and burnt gases region (slow processes) to
the total NO production.
and pollutant formation is evaluated. Finally, the impact of wall heat transfer is eval-
uated by comparing LES computation including isothermal walls with the adiabatic
reference case. Previous studies [11, 213] suggest that heat losses may signiﬁcantly
impact NOx formation, given notably the high sensitivity of the thermal pathway on
temperature.
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9.7.1 Impact of subgrid scale model
To compare with the baseline case for which the SIGMA subgrid scale model is used,
LES were also performed with the Dynamic Smagorinsky model and the WALE model.
Note that in the Dynamic Smagorinsky case, wall boundaries are modelled with a law-
of-the-wall approach rather than the non-slipping formulation because this model yields
high non-physical levels of subgrid turbulent viscosity in the highly sheared boundary
layer. To compare the three subgrid scale models, the ratio R is introduced, deﬁned as
the ratio of turbulent to laminar viscosity
R =
νt
νlam
. (9.16)
It is generally considered that suﬃcient resolution of the turbulent energy spectrum
is reached if at least 80% of the total turbulent energy is resolved [165]. A more
qualitative criterion is that the resolution of the ﬂow scales are satisfactory if R < 20.
The comparison of R for the three subgrid scale models is shown in Fig. 9.43. The
overall intensity is similar, except for the Dynamic Smagorinsky model for which the
values are signiﬁcantly higher in the swirler region. This model is found to be over-
dissipative and leads to an underprediction of rms velocities in the swirling jet region.
Compared to the SIGMA case, the WALE model leads to subgrid turbulent viscosity
levels signiﬁcantly higher when coherent vortical structures are detected compared to
the SIGMA case. Therefore, because of the strong rotational motion of the EVC on
the centerline at the combustor exit, the WALE model leads to strong dissipation in
that region, signiﬁcantly higher than the other two models. Typical values of R ≃ 15
are obtained for the SIGMA model whereas R ≃ 80 for the WALE model. This high
level of turbulent viscosity leads to a misprediction of the EVC intensity and its spatial
extension. This explains why the SIGMA approach with non-slipping walls was ﬁnally
retained, even if the turbulent boundary layers might be under-resolved, given the grid
resolution at the walls, which is in wall units around y+ = 40− 60 in the swirler vanes,
y+ = 30− 40 in the premixing duct, y+ = 10− 20 in the dump plane of the combustor
and y+ = 20 − 30 in the outer walls of the chamber, which might typically lead to a
misprediction of wall ﬂuxes.
9.7.2 Impact of flame thickening
A direct way to evaluate the impact of grid resolution is to vary the grid size, which
impacts all ﬂow quantities. To study the ﬂame only, an alternative choice is to vary
the parameter nF which controls the thickening factor applied in the ﬂame front. In
this way, the accuracy of the turbulent ﬂow prediction remains unchanged, allowing to
isolate the eﬀect of the ﬂame thickening, which may have several impacts:
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Figure 9.43: SGT-100/Case A: instantaneous fields of turbulent to laminar
viscosity ratio R in the mid-plane of the combustor. Comparison between
Dynamic Smagorinsky (top), WALE (middle) and SIGMA (bottom) subgrid
scale models.
• The numerical accuracy of the resolution of the ﬂame front depends on the the
thickening. In particular, it was shown in Chapter 7 that the choice nF = 5 yields
a satisfactory accuracy, even if it was slightly improved with nF = 10.
• The turbulence-ﬂame interaction is also modiﬁed. Increased levels of ﬂame thick-
ening tends to reduce ﬂame wrinkling. The ﬂame response to strain may also be
modiﬁed, as shown in Sec. 9.4.2.2. These eﬀects are modelled via the eﬃciency
function for the ﬂame speed, but the impact for pollutants has to be assessed.
Two additional LES computations were performed with nF = 2.5 and 10 correspond-
ing to typical thickening factor F = 6 and 24, and compared with the baseline case
(nF = 5, F = 12). The thickening methodology is brieﬂy validated by comparing the
three cases: the ﬁltered sensor used to dynamically thicken the ﬂame should adapt
to the ﬂame resolution. The impact of nF on the thickening sensor is illustrated in
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Fig. 9.44 left. As nF increases, the ﬂame thickening is increased, and the reactive
region identiﬁed by the unﬁltered sensor S is larger. This can also be seen from the
heat release rate ﬁelds in Fig. 9.45. Consistently, the ﬁltered sensor Ŝ also gets wider.
The sensor covers the strong density/temperature gradient region for the three cases,
as shown in Fig. 9.44 right. This conﬁrms that once correctly calibrated, the ﬁltering
methodology is able to perform well for a large range of ﬂame thickening.
Figure 9.44: SGT-100/Case A: Instantaneous fields from LES in the mid-plane
of the combustor, focused on the first half of the combustor. Left: Filtered
thickening sensor Ŝ. Right: density gradient. Comparison between nF = 2.5
(bottom), nF = 5 (middle, baseline case) and nF = 10 (top).
The impact of the ﬂame thickening on the ﬂame structure is shown in Fig. 9.45. From
the temperature ﬁeld, it can be seen that the small scale structures are damped by
high levels of ﬂame thickening, leading to less ﬂame wrinkling, also shown by the heat
release rate ﬁeld. However, the ﬂame shape, stabilisation and length remain similar for
the three cases. This is conﬁrmed by the quantitative comparison of transverse proﬁles
of mean temperature and mixture fraction in Fig. 9.46, which are found to be very
close for the three cases. As for rms quantities, a slight reduction of mixture fraction
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Figure 9.45: SGT-100/Case A: Instantaneous fields from LES in the mid-plane
of the combustor, focused on the first half of the combustor. Left: temperature.
Right: heat release rate. Comparison between nF = 2.5 (bottom), nF = 5
(middle, baseline case) and nF = 10 (top).
and temperature ﬂuctuations can be observed in Fig. 9.47 in the case nF = 10, also
evidenced from the instantaneous temperature ﬁelds.
Finally, exhaust emission levels are compared for the three cases in Tab. 9.8. As it
was already pointed out, CO exit levels are essentially driven by equilibrium concen-
trations and are therefore insensitive to the ﬂame resolution. NO formation is slightly
impacted by the ﬁner scale ﬂuctuations obtained in the nF = 2.5 case, yielding exhaust
NO concentration slightly increased compared to the baseline case and closer to the
experimental value. It should be noted that the overall impact is however moderate
(about 10% on exhaust NO concentration).
9.7.3 Impact of wall heat transfer
In all cases presented above, heat losses were not taken into account: because of the
low ﬂame temperature (T < 2000K), radiative heat transfer is expected to have a
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Figure 9.46: SGT-100/Case A: Transverse profiles of mean mixture fraction
(top) and temperature (bottom). Comparison between LES with nF = 5 (–),
LES with nF = 2.5 (· − ·−), LES with nF = 10 (· · ·) and experiments ().
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Figure 9.47: SGT-100/Case A: Transverse profiles of rms mixture fraction
(top) and rms temperature (bottom). Comparison between LES with nF = 5
(–), LES with nF = 2.5 (· − ·−), LES with nF = 10 (· · ·) and experiments ().
moderate impact. By including radiative heat losses in the LES computation of this
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conﬁguration, Bulat et al. showed that it could impact NO and CO prediction. Also,
in this conﬁguration, the conﬁned ﬂame results in interactions between reactive regions
and walls: this can lead to local quenching. It may impact the ﬂame stabilisation, CO
destruction because of incomplete oxidation in CO2 [111] and NO production because
of lower temperatures in the near-wall regions.
This eﬀect is thus evaluated in this subsection by performing LES of Case A with
isothermal walls. The imposed wall temperatures are given in Fig. 9.48, and were
taken from measurements.
Figure 9.48: SGT-100/Case A: imposed wall temperatures for the isothermal
wall case.
From the comparison of instantaneous temperature ﬁelds between the adiabatic case
and the isothermal case shown in Fig. 9.49, it can be seen that wall heat ﬂuxes have
a signiﬁcant impact in the CRZ region: the temperature levels are much lower for the
isothermal case in this region and in the outer shear layer as well. There is also a global
reduction of temperature levels in the burnt gases.
The wall heat losses also aﬀect the ﬂame stabilisation at the end corner of the premixing
duct, as shown by the heat release rate of Fig. 9.50 left: whereas the ﬂame anchors
intermittently to the wall in the adiabatic case, the ﬂame outer branch is completely
detached in the isothermal case, under the combined eﬀect of heat losses and high
aerodynamic strain that occur in this region. In the side wall region, strong interactions
between the ﬂame and the wall occur as well, leading to local quenching: HO2 normally
peaks in reactive region and is zero elsewhere for lean premixed ﬂames, as illustrated
in Fig. 9.50 by the strong spatial correlation between heat release rate and HO2 mass
fraction. Yet for the isothermal case, the large spread of HO2 in the vicinity of the
bottom wall indicates that the chemical processes are interrupted in this region, which
might signiﬁcantly aﬀect CO recombination, as will be further highlighted.
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Figure 9.49: SGT-100/Case A: Instantaneous fields of temperature from LES
in the mid-plane of the combustor. Comparison between adiabatic case (top)
and isothermal case (bottom).
Figure 9.50: SGT-100/Case A: instantaneous fields of heat release rate (left)
and HO2 (right) from LES in the mid-plane of the combustor. Comparison
between adiabatic case (top) and isothermal case (bottom).
Impact on mean profiles
As shown by the temperature ﬁeld of Fig. 9.49, the introduction of heat losses has an
impact on the temperature distribution. The comparison of mean temperature proﬁles
of Fig. 9.51 shows that there is a signiﬁcant reduction of temperature in the outer
region for the isothermal wall case. The temperature plateau in the centerline of the
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combustor is also signiﬁcantly impacted at Locations 3 and 4 with a reduction by about
40K for the isothermal wall case, which falls closer to the experimental values; this is
explained by the signiﬁcant contribution of the wall energy ﬂux to the global energy
budget, which represents about 15% of the total heat release rate. At the combustor
exit, the mean temperature is reduced from 1740K for the adiabatic case to to 1670K
for the isothermal case.
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Figure 9.51: SGT-100/Case A: transverse profiles of mean temperature at
the four measurement locations. Comparison between adiabatic walls case
(baseline), isothermal walls case (· − ·−) and experiments ().
Impact on CO formation
The instantaneous ﬁelds of CO in Fig. 9.52 reveal a behaviour similar to HO2 inter-
mediate. Because of the ﬂame-wall interaction at the bottom wall of the combustor,
CO recombination is quenched at the ﬂame tip, and delayed further downstream, as
indicated by the CO source term of Fig. 9.53. This leads to a large region in the
vicinity of the walls having CO high concentration. The downstream recombination is
slow but the residence time is long enough so that, in turns, this local quenching does
not increase the exhaust CO concentrations, which remain driven by CO equilibrium.
For Case A, in the adiabatic case, the emission index is < EICO >= 0.18 whereas the
emission index based on CO equilibrium concentration is < EICO >eq= 0.16. For the
isothermal wall case considered here, < EICO >= 0.08 whereas < EICO >eq= 0.06.
Again CO concentrations at the combustor exit are very close to equilibrium values,
which are signiﬁcantly reduced because of the lower temperature. As shown in Tab. 9.8,
this leads to an improved prediction of exhaust CO concentrations compared to the ex-
periments (3 ppmv in LES compared to 3.4 for the experimental value).
Impact on NO formation
Heat losses lead to NO concentrations slightly reduced in the CRZ and close to the
walls, because of the reduced temperature levels in these regions. The NO source term
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being very sensitive to temperature, this results in a signiﬁcant reduction of NO pro-
duction by almost a factor 2 compared to the adiabatic case. Whereas CO prediction
is satisfactory for the isothermal wall case, the resulting exhaust NO concentration is
lower by a factor 2 compared to the experimental value.
Figure 9.52: SGT-100/Case A: Instantaneous fields of CO mass fraction (left)
and NO mass fraction (right, log-scale) from LES in the mid-plane of the com-
bustor. Comparison between adiabatic case (top) and isothermal case (bot-
tom).
NO [ppmv] CO [ppmv]
Experiments 5.0 3.4
nF = 5 (baseline case) 3.8 6
nF = 2.5 4.2 7
nF = 10 3.8 6
Isothermal wall case 2.3 3
Table 9.8: SGT-100/Case A: Comparison of NO and CO emissions at the com-
bustor exit between different cases.
Conclusions on heat losses
When including wall heat losses, the agreement of exhaust temperature with the exper-
iments is improved, as well as CO prediction. These ﬁndings tend to indicate that the
isothermal walls reproduce more accurately the physics of the combustor compared to
the adiabatic modelling. NO levels are reduced, which is the expected behaviour given
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Figure 9.53: SGT-100/Case A: Instantaneous fields of CO source term (left: log-
scale for negative values, linear scale for positive values) and NO source term
(right - log-scale) from LES in the mid-plane of the combustor. Comparison
between adiabatic case (top) and isothermal case (bottom).
the temperature reduction. However, the agreement with experiments is deteriorated.
Several factors could explain this discrepancy and would require further investigations.
It could be related to a misprediction of unsteady ﬂow features, such as temperature
and mixture fraction ﬂuctuations in the ﬂame region, to which NO formation is highly
sensitive. It could also be linked to more complex phenomena, such as unsteady ﬂame
response or wall interactions, that may not be correctly captured in the LES. Also, the
chemical impact of these phenomena might not be well reproduced by the ARC, which
was validated only on well-identiﬁed canonical cases.
9.8 A few words about CPU time
The CPU times are compared for the diﬀerent approaches in Tab. 10.4, for simula-
tions run on 15 nodes (360 processors) of the CERFACS in-house NEMO cluster (Intel
Haswell architecture). All calculations presented above used the ARC/TFLES model
with chemical source terms computed at nodes (ARC @ nodes). The overcost is quite
limited, about 30% if compared to the NOMAGT approach, and is essentially due to
the higher number of species transport equations solved. The direct chemical source
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term evaluation has a limited impact, it represents about 15% of the total calculation
time.
Note that source terms computed at cells (ARC @ cells) require more CPU time, the
overcost is 100% compared to the NOMAGT case. With 12 additional equations to
solve, this overcost still seems reasonable. This allows to conclude that ARCs are a
good compromise between CPU cost and accuracy in the present application.
Case ARC @nodes ARC @cells NOMAGT
CPU time for
39 000 62 000 30 000
5ms of physical time
% of time spent for
14 % 47 % [-]
chemical source terms evaluation
Table 9.9: SGT-100: Comparison of CPU time between the different ap-
proaches.
9.9 Conclusions
In this chapter, LES of the SGT-100 combustor was performed at two operating points.
An excellent agreement is obtained in the prediction of aerodynamic ﬂow features. The
global ﬂame structure and shape are correctly captured as well, and the comparison
with laminar cases reveals that the ﬂame structure and pollutant formation is signiﬁ-
cantly impacted by the eﬀect of turbulence.
In terms of NOx prediction, an acceptable agreement is obtained between LES and ex-
perimental data. In particular, the impact of the operating conditions on NO exhaust
concentrations is well captured. The analysis of LES results highlights the contributions
of fast ﬂame chemical processes and slower post-ﬂame processes of NO production. The
NOx prediction is found to be robust to the level of ﬂame thickening of the TFLES
model, which was initially derived only to correctly account for the subgrid contribu-
tion to the ﬂame speed. On the other hand, because of the importance of thermal
NO in burnt gases, a signiﬁcant reduction of exhaust concentrations is observed when
wall heat losses are included in the computations, driven by the signiﬁcant reduction
of temperature in the burnt gases (≃ 70K). The ARC/TFLES approach was also com-
pared with the NOMAGT model which is based on tabulated NOx chemistry: a good
qualitative and quantitative agreement is obtained between the two approaches. The
NOMAGT model is therefore well-suited for the partially-premixed combustion regime
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of this ﬂame.
CO exhaust concentrations are found to be essentially controlled by equilibrium at the
combustor exit in the LES. Since CO equilibrium is strongly sensitive to temperature,
including wall heat transfer leads to a signiﬁcant reduction of CO exhaust levels. On
Case A, CO exhaust concentration obtained for the isothermal wall case in good agree-
ment with the experimental value, with a reduction by a factor 2 compared to the
adiabatic case.
These results demonstrate the capability of the ARC/TFLES methodology to predict
NO and CO at a reasonable CPU cost. The chemical response to turbulence-ﬂame
interactions and enthalpy losses and its impact on pollutant formation are correctly
accounted for by the ARC. Moreover, the additional CPU cost is moderate compared
to tabulated approaches.
An in-depth validation of the methodology would require experimental data related
to NOx and CO inside the combustor, which is diﬃcult to obtain due to the inherent
complexity of measurements in high pressure and high temperature industrial conﬁgu-
rations.
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10.1 Objectives
The prototype of ultra-low NOx combustor currently being developed by SNECMA as
part of the LEMCOTEC project (see Sec. 1.3.2) is the target industrial application of
this thesis. It is a full annular combustor, with radially staged multipoint injection sys-
tem. The design issues related to this type of combustor were presented in Sec. 1.3.4.
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Experimental campaigns are performed on mono-sector conﬁgurations to discriminate
between diﬀerent designs of the injection system, prior to full annular testing, which
is the ﬁnal objective of the project. Numerous campaigns have been conducted by
SNECMA to improve the design of low-NOx injection systems, enabling to evaluate
the performance of the injection system for various operating points and fuel-staging.
However, given the relatively high temperature and pressure conditions (inlet temper-
ature up to 900K and pressure up to 30 bars), the optical diagnostics are costly and
limited. In this scope, LES provides a better understanding of the driving mechanisms
of the overall performance of the combustor, that can be helpful in the optimisation
process of the injection system. Previous LES studies of a multipoint injector have
been performed by Jaegle et al. [91] (TLC project) and Hannebique et al. [78] (TECC
project), validating and comparing Eulerian and Lagrangian approaches for the de-
scription of the dispersed phase. Transverse thermoacoustic instabilities have also been
investigated by Ghani et al. [68] on a similar conﬁguration as part of the KIAI project.
The eﬀect of fuel-split parameter on ﬂame structure and combustor thermoacoustic
stability on a similar conﬁguration has also been assessed in the frame of this thesis
and can be found in Bauerheim et al. [14]. In this chapter, the ARC/TFLES method-
ology is applied to a mono-sector injection system prototype studied experimentally at
ONERA [75] and retained for the LEMCOTEC project. The goal is to demonstrate
the applicability of the methodology in complex two-phase ﬂow conﬁgurations, and to
provide a ﬁrst evaluation of its capability in terms of NOx and CO prediction.
To do so, a reduced scheme with NOx chemistry, based on a detailed mechanism for
aeronautical fuel surrogate is derived and validated on canonical cases in Sec. 10.3.
Further, the numerical setup is described and the analysis of the LES results allows
to demonstrate the applicability of the methodology in Sec. 10.5. Its predictability is
assessed by comparing available measurements with numerical results. Note that some
details related to the geometry and the operating point are not be provided for conﬁ-
dentiality purposes.
10.2 Description of the conguration
10.2.1 The multipoint injection system
Two global views of the injection system are shown in Fig. 10.1. Because of radial
staging, the injection system can be decomposed in two parts:
• The pilot injection system includes two co-rotating swirlers and a hollow-cone
central injector. The diameter of the pilot exit is 30mm.
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• The multipoint injection system surrounds the pilot. It includes a radial
swirler with 16 swirler vanes, referred to as multipoint swirler. The fuel is in-
jected through a series of 16 plain holes located on the inner wall downstream of
multipoint swirler vanes. The injection of liquid fuel in this swirling environment
is expected to promote eﬃcient atomization and rapid mixing between the fuel
and the surrounding fresh air, to achieve high level of premixing. The diameter
of the multipoint system exit is 60mm.
Multipoint
radial swirler
Multipoint
injection system
exit
Pilot
injection system
exit
Pilot 
liquid fuel 
injection
Multipoint
liquid fuel 
injection
Figure 10.1: LEMCOTEC: Views of the staged multipoint injection system.
10.2.2 The experimental rig
For the experimental study, the injection system was installed in a square-cross section
chamber, and connected to an exit convergent, as depicted in Fig. 10.2. The square
section has a side length of 50mm. About 30% of the total air mass ﬂow is used for ﬁlm
cooling to protect the access windows and the rig walls from hot gases. The combustion
process occurs in the square part of the combustor prior to acceleration of the ﬂow in
the converging section. In the experiments, the convergent is connected to an exhaust
pipe, which is not taken into account in the simulation.
10.2.3 Operating point for LES study
The operating point retained for the LES study corresponds to a stabilised operating
point of the combustor, with high inlet temperature and pressure. The exact conditions
cannot be disclosed, but the combustor pressure is of the order of 10 bars. They are
referred to as LEMCOTEC conditions hereafter. The fuel-split parameter αsplit, deﬁned
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Figure 10.2: LEMCOTEC: View of the experimental rig installed at ONERA.
αsplit φglob Zglob Zst
11.9% 0.440 0.028 0.062
Table 10.1: LEMCOTEC: Characteristics of the operating point.
as the ratio of pilot fuel mass ﬂow rate to total fuel mass ﬂow rate, is given in Tab. 10.1,
along with the global equivalence ratio φglob of the combustor, which is operated in
globally lean conditions. Again, the mixture fraction is based on the carbon atom and
is taken equal to 0 in the air stream and equal to 1 for pure fuel. The global mixture
fraction Zglob and stoichiometric mixture fraction Zst are also provided in Tab. 10.1.
10.3 Derivation of an ARC for aeronautical fuel with NOx
chemistry
Kerosene is composed of hundreds of chemical components, and varies signiﬁcantly. Its
exact description is completely out of scope for numerical studies. Therefore, before
reducing chemistry, an appropriate surrogate must be determined to describe kerosene-
air combustion.
10.3.1 Surrogate fuel and kinetic scheme for kerosene
Commercial kerosenes are typically composed of parraﬁns, naphthens and aromatics.
The average chemical formula ranges from C10.9H20.9 to C12H23 [42]. They can be
generally represented by a surrogate fuel with a limited number of hydrocarbons, that
are chosen to suitably reproduce their physical properties (e.g. surface tension, boil-
ing temperature) and chemical properties (e.g. ﬂame speed). Surrogates are typi-
cally composed of long hydrocarbon chains, from n-octane to n-hexadecane, along with
cyclic hydrocarbons such as methylcyclohexane. Simple surrogates initially consisted
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of n-decane only, then other molecules such as aromatics were included to better ac-
count for benzene formation. Detailed chemical kinetic schemes for such surrogates are
available. For example, the Dagaut mechanism [42] includes 209 species and 1673 re-
versible reactions, to describe the combustion of a surrogate based on n-decane (74%),
n-propylbenzen (15%) and n-propylcyclohexane (11%). The Luche skeletal mechanism
derives from the El-Bakali Ristori detailed kinetic scheme [129] (91 species and 991 re-
actions), and was also employed to derive a 2-step reduced mechanism for kerosene-air
combustion [64].
In this work, the simple surrogate n-dodecane (nC12H26) is used. This choice is based
on the observation that n-dodecane is one of the main component of surrogates found
in the literature [42] for kerosene. It exhibits combustion properties close to kerosene.
Its standard enthalpy of combustion ∆cH
0 = 46.4MJ/kg is close to kerosene typical
values (46.2MJ/kg) and the laminar ﬂame speed is also well reproduced. The skeletal
mechanism retained is JetSurf 1.0-l [183], which is a simpliﬁed version of JetSurF 1.0
[183]. It features a lumped model for n-alkane cracking and is based on the detailed
USC Mech II [204] for the pyrolysis and oxidation of C1-C4 hydrocarbons. It originally
includes 120 species and 977 reactions. A reduced mechanism for n-dodecane based
on the same detailed mechanism was derived in [200] using methods similar to YARC,
yielding a reduced mechanism with a reasonable number (24) of transported species.
As the JetSurf 1.0-l does not contain any NOx chemistry, the one from the Luche
mechanism is added (17 additional species and 245 additional reactions).
10.3.2 ARC derivation with YARC
The same methodology as for methane (Sec. 6.2.2) is used to derive an ARC here for
kerosene surrogate. The series of ﬂames used for the reduction process consists of three
premixed ﬂames with equivalence ratios φ = 0.6− 1.0− 1.4 in the target LEMCOTEC
operating conditions.
After application of the DRGEP, 47 species remain in the detailed mechanism. Using
LOI, QSSA is then applied to 20 species. The retained transported and QSS species in
the ﬁnal ARC 27 JETSURF scheme are provided in Tab. 10.3. The ﬁnal mechanism
contains 452 reactions (forward and backward reactions being counted separately).
10.3.3 Validation on canonical cases
Laminar premixed flames
The ARC 27 JETSURF scheme is validated by performing a series of one-dimensional
unstrained premixed ﬂame in the target operating conditions, and for equivalence ratio
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Transported N2 H H2 O OH O2 H2O HO2 CO CH2O CH3 CO2 CH4
species C2H6 C2H4 CH2CO C2H2 C3H6 C4H8−1 C4H6 C5H10 C6H12 nC12H26
Transported NO NO2
NOx species HCN N2O
QSS H2O2 CH CH2 CH2(S) HCO C2H5 C2H3
species CH3O HCCO C2H aC3H5 CH2CHO nC3H7 C4H7
QSS N NH NCO
NOx species NH2 HNCO HNO
Figure 10.3: Transported and QSS species in ARC 27 JETSURF.
in a range that is typically found inside the combustor. The comparison is shown in
Fig. 10.4. The results obtained with the reduced mechanism are compared with its
detailed scheme (JetSurf), and with the Dagaut mechanism, which has the most re-
ﬁned description of kerosene oxidation and the largest range of validity, thus serving
as a reference. The comparison is also performed with the Luche mechanism, from
which the NOx chemistry was extracted. The surrogate employed for Dagaut and
Luche mechanisms was previously described (n-decane (74%), n-propylbenzen (15%)
and n-propylcyclohexane (11%)). The comparison of adiabatic ﬂame temperature in
Fig. 10.4(a) shows the excellent agreement of JetSurf and ARC 27 JETSURF with Da-
gaut and Luche mechanisms, although diﬀerent surrogate are employed. The ARC 27 -
JETSURF slightly underpredicts the laminar ﬂame speed compared to JetSurf in lean
conditions, but agrees fairly well with the Dagaut mechanism. On the other hand, the
Luche mechanism exhibits signiﬁcantly higher laminar ﬂame speeds on the rich side.
Flame emission indices are deﬁned following Eq. 9.3 and Eq. 9.2. In terms of CO ﬂame
emission index, a very good agreement between the three detailed mechanisms and
the ARC is obtained. For NO, although the same NOx chemistry is employed for the
three detailed kinetic schemes, the three detailed mechanisms yield diﬀerent results in
the range φ = 0.8 − 1.4, the peak around stoichiometry being signiﬁcantly lower for
JetSurf. This is due to NO formation being highly coupled with the fuel oxidation pro-
cess. However this is considered acceptable given the uncertainties on NOx chemistry at
these high temperature and pressure conditions. ARC 27 JETSURF agrees well with
JetSurf, with a slight overprediction of ﬂame EINO for equivalence ratios in the range
φ = 0.9 − 1.3. As ﬂame NO formation is only a part of the total NO production, a
validation of burnt gases NOx chemistry is further performed.
NOx chemistry in burnt gases
The validity of the ARC 27 JETSURF for NO chemistry in burnt gases is assessed by
performing three PSRs computations, for equivalence ratios φ = 0.6 − 1.0 − 1.4 that
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(b) Laminar flame speed.
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(d) Flame EINO.
Figure 10.4: Laminar unstrained premixed flames in LEMCOTEC conditions.
Comparison of a) adiabatic flame temperature, b) laminar flame speed, c) flame
EICO and d) flame EINO between JetSurf mechanism (—), Dagaut mechanism
(· · ·), Luche mechanism (−−) and ARC 27 JETSURF (◦).
are representative of the combustor conditions. As in Sec. 5.3.2, the NORA method-
ology is followed: starting from equilibrium, the chemical composition is perturbed by
setting NO concentration of to zero. The trajectory of the NO source term in phase
space (YNO) is extracted and compared in Fig. 10.5 between Luche mechanism and
ARC 27 JETSURF. Note that Luche and Dagaut mechanisms yield identical trajec-
tories. An excellent agreement is obtained for the lean and the stoichiometric case
(Fig. 10.5(a) and Fig. 10.5(b) respectively), while a slight departure is observed in rich
conditions (Fig. 10.5(c)) which stays however largely acceptable.
10.3.4 Stiffness of the ARC 27 JETSURF
Similarly to the ARC validation of Chapter 6, the temporal stiﬀness of the mechanism is
evaluated by extracting the chemical times for the transported species of the mechanism
from a one-dimensional premixed ﬂame, at stoichiometric conditions because it is found
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Figure 10.5: Evolution of NO source term in phase space extracted from
PSR calculations after an initial perturbation of equilibrium composition, for
three equivalence ratios. Comparison between Luche mechanism (—) and
ARC 27 JETSURF (· − ·−).
to lead to the lowest chemical times. Figure 10.6 shows that most species have chemical
time scales larger than the time-step that will be used in the LES (see Sec. 10.4).
Seven species have lower time scales, leading to numerical instabilities, which can be
remediated either by subcycling (Sec. 6.5.2) or implicit solving (Sec. 6.5.3). As shown
in Fig. 10.6, a large amount of subiterations would be necessary (more than 10) to
handle the stiﬀnesses, which is not computationally eﬃcient. Instead, it was preferred
to solve nC12H26, H, O and HO2 implicitly, which was suﬃcient to remove the numerical
instabilities.
10.4 Numerical setup
LES is performed using AVBP, with the TTGC scheme. The same scheme is used
for the dispersed phase, which is described by the Eulerian approach introduced in
Chapter 3. Turbulent subgrid stresses are modelled with the SIGMA eddy viscosity
model [144]. The inlets and the outlet are described by Navier-Stokes characteristic
boundary conditions (NSCBC) [160]. The unstructured mesh comprises 86 million
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Figure 10.6: Species chemical times extracted from a one-dimensional premixed
flame at φ = 1.0 in LEMCOTEC conditions. The continuous line corresponds
to the time-step employed in the LES computations (∆t = 3.0× 10−8 s) and the
dotted line to the time-step with 10 chemical subiterations (∆t∗ = ∆t/10).
tetrahedral elements. The grid size distribution is shown in Fig. 10.7. The characteristic
grid sizes are ∆x = 0.5mm in the multipoint swirler vanes, ∆x = 0.25mm in the pilot
swirler vanes and the exit region of the pilot zone and ∆x = 0.5mm in the multipoint
ﬂame region. The grid is coarsened downstream to reach ∆x = 0.8mm at the exit
and in the central recirculation zone. The time-step imposed by the CFL condition is
∆tCFL = 40ns. However, a smaller time-step of ∆t = 30ns was required by the stability
constraint of the diﬀusion of species H, which has a high diﬀusivity (ScH = 0.12).
Multipoint 
ame region
Pilot
ame region
Figure 10.7: Characteristic grid size in the mid-plane of the LEMCOTEC
combustor.
10.4.1 Liquid fuel injection
To correctly describe the spray dynamics, the liquid injection of the pilot and the multi-
point injectors must be properly deﬁned. The atomisation process can not be simulated
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in the present LES and models are used to inject the already formed spray.
Pilot injection: hollow cone spray model
A hollow cone with a half-angle of 30◦ and Sauter mean diameter (SMD) SMD = 40µm
(from SNECMA data) is deﬁned, following the FIM-UR methodology [175]. It imposes
velocity and number of droplets proﬁles to reproduce the spray issued from a pressure-
swirl atomiser. The characteristic axial velocity of the spray is ul = 60m/s, the charac-
teristic radial velocity is url = 30m/s and the characteristic orthoradial velocity which
generates the rotational motion is uθl = 10m/s. The pilot injection inlet is discretised
with 15 tetrahedral elements in its diameter.
Multipoint injections: jet in crossflow model
The multipoint injection corresponds to a series of jet-in-crossﬂow. Such conﬁguration
was studied experimentally by Freitag and Hassa [66] and Bellofiore et al. [15], who
identiﬁed the main physical parameters governing the liquid jet dynamics. A ﬁrst
governing parameter is the momentum ﬂux ratio between the liquid and the gas phase
q =
ρlu
2
l
ρu2
. (10.1)
As shown in Fig. 10.8, this parameter strongly modiﬁes the penetration of the liquid jet.
Jaegle [89] showed that this could be correctly reproduced by Eulerian and Lagrangian
formalisms, as shown in Fig. 10.9. A good agreement of statistical quantities between
the Lagrangian polydisperse modelling and the Eulerian monodisperse approach was
obtained.
q = 3 q = 6
q = 12 q = 24
Figure 10.8: Shadowgraphs of liquid jet in crossflow. Effect of momentum flux
ratio q. From Freitag and Hassa [66].
Note that near the injection hole, the assumption of a dispersed liquid phase does not
hold. Indeed, at the exit of the injection hole, a liquid column forms that is further
atomised by the entraining air. A dedicated model was developed by Jaegle [89] to
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(a) Euler-Lagrange. (b) Euler-Euler.
Figure 10.9: Comparison of Euler-Lagrange and Euler-Euler results on a jet-
in-crossflow configuration. From top to bottom: q = 2, q = 6 and q = 18. From
[90].
correctly account for this eﬀect. However for low momentum ﬂux ratio (q < 2), this
column was found to have a negligible impact [66]. In the present study, q ≃ 1, thus
this eﬀect is neglected. In this regime, the atomisation process is dominated by the
aerodynamic forcing. A correlation for SMD was obtained by Freitag and Hassa [66]
SMD = 6.9× 10−4D0.2
( pdyn
P 0.45
)−0.374
, (10.2)
relating the SMD to the multipoint hole diameter D, the gas dynamic pressure pdyn =
0.5ρu2 and the gas static pressure P . In the present conditions, this correlation gives a
SMD of 38 µm. The retained value for the present LES is SMD = 40 µm. A Gaussian-
like velocity proﬁle is imposed over each of the 16 multipoint holes, discretised with 20
tetrahedral elements in their diameter. Compared to the actual geometry, the diameter
of the holes are multiplied by 4 in the LES (D∗ = 4D) for resolution purposes. To keep
the correct liquid fuel mass ﬂow and momentum ﬂux, the following correction is imposed
on the volume fraction boundary value
αl → αl
(
D
D∗
)2
. (10.3)
Evaporation model
The Spalding model described in Sec. 3.3.2 is employed to model the evaporation source
term. The typical evolution of an isolated droplet is shown in Fig. 10.10 for three ambi-
ent temperature, with an initial droplet temperature Tl = 350K. The ambient temper-
ature strongly inﬂuences the evaporation time, which is reduced from τevap = 7.7ms for
gas temperature corresponding to the inlet temperature Tg = Tin to , τevap = 1.7ms for
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Tg = 2.6Tin corresponding roughly to the temperature of the recirculating hot prod-
ucts. These characteristic times are long compared to the convective time from the
multipoint fuel injections to the injection system exit and from the multipoint fuel in-
jections to the multipoint ﬂame tip, which are roughly estimated to be respectively 0.25
and 1.0ms. Thus, the evaporation process starting in the premixing zone is expected
to be incomplete in the ﬂame region, which can lead to localised region of high fuel
concentrations.
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Figure 10.10: Temporal evolution of a single fuel droplet temperature and the
square diameter for three different gas temperatures (Tg = Tin− 1.7Tin− 2.6Tin).
10.4.2 TFLES model
The ARC/TFLES methodology described in Sec. 6.4 is employed to dynamically thicken
the ﬂame front and is combined with the Charlette eﬃciency function [34] detailed in
Sec. 4.5.2.1. The retained parameters for the sensor detection and ﬁltering are given
in Tab. 10.2, and were adjusted so that the sensor correctly encompasses density and
temperature gradients in the ﬂame. The threshold value σ (Eq. 6.5) was imposed to
1/10: the evaluation based on the maximum value of the thickening sensor σ = 1/Fmax
(cf. Eq. 6.7) resulted in a sensor which was too sensitive to small fuel source term
variations.
αcold αhot Scψ σ
1/100 1/120 0.18 1/10
Table 10.2: LEMCOTEC: Sensor detection and filtering parameters for the
TFLES model.
Given the complex ﬂame structure produced by the staged injection system, a wide
range of equivalence ratio is encountered locally. The TFLES model requires the evalu-
ation of the ﬂame parameters, namely the laminar ﬂame thickness δT , the laminar ﬂame
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(b) Resulting thickening factor.
Figure 10.11: Laminar flame thickness from one-dimensional premixed flame
computations in LEMCOTEC conditions and resulting thickening factor vs
equivalence ratio (∆x = 0.5mm and nF = 5).
speed Sl and the maximum fuel source term | ω˙nC12H26 |max1D to determine the thickening
sensor and the ﬂame thickening. These parameters must be evaluated locally, depend-
ing on the local equivalence ratio. In practice, they are precomputed as functions of
the equivalence ratio φ and stored in a table, thus these parameters can be extracted
locally in LES computations according to the local equivalence ratio. The variation
of the ﬂame thickness with equivalence ratio is shown in Fig. 10.11(a). Fig. 10.11(b)
shows how this impacts the thickening factor, which typically ranges between 20 and
60 for a grid size ∆x = 0.5mm with nF = 5.
10.5 LES results
10.5.1 Aerodynamic elds
Instantaneous velocity ﬁelds of axial and tangential (normal to plane) velocities are
shown in Fig. 10.12. The high tangential velocity intensity shown in Fig. 10.12 (bottom)
reveals that the ﬂow is highly swirled, with opposed swirl orientations between pilot
and multipoint regions. This leads to the formation of a large IRZ, revealed by the
large region of negative velocity close to the centerline. CRZs are also formed under
the eﬀect of the outer shear layer of the multipoint jet. There is also a recirculation
zone in the vicinity of the separator between the multipoint and pilot exits (SRZ) that
may signiﬁcantly contribute to the multipoint ﬂame stabilisation. The swirling motion
remains signiﬁcant at the outlet, and its direction is the one of the multipoint swirler,
which injects twice as much air in the chamber compared to the pilot injection system.
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Figure 10.12: LEMCOTEC: Instantaneous fields of axial velocity with zero ax-
ial velocity isocontour (top) and tangential velocity (bottom) from LES. CRZ:
Corner Recirculation Zone. IRZ: Inner Recirculation Zone. SRZ: Separator
Recirculation Zone.
10.5.2 Spray structure
A pressure isosurface in the injector region shown in Fig. 10.13 reveals the presence
of a precessing vortex core (PVC), which corresponds to an unstable behaviour of the
central vortex core induced by the swirl motion [192]. In the present case, from spectral
analysis of pressure probes in this region, the instability occurs at f = 3850Hz. This
mechanism is likely to promote the dispersion of the liquid spray [145]. Indeed, the
stoichiometric liquid volume fraction isosurface shows the spray entrainment, leading
to a helicoidal structure.
A global view of the spray in the injection system is shown in Fig. 10.14 left. The liquid
multipoint jets follow the strong swirl motion imposed by the gaseous ﬂow. The mass
transfer rate indicates that the evaporation tends to increase as the liquid fuel leaves
the duct, so that very little liquid fuel remains at the multipoint exit. This leads to
conditions close to stoichiometry in the inner shear layer of the multipoint jet, as shown
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Figure 10.13: LEMCOTEC - Pilot injector region: isosurface of stoichiomet-
ric liquid volume fraction coloured by evaporation source term and pressure
isosurface (red) highlighting the presence of the PVC.
in Fig. 10.14 right by the isosurface of total (liquid + gas) equivalence ratio. As will be
shown later, combustion occurs in that region, with high temperature levels because of
conditions close to stoichiometry. It promotes rapid fuel vaporisation, and in turns the
overall process is self-sustained.
Figure 10.14: LEMCOTEC: Left) isosurface of stoichiometric liquid volume
fraction coloured by evaporation source term. Right) isosurface of stoichio-
metric total (liquid + vapor) equivalence ratio coloured by temperature.
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10.5.3 Flame structure
From the mid-plane view of the instantaneous temperature ﬁeld shown in Fig. 10.15 top,
it can be seen that the ﬂame stabilises at the exit of the injection system, in the separa-
tion zone between the multipoint and the pilot exits. As shown in Fig. 10.15 bottom, in
this region, the mixture fraction is signiﬁcantly higher than global value (Zglob = 0.028)
because of the rapid evaporation of the liquid fuel issuing from the multipoint system.
In the pilot region, the dispersed phase is partially carried away from the centerline by
expansion of the central swirling jet. This leads to the formation of a M-shape ﬂame in
Figure 10.15: LEMCOTEC: Top) instantaneous temperature field with φ = 0.8
isocontour. Bottom) instantaneous field of mixture fraction (blue scale) and
superimposed instantaneous field of liquid volume fraction (red scale).
the pilot region. Close to the centerline, the ﬂow stagnates because of the IRZ and high
evaporation occurs, leading to a localised region of high equivalence ratio. It results in
stronger burning intensity at this location compared to the outer branches of the pilot
ﬂame, as shown by the instantaneous fuel consumption rate ﬁeld in Fig. 10.16. In the
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multipoint ﬂame region, the evaporation is located on the cold side of the ﬂame and
rather well distributed along the ﬂame basis, leading to a rather homogeneous burning
intensity.
Multipoint 
ame region
Pilot
ame region
Figure 10.16: LEMCOTEC: Instantaneous fields of left) fuel consumption rate
(log-scale) and right) evaporation mass transfer.
Comparison of the flame structure with the experiments
Simultaneous OH and kerosene PLIF visualisations were performed at ONERA [75]
through a window restricted to the pilot ﬂame region (Fig. 10.17(right)). Two instan-
taneous PLIF ﬁelds are compared with fuel and OH concentration instantaneous ﬁeld
from LES in Fig. 10.17. A good qualitative agreement is obtained for the ﬂame shape.
The main diﬀerence appears in the region close to the separator between the pilot and
multipoint injection systems, where OH radical is locally higher in the LES. This might
be attributed to wall heat losses in this region, which lower the temperature and may
lead to ﬂame lift-oﬀ.
10.5.4 Analysis of CO formation
CO distribution is ﬁrst analysed at the exit plane of the combustor on an instantaneous
snapshot. Figure 10.18 shows that high CO concentrations are located in the outer very
lean regions, where CO equilibrium values are yet the lowest. To assess this eﬀect, CO
deviation from equilibrium
∆YCO = YCO − Y eqCO , (10.4)
is also evaluated in Fig. 10.18, showing that there is indeed signiﬁcant deviation from
equilibrium in these regions.
To assess the impact of this deviation from equilibrium on CO emission levels, three
diﬀerent emission indices are compared on an instantaneous LES ﬁeld. The ﬁrst one is
the instantaneous emission index over the whole exit plane
< EICO >= 1000
< ρuYCO >
< ρuZ >
= 9.1 , (10.5)
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Figure 10.17: LEMCOTEC: Qualitative comparison of instantaneous OH and
fuel fields from LES (left) with two instantaneous PLIF fields (right) from
ONERA [75].
Figure 10.18: LEMCOTEC: Instantaneous LES fields in the exit plane of the
combustor. Left: Mixture fraction with isocontour at Z = Zglob. Middle: CO
mass fraction. Right: CO deviation from equilibrium.
where u is the axial velocity and < · > is the spatial averaging operator over the exit
plane. Another index is deﬁned assuming that CO is locally at equilibrium
< EICO >loceq = 1000
< ρuY eqCO (Y, T ) >
< ρuZ >
= 0.61 , (10.6)
where Y is the local composition and T is the local temperature. The last quantity
corresponds to the CO emission index that would be obtained if the mixture was
homogeneous and at equilibrium at the outlet
< EICO >globeq = 1000
< ρu > Y eqCO (Toutlet,Youtlet)
< ρuZ >
= 0.12 , (10.7)
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where
Youtlet =
< ρuY >
< ρu >
, (10.8)
Toutlet =
< ρuT >
< ρu >
. (10.9)
When considering a uniform mixture at equilibrium at the exit (< EICO >globeq ), the
emission index is reduced by two orders of magnitude (0.12 instead of 9.1) compared
to the real value. When taking into account spatial inhomogeneities while keeping CO
at equilibrium (< EICO >loceq ), the emission index is marginally increased, but remains
signiﬁcantly lower compared to the real value (0.61 instead of 9.1). This conﬁrms that
the CO exhaust levels are mainly driven by non-equilibrium phenomena, contrarily to
what was observed for the SGT-100 case in Sec. 9.6.4.
To understand this behaviour, the instantaneous distribution of CO is shown in Fig. 10.19(top).
CO concentrations are typically high in the ﬂame region and in the CRZs, with peak
values in the hot gases close to the separator. Figure. 10.19(bottom) shows that fast
CO production occurs at the ﬂame base. In lean regions, it is followed by a rapid
destruction in the ﬂame zone, which continues more slowly in the post-ﬂame region.
A closer look at the CO ﬁeld shows that some pockets of high CO concentration de-
tach from the outer part of the multipoint ﬂame before the fast oxidation process has
been achieved. These pockets are convected downstream in the vicinity of the walls,
where the mixture fraction is relatively low, as was shown in Fig. 10.15. Because of low
associated temperature, this results in CO oxidation rates close to the walls that are
too slow compared to the convection time towards the exit, explaining the signiﬁcant
departure from equilibrium observed in the near wall region at the exit plane. The
overall process is unsteady and highly intermittent.
10.5.5 Analysis of NO formation
Similarly, NO concentrations are analysed at the combustor exit on an instantaneous
ﬁeld. Figure. 10.20 shows the strong correlation between mixture fraction and temper-
ature, expected as temperature is at equilibrium in the burnt gases. NO concentrations
are also strongly correlated to temperature, and high levels of NO concentration are
found close to the centerline.
The total fuel consumption and total NO production, extracted from an instantaneous
LES ﬁeld and conditioned on the mixture fraction, are shown in Fig. 10.21. Fuel con-
sumption occurs mainly slightly above the global mixture fraction. The distribution is
skewed towards high mixture fractions, under the eﬀect of heterogeneities generated by
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Figure 10.19: LEMCOTEC: Instantaneous fields of CO mass fraction (top) and
CO source term (bottom - log-scale for negative values, linear scale for positive
values) from LES in the mid-plane of the combustor.
Figure 10.20: LEMCOTEC: Instantaneous LES field in the exit plane of the
combustor. Left: temperature field. Right: NO mass fraction field. Mixture
fraction isocontour at Z = Zglob.
the spray. NO production, also shown in Fig. 10.21, occurs at higher mixture fraction
and peaks around stoichiometric conditions, despite fuel consumption being lower at
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these mixture fractions. This is consistent with laminar ﬂames (Fig. 10.4(d)), which
indicates that ﬂame NO production is higher by one order of magnitude at stoichio-
metric conditions compared to conditions close to φglob.
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Figure 10.21: LEMCOTEC: Integrated fuel consumption (—) and NO pro-
duction (· − ·−) conditioned on the mixture fraction vs mixture fraction. The
distributions are normalised by their respective peak value. The vertical lines
correspond to the global mixture fraction and the stoichiometric mixture frac-
tion.
Figure 10.22 shows the qualitative decomposition of NO into ﬂame and post-ﬂame
contributions. Again, as for the SGT-100 conﬁguration, the ﬂame region is identiﬁed
via the thickening sensor. Flame NO formation is faster than post-ﬂame formation. In
the present case, ﬂame NO formation is also promoted by the mixture fraction levels,
which are higher in the ﬂame than in the burnt gases, where the mixing between the
fuel, the air from the injection system and the cooling air is almost complete. Thus
the contribution of the ﬂame to NO production is very signiﬁcant for this combustor,
and typically varies between 50% to 70% of the total NO production. In the burnt gas
region, as previously shown in Fig. 10.15, the mixture fraction is higher close to the
centerline, resulting in higher NO production in this region. However this contribution
remains limited.
10.5.6 Comparison with exhaust measurements
In the experimental campaign, the emission indices of CO and NOx are evaluated from
exhaust concentration measurements, performed at 6 locations shown in Fig. 10.23.
It should be noted that the measurement plane is slightly shifted downstream in the
experiments compared to LES. The location of the probes can signiﬁcantly impact the
evaluation of the emission indices, since NO and CO are non-uniform on the exit plane,
although the local mass ﬂux is rather uniform (Fig. 10.23). In LES, the emission indices
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Figure 10.22: LEMCOTEC: Instantaneous NO source term (log-scale) in the
mid-plane of the combustor. Decomposition into fast flame and slow post-flame
contributions based on the thickening sensor.
EIxprobes are evaluated with the same methodology, using time-averaged CO and NO
concentrations at the same 6 probes. The statistics were collected for two residence
times of the combustor, which is insuﬃcient to achieve full convergence for CO emission
index, because of its high amplitude, low-frequency variations.
LES and measured emission indices based on the probes are given in Tab. 10.3. The
NOx emission index includes the contribution of NO and NO2 as follows
EINOprobesx =WNO2 ×
(
EINO/WNO + EINO2/WNO
2
)
. (10.10)
NOx concentrations at the probes are found to be rather stable whereas strong inter-
mittency is observed again for CO concentrations. By varying the size of the averaging
window, the estimated uncertainties on the emission indices is 0.3 for NOx and 2.5 for
CO. The comparison shows that a satisfactory agreement is obtained between mea-
surements and LES for NOx and CO exhaust emission indices. The emission indices
based on integrated mean values at the combustor exit (< EIx >mean) are less sensitive
to temporal ﬂuctuations, and are also provided in Tab. 10.3. No signiﬁcant diﬀerence is
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Figure 10.23: LEMCOTEC: Experimental probe locations for exhaust concen-
tration measurements. Color scale: mass flux on an instantaneous snapshot
from LES.
observed for NO compared to the probe value. For CO, the diﬀerence is more signiﬁcant
because of its strong heterogeneity at the exit.
Exp LES
EINOprobesx 4.88 5.4
< EINOx >mean [-] 5.3
EICOprobes 12.33 8.5
< EICO >mean [-] 13
Table 10.3: LEMCOTEC: Comparison of exhaust emission indices between
LES and experiments.
10.6 A few words about CPU time
The calculations were conducted on 15 nodes (360 processors) of CERFACS NEMO
cluster. The CPU cost of the ARC 27 JETSURF, with 41 transported variables, is
compared to calculations performed with 2-step chemistry 2S KERO BFER, with only
20 transported variables. Consistently with the number of transport equations, the
CPU cost is multiplied by 2 for ARC 27 JETSURF. The amount of time spent in the
source term evaluation remains acceptable, representing only 18% of the total CPU
cost despite the 452 reactions introduced by the ARC 27 JETSURF.
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Kinetic scheme ARC 27 JETSURF 2S KERO BFER
CPU time for
110 000 55 000
one convective time
% of time spent for
18 % [-]
source terms evaluation
Table 10.4: LEMCOTEC: Comparison of CPU time between the
ARC 27 JETSURF scheme and 2S KERO BFER.
10.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, the LES of a staged multipoint injection combustor was performed.
N-dodecane was retained as a surrogate to describe kerosene-air combustion. An ARC
scheme with 27 transported species was derived and showed a satisfactory agreement
with reference detailed mechanisms from the literature.
The staged liquid fuel injection leads to a complex ﬂame structure. Qualitative compar-
ison of the ﬂame shape with experiments shows that the pilot ﬂame structure is rather
well-reproduced, even if it is likely to be inﬂuenced by heat losses at the separator
between multipoint and pilot injection systems. Fuel burning occurs on a wide range
of equivalence ratios, and in average signiﬁcantly higher than the global equivalence
ratio. This tends to promote NO production which peaks around stoichiometry in the
ﬂame region. NO production in the burnt gases occurs at a much lower rate because
of much leaner conditions. CO concentrations are found signiﬁcant at the combustor
exit, in particular in very lean regions. This was attributed to CO oxidation being too
slow at these very lean conditions to oxidise all the CO that was produced in the ﬂame
region. A good quantitative agreement of exhaust concentrations of CO and NOx was
found, showing the capability of the methodology to predict pollutant emissions in real
burners.
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Conclusions and perspectives
This thesis aims at developing a methodology for pollutant prediction applicable to
complex industrial geometries. It is based on the use of reduced schemes (ARC), in-
cluding accurate pollutant chemistry. In this thesis, such schemes are derived using the
YARC reduction tool developed by Pepiot-Dejardins [149]. Having control over the
derivation process allows to derive schemes that are speciﬁcally suited for the intended
applications in terms of accuracy, numerical cost and stiﬀness and valid over a wide
range of conditions. ARCs are further combined with the thickened ﬂame model [39],
to be applied to LES of realistic gas turbine conﬁgurations. A thorough numerical
validation of the methodology is performed on one-dimensional laminar premixed and
non-premixed cases, showing that a satisfactory prediction of the ﬂame structure is
obtained with ARCs.
The methodology is then applied to both academic and industrial conﬁgurations. A
very good agreement of ﬂame structure and pollutant formation is obtained with ARCs
on a reference turbulent non-premixed jet ﬂame (Sandia ﬂame D) demonstrating their
potential to accurately predict pollutants in turbulent conﬁgurations. Interactions be-
tween the turbulent ﬂow and the chemistry are captured as well as the pollutant slow
formation processes. The sensitivity of the results to the choice of the detailed mecha-
nism is also pointed out, highlighting the need for the development and improvement of
detailed mechanisms, for which thorough validations at high pressure and temperature
conditions are often lacking, especially for NOx chemistry. Applying the ARC/TFLES
methodology to the LES of the methane-air SGT-100 Siemens burner, a fair agreement
is obtained with measurements, in terms of temperature and major species proﬁles.
The chemical structure is found to be signiﬁcantly impacted by the high strain rates
found in the combustor. In addition, the impact of the operating conditions on NO
exhaust concentrations is correctly captured. The simulation enable to understand the
NO formation processes, by analysing the relative contribution of ﬂame and post-ﬂame
processes. CO concentrations at the combustor exit are found to be close to equilibrium
values. The LES results also underline the strong sensitivity to wall heat losses, which
impacts both CO and NO emissions. Inclusion of heat losses improves the prediction
of exhaust CO concentration thanks to a better prediction of exhaust gas temperature
but deteriorates the prediction of NO. This is not yet understood and requires further
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investigation.
The last application is a low-NOx kerosene-air staged multipoint injection burner. In
this conﬁguration, the level of partial premixing is notably higher compared to the
SGT-100, because of the presence of the dispersed phase. The results illustrate the
signiﬁcant impact of partial premixing on pollutant formation. Despite the overall lean
conditions, NO production peaks at conditions close to stoichiometry. CO evolution
in the post-ﬂame region is intermittent and highly sensitive to mixture stratiﬁcation,
resulting in CO concentrations signiﬁcantly above equilibrium values at the combustor
exit, contrarily to the SGT-100 conﬁguration. In view of the strong impact of stratiﬁ-
cation, sensitivity to the dispersed phase modelling should be evaluated.
Overall, satisfactory prediction of NOx and CO is achieved on both the academic
and the two industrial conﬁgurations considered, which validates the methodology and
demonstrates its prediction capability. In the approach, no strong modelling assump-
tion is made about the ﬂame structure and post-ﬂame chemistry, so that including
multiphysics eﬀects is straightforward, as exempliﬁed by the direct inclusion of heat
losses. Thus, the prediction capability can be easily improved by including the descrip-
tion of multiphysics phenomena occurring in industrial chambers:
• A Lagrangian approach [91] can be employed for the liquid dispersed phase to
account for polydispersion eﬀects that may strongly impact the ﬂame structure.
• Wall heat transfer and thermal radiation can be introduced using conjugate heat
transfer at walls [92] and Discrete Ordinate Method (DOM) for thermal radiation
[162] coupled with the LES [16]. Note that, from the chemistry side, no additional
modelling is required to include the eﬀects of heat transfer.
An interesting outcome of the simulations of the turbulent cases is the strong coupling
between pollutant formation and turbulence, which may require new developments of
the turbulent combustion model. In particular, the strong unsteadiness of turbulent
strain may have direct impact on CO and NOx production. To study this eﬀect, simple
canonical cases, such as ﬂame-vortex interaction, would be helpful as it is close to tur-
bulent ﬂames with strain and curvature eﬀects. The turbulent combustion model can
be updated with recent developments [202, 203], where the eﬃciency function is eval-
uated via a dynamic procedure based on a Germano-like identity [67]. This approach
may allow to evaluate the subgrid contribution diﬀerently for slow and fast chemical
processes, which is of interest, given the large range of Damko¨hler numbers typically
encountered when pollutant species are considered.
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The methodology developed in this thesis is applicable to numerous problems. One is
the prediction of smoke, which is also a strong concern in industrial combustors. Soot
modelling would beneﬁt from the use of ARCs, in which accurate description of gaseous
soot precursors can be included and coupled with a dedicated model [110, 139, 167].
Other issues, such as combustion instabilities or ﬂame stabilisation, although not di-
rectly linked to chemistry, can be revisited with the use of ARC.
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Appendix A
Two-step GRCs
Methane-air combustion: 2S CH4 BFER
The GRC has been derived by Franzelli et al. [63]. It comprises 6 species, namely N2,
O2, CH4, CO, CO2 and H2O. The molecular viscosity is obtained via the following
power law,
µ(T ) = 1.8405× 10−5
(
T
T0
)0.6759
Pa s , (A.1)
with T0 = 300K. The Prandtl number is Pr = 0.70. The species Schmidt numbers
are all equal with unity Lewis number assumption. The mechanism comprises two
reactions:
R1: CH4 + 1.5O2 −−→ CO+ 2H2O , (A.2)
R2: CO + 0.5O2 −−→←−− CO2 (A.3)
R1 is ﬁtted to reproduce the laminar ﬂame speed for a large range of pressures (1-10
bars) and temperatures (300-700 K), whereas R2 reproduces the CO-CO2 equilibrium
to obtain the correct burnt gas temperature on the rich side. The reaction rates are
expressed as
r˙1 = f1 (φ) k1[CH4]
0.5[O2]
0.65 exp
(
−Ea,1
RT
)
(A.4)
r˙f2 = f2 (φ) k2[CO][O2]
0.5T 0.7 exp
(
−Ea,2
RT
)
(A.5)
r˙b2 = f2 (φ)
k2
Keq,2(T )
[CO2]T
0.7 exp
(
−Ea,2
RT
)
(A.6)
where Keq,2(T ) is the equilibrium constant [104] of the reaction R2 and
k1 =4.9× 109 cgs units , (A.7)
k2 =2× 108 cgs units , (A.8)
Ea,1 =35500 cal/mol , (A.9)
Ea,2 =12000 cal/mol . (A.10)
f1 (φ) and f2 (φ) are two functions depending on the local equivalence ratio which
correct the pre-exponential factor to correctly reproduce the ﬂame properties for rich
conditions [60]. The 2S CH4 BFER scheme is evaluated in SGT-100 Case A conditions
in terms of adiabatic ﬂame temperature and laminar ﬂame speed in Fig. A.1. The
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adiabatic temperature predicted by the 2-step GRC agrees fairly with the ARC and
the detailed kinetics scheme, whereas a stronger departure is observed for the laminar
ﬂame speed which remains however acceptable.
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(a) Adiabatic flame temperature.
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(b) Laminar flame speed.
Figure A.1: One-dimensional unstrained premixed methane-air laminar flames
in the SGT-100 Case A conditions. Comparison between GRI 2.11 detailed
mechanism (—), ARC 22 GRI211 (×) and 2S CH4 BFER scheme (◦) for a)
adiabatic flame temperature and b) laminar flame speed.
Kerosene-air combustion: 2S KERO BFER
The GRC was derived by Franzelli et al. [65]. It comprises 6 species, namely N2, O2,
KERO, CO, CO2 and H2O. The molecular viscosity is obtained via the following power
law,
µ(T ) = 2.5034× 10−5
(
T
T0
)0.6695
Pa s , (A.11)
with T0 = 473K. The Prandtl number is Pr = 0.739. The species Schmidt numbers
are all equal with unity Lewis number assumption. The mechanism comprises two
reactions:
R1: KERO+ 10O2 −−→ 10CO + 10H2O , (A.12)
R2: CO + 0.5O2 −−→←−− CO2 . (A.13)
R1 is ﬁtted to reproduce the laminar ﬂame speed for a large range of pressures (1-12
bars) and temperature (300-700 K), whereas R2 reproduces the CO-CO2 equilibrium
to obtain the correct burnt gas temperature for rich mixtures based on Luche [128] and
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Dagaut [42] detailed mechanisms. The reaction rates are expressed as
r˙1 = f1 (φ) k1[KERO]
0.55[O2]
0.9 exp
(
−Ea,1
RT
)
, (A.14)
r˙f2 = f2 (φ) k2[CO][O2]
0.5 exp
(
−Ea,2
RT
)
, (A.15)
r˙b2 = f2 (φ)
k2
Keq,2(T )
[CO2] exp
(
−Ea,2
RT
)
, (A.16)
where Keq,2(T ) is the equilibrium constant of the reaction R2 and
k1 =8× 1011 cgs units , (A.17)
k2 =4.5× 1010 cgs units , (A.18)
Ea,1 =41500 cal/mol , (A.19)
Ea,2 =20000 cal/mol . (A.20)
f1 (φ) and f2 (φ) are two functions depending on the equivalence ratio which correct the
pre-exponential factor to correctly reproduce the ﬂame properties for rich conditions
[64].
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Appendix B
Transport coefficients for ARCs
The transport coeﬃcients are extracted from one-dimensional premixed ﬂame compu-
tations at stoichiometric conditions in burnt gases obtained with Cantera. The dynamic
viscosity is obtained via a power law.
ARC 22 GRI211 and ARC 22 GRI30
The molecular viscosity is obtained via the following power law,
µ(T ) = 1.8405× 10−5
(
T
T0
)0.6759
Pa s , (B.1)
with T0 = 300K. The Prandtl number is Pr = 0.70. The species Schmidt numbers are
given Tab. B.1.
CH4 H H2 O O2 OH H2O H2O2 HO2 CO CH2O
Sc 0.69 0.13 0.21 0.49 0.75 0.50 0.55 0.76 0.75 0.76 0.87
CH3 CH3OH C2H2 N2 C2H6 C2H4 CO2 NO HCN NO2 N2O
Sc 0.68 0.89 0.90 0.74 0.99 0.90 0.96 0.77 0.86 0.86 0.94
Table B.1: Transport coefficients for ARC 22 GRI211 and ARC 22 GRI30.
ARC 27 JETSURF
The molecular viscosity is obtained via the following power law,
µ(T ) = 2.5034× 10−5
(
T
T0
)0.6695
Pa s , (B.2)
with T0 = 473K. The Prandtl number is Pr = 0.70. The species Schmidt numbers are
given Tab. B.2.
N2 H , H2 O OH O2 H2O HO2 CO CH2O
Sc 0.70 0.12 0.20 0.48 0.49 0.74 0.55 0.74 0.75 0.85
CH3 CO2 CH4 C2H6 C2H4 CH2CO C2H2 C3H6 C4H8−1 C4H6
Sc 0.67 0.95 0.67 0.97 0.89 1.01 0.88 1.25 1.41 1.40
C5H10 C6H12 nC12H26 NO NO2 HCN N2O
Sc 1.54 1.70 2.53 0.75 0.84 0.85 0.93
Table B.2: Transport coefficients for ARC 27 JETSURF.
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Appendix C
Validation of the
ARC 22 GRI211 scheme in
SGT-100-Case B conditions
Using the same methodology as for Case A, the ARC 22 GRI211 is compared to the
GRI 2.11 scheme on strained premixed methane-air ﬂames in SGT-100/Case B condi-
tions. Figure C.1 shows that again, a good agreement is obtained between the detailed
and the reduced mechanism. Again CO and NO are much more sensitive to strain than
the fuel consumption.
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Figure C.1: One-dimensional strained premixed methane-air flames in SGT-
100/Case B conditions at φ = 0.52. Comparison of the response to strain of
global quantities between GRI 2.11 (—), ARC 22 GRI211 (−−). The horizon-
tal lines correspond to the unstrained values.
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Appendix D
Impact of NO concentration on
the structure of strained
premixed flames
In Chapter 9, it was pointed out that the structure of NO in strained premixed ﬂame
depends on the NO concentration that is imposed on the burnt gas side. This is
illustrated in Fig. D.1, where scatter data from LES is compared with the response of a
strained premixed ﬂame for which the imposed NO concentration on the burnt gas side
is varied. Figure D.1(a) shows that varying the burnt gases concentration Y bNO directly
impacts the NO concentration found in the ﬂame region. In the present case, the scatter
data from LES is closer to the strained premixed ﬂame with Y bNO = 7 × 10−6. This
disparity of NO concentrations in the ﬂame region signiﬁcantly aﬀects the structure of
the NOx source term, as shown in Fig. D.1(b). Note that the NO mass fractions chosen
here are at least two order of magnitudes lower than the equilibrium value.
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(a) NO mass fraction.
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(b) NOx source term.
Figure D.1: SGT-100 Case A: Scatter plot (·) of a) NO mass fraction and b)
NOx source term conditioned on the mixture fraction Zglob. Comparison with
strained laminar premixed methane-air flame at global strain rate a = 2000 s−1
for Y bNO = 0.0 (·−·−), Y bNO = 7×10−6 (—) and Y bNO = 3×10−5 (···) . The equilibrium
value is Y eqNO = 3× 10−3.
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